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• ADF&G estimates 3% of the ABC
(-48,000 Ibs in 2008) is used by personal
use/subsistence/and other bycatch fisheries combined (this would include sportfish) and takes
this off the TAC before setting directed fishing level. The 2008 NSEI quota was 1.5 million
pounds, with 97 permit holders - this represents a 50% decline since 2000. Sablefish live to be
94 years old and are undergoing low recruitment gulf wide.

• The sablefish longline fishery is the most valuable state managed groundfish fishery in the State,
in operation since the early 1900's! Ex-vessel price exceeds $4Ilbs. Lingcod and yelloweye have
1 or 2 fish bag limits, To set a bag limit above 1 or 2 fish per day serves to devalue sablefish in
the eyes of the angler, and will allow a new fishery to develop on the backs of an existing fishery.
Coho and pink salmon have a 6 fish bag limit because there are few conservation concerns for
these species - The Department has said sablefish are in steep decline and has conservation
concerns. This is not a "scrap fish" please value it with a daily bag limit, not to exceed 2.

• Just For this ONE LODGE: 100 day season, 16 clients/day, -50 fishable days 2- 10 Ibs fish/day=
16,000 Ibs, 1% ofTAC, 10 fish per day = 80,000 Ibs, 7% ofTAC (see above)! Given that there
are numerous lodges that are within running distance of Chatham and Clarence Straits even a 2
fish bag limit conld seriously impact the resource and the longline fishery. We heard testimony
that lodges wish to develop a sport fisbery for sablefish now is the time to set a boundary on that
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Table 341-I.-Demersal shelfrocld'ish (DSR) total allowable catch (TAC), over fishing limit (OFL)
and harvests by year in metric tons. Sport catch for 2008 is considered preliminary.

Non directed
~1- ,\uDirected gronndflsh Halibut Sport Total

C;l,\\bGiAJ Y1TAC Subslstenee sEOYear OFL (mt) FIshery and heUbut Dlseard Mortality
Mortality '~i"Y\Laudlngs landings and Mortality

testflsh

er0::' fM-t :bh~-1982 106 14 28 148
1983 161 15 29 205
1984 543 20 IS 578
1985 395 . 100 13 512
1986 , 451 43 20 514
1987 803 52 18 873
1988 660 515 37 21 573
1989 420 356 119 15 490
1990 470 207 136 17 360
1991 425 386 119 18 523
1992 550 364 189 16 569
1993 967 800 345 272 20 631..__. --

646 ~ ''1b1994 1680 960 283 154 175 34 ,~

422 u}ID •1995 1044 580 177 112 108 25
4 4D

1996 1702 945 345 85 179 28 637 . . i I vlo1997 1450 945 267 87 217 38 6096 0
{0

594 6'\, .1998 950 . 560 241 117 190 47

594 I~"'~) ''5 "I ()1999 950 560 235 112 174 73
2000 420 340 183 94 148 80 .. [~;~2001 . 410 330. 172 147 122 7J Sll 11',~, [&'(0
2002 480 350 136 153 140 , ,':~7 516 {7 b
2003 540 390 102 174 107. _:2,~~;:1t -~~, 457 ltD c'

..
173 155 179 634 jea. ero2004 690 , 450

2005 640 410 42 195 162 '505
2006 650 410 0 205 21 327
2007 650 410 0 198 20 299
2008 611 382 42 148 15 296

RC 185 lists sport catch as a percent ofTAC for years 2000-2005 but this was not how the allocation
decision was made. It was made based on the sport%ofthe total SEO mortality - we looked at the years
1994-2004 as those were the years where total mortality was estimated. The perceot ranged from 4 to 17%
(never exceeded 18%). The directed fishery was closed 10 SEO 10 ;lOOS because the sport fisb numbers
iodicated a very high catch and there was concern the OFL would be exceeded.

The Committee sent two allocation plans to the full BOF - 20/80 to allow some growth and 16/84 to cap
the fishery at current levels (no growth). The BOF decided on the 16/84 split and asked the Department for
tools to keep the catch at that level.

The BOF official sUlIllll{U'y rifih~biscussion states: "The department noted previous conservation concerns
for yelloweye rockfish. The Board discussed the history ofthis and surrounding fisheries. The board then
examined the nature and it:iunhetS ofbycatch. There was a discussion ofpossible economic impacts and
how to quantifY them.
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ADF&G Statement on Conservation of DSR RC 83

The department has an immediate conservation concern for DSR.

These fish have extreme longevity (yelloweye can reach 120 years), they are
habitat specific and non-migratory so local depletion is a problem and they
suffer embolism mortality when caught. Along the west coast ofNorth
America and Canada they are considered overfished or categorized as
species at risk and consequently all saltwater fisheries are impacted in an
effort to control catch. According to the Pacific Fishery Management
Council website there is a risk that all bottom fishing on the continental shelf
where yelloweye rockfish reside may need to be closed or modified in the
near future to protect yelloweye. The coastwide OY for yelloweye in
Washington, Oregon, and California is 13.7 mt, in total.

Demersal shelf rockfish is managed in the Southeast Outside Section based
on an ABC and an Overfishing Level. When approaching ABC, fisheries are
put on bycatch only status, when ABC is reached species become prohibited,
and ifOFL is reached it triggers a closure of all fisheries that take significant
catch ofyelloweye -likely the commercial halibut fishery and the sport
fishery in areas of high bycatch.

In 2004, the estimated catch was within 40 mt of Overfishing.

The Department supports methods of reducing harvest and incidental
mortality ofDSR in all fisheries to stay within ABC

The commercial halibut fishery is currently capped at 10% bycatch (natural
background bycatch rate) and that fishery has disincentives to topping off so
their catch has been relatively stable fluctuating with halibut quotas. There is
an increasing catch trend in the sport catch and 73% of this catch is non
resident. The directed commercial fishery was closed in two areas of the
outer coast in 2005 and closed entirely for the 2006 season (which would
have opened in January) because, for the first time in 2006, based on the best
estimate of sport fish catch from 2004 of 104 mt and the estimated catch in
the halibut fishery of349 mt we will exceed the 2006 ABC by 40 mt even in
the absence of a directed commercial fishery.



RC46

Regulatory Options for attaining various levels of allocation ofDemersal Shelf
Rockfish (DSR) in the Southeast Alaska Outside water Sport and Commercial

Fisheries.

Data used in this analysis:

Average DSR Total Mortality from 20IH-2005= 514mt
Average commercial mortality=430mt.
Average sport fish mortality=84mt.
ABC=41Omt (2006).

Allocation options for Commercial:Sport are:

1) 84:16 would be 344mt (Commercial) and 66mt (Sport)
2) 80:20 would be 328mt (Commercial) and 82mt (Sport)

Under a user group specific allocation the following actions could be taken to control harvest if
allocations were projected to be exceeded.

The Commercial Fisheries Division would:

1) Close directed commercial fishing for DSR.
2) Implement time and area closures to reduce bycatch;

a analyze commercial halibut landings by more specific area, depth and time to
better estimate DSR bycatch (for instance look at distribution of catch by
depth, season, and habitat)

a monitor landings and estimated unreported catch in-season and project
potential catch for the next quarter.

The Sport Fish Division would:

At a 16% allocation:

1) Reduce the bag and possession limit for nonresidents to 3 DSR, only one of
which could be a yelloweye; the fust three DSR caught must be retained.

2) Prohibit retention by charter operators and crew (proposal 231).

At a 20% allocation:
1) Non-retention by charter operators and crew (proposal 231).

The emergency order authority that the department would need to implement additional
restrictions to the sport fishery are:



Substitute language:

5 AAe 47.0XX. Rockfish delegation of authority and provisions for management

(a) If the commissioner determines that the rockfish regulations must be modified for
conservation purposes, the commissioner may establish by emergency order: 1) annual
limits for Demersal ShelfRockfish (DSR) for nonresident and/or resident anglers; 2)
require that all DSR caught by nonresident and/or resident anglers must be retained until
the bag limit is reached; and 3) operator and crew members of a charter vessel may not
retain DSR while clients are on board the vessel.



To: Vince Webster, Vice Chair Alaska Department of Fish and Game Board of Fisheries and
members of the Board.

Re: Proposal 341 concerning reallocation of Demersal Shelf Rockfish.

I call to your attention that the Pacific Fisheries Management Council (down in America)
attempts to maintain fisheries while implementing high levels of protection of Yelloweye
Rockfish. The recovery of Yelloweye Rockfish has closed commercial trawl fisheries from
Mexico to Canada in depth swaths from about 50 fathoms to 150 fathoms. Likewise, the Pacific
Council implemented Yelloweye Rockfish Conservation Areas for recreational fisheries. The
Northcoast Yelloweye Rockfish Conservation Area is closed for rockfish and halibut to prevent
bycatch. This area is approximately 18 miles by 19 miles, although irregular in shape.

I suggest the Board should firmly establish the authority within ADFG Sport Fish Division to
close "hot spots", high abundance areas, and other areas with wide latitude of discretion. The
trigger for closing areas could include high bycatch rates as determined in season, as well as
chronic high catch areas.

I have enclosed the information from NMFS/NW detailing the area closures along the pacific
coast, both commercial and recreational.

Sincerely,

Joel Kawahara

Rockfish Conservation Areas
Rockfish Conservation Areas, or RCAs, are large-scale closed areas that extend along the
entire length of the U.S. West Coast. The RCA boundaries are lines that connect a series of
latitUde/longitude coordinates intended to approximate particular depth contours. RCA
boundaries for particular gear types are likely to differ between the northern and southern areas
of the coast. RCA boundaries are also likely to change at different times of the year. The
locations of the RCA boundaries are set in order to minimize opportunities for vessels to
incidentally take overfished rockfish by eliminating fishing in areas where and times when those
overtished species are likely to co-occur with mores healthy stocks of groundfish. RCAs may
change during the year. This website will be updated with any changes.

Schedule of RCA boundaries:

• Trawl (Groundfish and Non-Groundfish) RCA boundaries
• Non-Trawl RCA boundaries
• Recreational RCA boundaries

Coordinates:
Current coordinates for all of the RCA boundary lines are listed in federal regulations at 50 CFR
660.390 through 660.394.
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BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF WORK

McDowell Group, Inc. was commissioned by the Alaska Seine Boat Owners
Association (ASBOA) to assess the potential impacts of an equal harvest share (EHS)
fishery in the Sitka sac roe purse seine herring fishery. An equal harvest share
fishery would divide the annual Sitka guideline herring harvest level (GHL) equally
among the 51 limited entry permit holders.

The scope of work includes a discussion of potential impacts to processors,
harvesters, crewmembers, support industry (spotter planes, tenders, cork boats, etc.),
the Southeast Alaska region, and the community of Sitka. Management implications
for the Alaska Deparhnent of Fish and Game are also addressed.

If an equal harvest share (EHS) fishery were to be adopted by the Alaska Board of
Fish, a new fishery management plan would be developed with input from many
parties. Many issues would be determined, such as to what extent - if at all 
permit-stacking (allowing one vessel to fish for two or more permit holders) would
be allowed, and if, so, at what guideline harvest level (GHL). Readers are cautioned
that the analysis in this report is based on available data. Due to limitations of
available data, much of the discussion is qualitative in nature and not intended to
give precise answers, such as changes in the number of processing jobs, for example.

Methodology

McDowell Group interviewed herring processors, fishermen, and local business
operators to analyze economic impacts of the proposal. ADFG personnel were
interviewed to assess impacts to fishery management and costs, anticipated length of
the fishery, and product quality. Accident assessment was addressed through
interviews with the Coast Guard, the Purse Seine Vessel Owners Association, and
fishermen. The Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans was contacted for
information regarding similar equal harvest share herring fisheries in British
Columbia.

Economic data was obtained from the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce
Development, ADFG Division of Commercial Fisheries (Commercial Operators
Annual Report), and McDowell Group background research on the Sitka economy.
Finally, the study's project manager observed the fishery onsite in March of 2005.

Sitka Equal Harvest Share Herring Study McDowell Group. Inc. • Page 1



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
- 9E

Study Findings

Impacts to Fishery Management

• No fishery management change will alter the time period during which roe
herring are suitably ripe for harvest. Harvesting activity will be more
frequent under EHS management, but total duration of harvesting activity is
not expected to change from the typical one to three week period under
current management.

• Additional fishing days are expected under EHS fishery management. In
each year between 2001 and 2004, harvesters fished competitively on just
three days because of the high fleet capacity in the current fishery. In these
same years, spawn was observed on between 19 (2001, 2004) and 42 (2003)
days. Several additional fishing days are likely as harvesters pace their
activity to match processor capacity and maxirrUze roe content.

o Individual fishery openings are expected to be longer and over a larger area,
including some opportUllities to harvest high yield roe content herring that
had previously been precluded because of the exceptional harvesting power
of the competitive fleet.

• Roe yield is expected to increase over that of the current fishery, enhancing
the value of the resource at both ex-vessel and first wholesale levels. ADFG,
processors, and harvesters generally agree that roe content will increase by
0.5 to 1.0 percent over the current competitive fishery five-year average of 11
percent. That is, roe yield in an EHS fishery is expected to increase to 11.5 to
12.0 percent. This represents a 5 to 10 percent increase in the volume of
consumer-ready product produced from the fishery. The anticipated gain in
roe content is consistent with the increase resulting from the shift to EHS
management in Canadian herring fisheries.

• Biologists report that female roe content peaks at 25 to 26 percent of body
weight, meaning that peak biologically possible roe content of a given school is
12.5 to 13.0 percent. Maximum practical roe content would likely be less.

• Operations costs of fishery management to ADFG are expected to remain the
same in the near future, according to the department.

• An EHS herring fishery may allow for improved coordination of the
management between commercial and subsistence harvests.

Impacts to the Harvesting Sector

• Over the long term, the fishery should be more profitable to permit holders
because of higher roe yield, lower total operating costs, and potential
additional self-tendering revenue.

Sitka Equal HalVest Share Herring Study McDowell GrouP. Inc. • Page 2
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Harvester profits are expected to increase by more than the increase in roe
content, as there is no additional cost associated with catching the same
tonnage of higher-yield fish.

While a number of harvesters already self-tender, the relaxed non
competitive harvest schedule would allow for more opportunity to do so,
earning extra income for harvesters who choose to self tender.

Fishing crew income will become stable because harvest shares are assured
for each vessel.

Currently, no legal prohibition prevents permit stacking, a logical cost
savings measure for harvesters in an EHS fishery, particularly in lower GHL
years.

Permit stacking may be limited to some degree by the typically brief period
of peak roe content, when harvesters have to be ready on short notice.

If permit stacking occurs:

o The number of crew jobs will decline, as fewer vessels will participate
in harvesting activity.

o Remaining crewmembers will earn higher crew shares as they will be
crewing for two or more permit holders.

o The percentage of total ex-vessel value earned by crewmembers will
likely decline, following the practice common in the IFQ fisheries.

The pace of fishing will be slower and less competitive, resulting in fewer
collisions and a safer fishery.

Historically, about one-third of the economic value of the fishery is ex-vessel
income. This is not expected to change.

Impacts to Processors

• Processing activity of the Sitka sac roe herring fishery accounts for about two
thirds of the fishery's economic value at the first wholesale level. This is not
expected to change.

• Relative to the competitive fishery, product quality, and, therefore, first
wholesale unit value will increase.

• Processor profit will be greater than the increase in roe content as no
additional costs are associated with processing the same tonnage of higher
roe-percentage fish.

• According to processors, more herring will be landed and processed in
Southeast Alaska, and Sitka in particular, because harvests can be paced - to
some degree, at least - to the limited regional processing capacity. Processors
and harvesters expect less fish to be tendered outside the region to Canada.

• Processors will benefit from additional fishing days because capacity
constraints will be less of a factor, and fish can be processed immediately
upon harvest, increasing quality.

Sitka Equat Harvest Share Herring Study McDowell Group, tnc. • Page 3
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Processor plant employment and shared fisheries business tax to the
processing communities in the region will increase to the extent that more
fish can be processed in the region.

Processors with fishermen who harvest above the fleet average anticipate
some loss in herring volume under an EHS system. Interestingly, all
processors interviewed thought their fishermen were above average.

Processors can anticipate cost savings through the ability to match materials,
processing and tender capacity to a pre-determined volume of herring under
the EHS fishery, eliminating economic waste due to uncertainty.

Custom processing activity may increase for new herring buying ventures,
including direct marketing by fishermen.

Impacts to Fishing Support Services

•

•

•

"

•

While many harvesters currently self-tender, additional permit holders may
opt to self-tender, shifting some income to harvest vessels. As a result, tender
vessel numbers would decline, according to some processors and permit
holders.

Tenders serving processors located in ports other than Sitka, where the
majority of processing currently occurs, are still expected to operate. In the
absence of competitive time pressure, some harvesters selling to processors in
ports other than Sitka may elect to self-tender.

Under an EHS plan, excess tender capacity will be reduced (even without a
shift to self-tendering), and remaining tender vessels will have more certainty
for employment.

Spotter plane use is expected to decline by half, from about 15 to 8 planes 
one for each likely processor.

The number of cork boats will decline consistent with any reduction in
harvesting vessels, depending on the level of permit stacking.

Impacts to the Southeast Regional Economy

• Overall, the regional economy is likely to benefit, primarily from more
processing in the region and from higher ex-vessel and first wholesale values
that would result from higher roe content and improved quality in an EHS
fishery.

• Regional harvesting income and profit should increase due to cost savings,
increased roe content, and better efficiency than is currently experienced in
the competitive fishery.

• Benefits of harvester income will continue to accrue primarily to the
Southeast Alaska region where the majority of permit holders reside.

• Regional processing income and profit should increase due to cost savings,
increased roe content, and efficiencies that will arise from dealing with a
known quantity of herring under EHS management.

Sitka Equal Harvest Share Herring Study McDowell Group, Inc. • Page 4



• Tendering (both contract and self-tendering) to other ports within Southeast
Alaska is likely to replace at least some of the processing activity that now
occurs in Canada.

• Shared fisheries business tax revenue to regional communities should
increase due to higher fishery value and additional volume being processed
in the region.

• Assuming permit stacking occurs, the number of crewmember jobs is likely
to decrease but the average crewmember income should increase.

• The fishery is primarily a resident Alaskan fishery. Of 51 permit holders, 36
are Alaska residents, and over one-half (27) reside in the Southeast region.
Regional permit holders reside in Petersburg (9), Ketchikan (8), Sitka (6), and
one each in Wrangell, Metlakatla, Klawock, and Juneau.

Impacts to the Sitka Economy

• The actual scale of the reduction of harvest-related economic activity at Sitka
will be a function of the level of permit stacking that occurs. With or without
permit stacking, the same amount of harvesting activity will occur but over
more fishing days.

• With permit stacking, Sitka would experience some harvest-related economic
loss due to fewer vessels lying idle at Sitka during closed periods.

• Processing activity and employment are expected to increase at Sitka,
because more fishing days means more days to process fish through the
limited local processing capacity. Under the competitive fishery, an estimated
two-thirds of the catch is tendered to distant ports, partly because of limited
local capacity.

• Shared fisheries business tax revenue should increase from higher value
herring and from increased landings of herring for processing in Sitka.

• In comparison to both the Sitka economy and the local seafood industry, the
potential economic impact of permit stacking may be modest. During the
month of March it could be significant for those businesses that traditionally
cater to harvest-related participants. However, this represents only a minor
portion of the total Sitka economy.

• Some Sitka businesses interviewed for this study anticipated a major
reduction in their March business volume, because they believed the number of
vessels harvesting herring would be drastically reduced. The actual number of
participating vessels is yet to be determined.

Sitka Equal Harvest Share Herring Study McDowell Group, Inc. • Page 5



Sitka Herring Sac Roe Fishery

Management: The Sitka Sound purse seine sac roe herring fishery occurs in March,
occasionally extending into early April. The ADFG monitors herring roe maturity as
the fish move into Sitka Sound. As roe content increases, the department puts the
fleet on increasingly shorter notice of an impending fishery opening. Due to the
large fishing power of the fleet (51 vessels), openings can last just 15 minutes.
Vessels jockey for position, with the aid of spotter pilots. Competition is
extraordinarily vigorous and when the opening begins, collisions between vessels
maneuvering to catch the same school of herring are common.

Total fishing time for competitive fisheries ranged from 1 hour in 2001 to 6.8 hours in
2002. Fisheries were cooperatively fished for part of 2002 and 2005 to harvest small
remainders of quota left on the Guideline Harvest Level (GHL).

Economic Value: From 2001 to 2005, the fleet harvested an annual average 10,000
tons of herring worth an ex-vessel value of $4.3 million. Average roe percent during
that period was 11 percent. For the period 2001-2004, non-confidential ADFG data
for 2001-2004 show an average ex-vessel price of $0.20 per pound, and average first
wholesale value of $0.59 per pound. Processors freeze the herring and ship it to Asia
for final processing. A significant proportion (two-thirds) of the fishery's total
economic value accrues as a result of processing activity. In the current fishery an
estimated 30 to 40 percent of initial processing occurs at Sitka.

Statistical Summary of Sitka Sound Herring Sac Roe Fishery
2001 to 2005

2001 1.0 12,034 10,597 11.3% $5.7 47 $121,277
2002 6.8 41.5 9,922 11,042 10.9% $3.0 50 $60,524
2003 2.8 7,071 6,969 10.7% $2.7 50 $54,305
2004 2.2 10,556 10,618 10.8% $4.6 46 $100,970
2005 5.7 18.5 11,425 11,192 11.5% $5.4 51 $106,409
Av. 3.7 10,202 10,084 11.0% $4.3 49 $88,168
Source: Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Processor/harvester Relationships: Each processor buys herring from a regular
group of fishermen. Fishermen often create harvesting partnerships and divide
gross earnings of the group evenly. For example, if a partnership has 4 permit
holders delivering herring, and their combined catch was 2,000 tons worth $200,000,
then each vessel would receive $50,000. This mitigates some of the financial risk for
individual permit holders. However, each partnership group is racing for fish
against every other group, so the fishery remains extremely competitive.

Proposed Plan: Under the proposed EHS plan, ADFG would continue to monitor
roe content and open appropriate areas as they do now. However, the race for fish
would be reduced because each permit holder would be assured the opportunity to
catch an equal share of the harvest. Absent the time pressure of competition,

Sitka Equal Harvest Share Herring StUdy McDowell Group, Inc. • Page 6



If regulations are changed to allow permit stacking, permit holders would have
incentive to operate harvesting partnerships as efficiently as possible, reducing
operating expenses including crew shares. For example, if a fishing group of 6
permit holders only needs 4 vessels for harvesting, the 6 permit holders may
combine to fish on the 4 vessels. Harvesters may elect to self-tender more of their
catch because of the decreased competitive pressure to continue fishing, shifting
some tendering income from tender to harvest vessel owners. Harvesters
interviewed for this report had mixed opinions on whether a significant number of
tenders would be displaced by increased self-tendering, or by tendering in each
group by harvesters with idle vessels.

Economic Impacts: An EHS fishery would have approximately the same amount of
total economic activity as the current fishery, though consumer spending by idle
vessels and their crews would be reduced if permit stacking occurs.

An EHS fishery would likely result in more fishing days and an increase in local
processing volume. Harvesting activity could be better matched to the limited local
processing capacity. Similarly, harvesting activity could also be matched to regional
processing capacity, reducing the need to tender fish to Canada when regional
plants are at capacity.

Economic Overview

The seafood industry is an important part of the Southeast regional economy, and
the region is unique in the extent of fishery diversity and interdependence. Most
harvesters participate in more than one fishery, many of them relying on several for
their overall livelihood. The Sitka sac roe herring fishery is as very brief, but
important fishery, occurring over a two to three week spring period when herring
roe content is at its peak. Harvesters typically earn over $4 million in ex-vessel
income and processors triple that figure at the first wholesale level.

Sitka: Sitka is a community of about 8,800 residents located on the western side of
Baranof Island on Sitka Sound. The community has one of the region's more
diversified economies with the major industries being health care, commercial
fishing, seafood processing, tourism, government, and education. Sitka recorded
total business sales of $312 million, annual equivalent employment of 4,500 (plus
another 400 in commercial fish harvesting), and total payroll of $137 million in 2004.
While the herring fishery is a short blip on the community's overall economic radar
screen, it is important to a number of local businesses during that time, and is a
major community event in March as winter fades to spring.

Sitka Seafood Industry: In 2004, 451 Sitka resident permit holders fished 780
permits, generating about $34 million in ex-vessel value (payment to harvesters for
raw fish), and delivered to many Alaska ports including Sitka. This total included a
sac roe herring harvest by 6 Sitka herring permit holders worth $760,000 ex-vessel
value, about 2 percent of Sitka residents' seafood harvest value. Seafood processing
provided an average of 204 annual equivalent jobs in 2004, with seasonal variation.

According to NOAA reports, raw fish landings at Sitka in 2004 totaled 37 million
pounds with an ex-vessel value of $43 million, ranking the community 9th in the
nation in landed value. The ex-vessel value of the Sitka herring sac roe fishery that
year was $5 million. An estimated 30 percent of that harvest was processed at Sitka,
valued at about $5 million at the first wholesale level.

Sitka Equal HalVest Share Herring Study McDowell Group, Inc. • Page 7
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Summary

Pros and Cons: ADFG, processors, and fishermen all agree that roe content is likely
to increase in an EHS harvest strategy, and therefore increase the ex-vessel and first
wholesale value of the fishery. Consolidation of multiple permits on fewer vessels,
self-tendering by permit holders, and a lower likelihood for collisions should further
reduce fishing costs to permit holders.

Generally, fishermen who harvest above the average harvest are negatively
impacted by an EHS plan. However, the combination of reduced annual
uncertainty, increased value of herring harvested, and reduced operational costs
appear to override the reduction in gross value received in an average year for
several of the "highliners" that support the plan. Furthermore, chance plays a major
role in the fishery. It is widely recognized that a highliner one year may be a
lowliner the next.

Some of the cost savings to industry is money that might have otherwise represented
consumer spending in the Sitka economy during the herring season. The herring
fishery can drag on for a month or more waiting for the herring to arrive and ripen.
Some fishery participants spend an extended period of time in Sitka bUying gear and
groceries, eating at restaurants, patronizing bars and movie theatres, and paying
transient moorage fees, regardless of whether they make a profit during their stay.
This influx of money to the economy occurs during a period of otherwise quiet
economic activity, and some of it will be lost in an EHS fishery. However, these
losses could be offset or exceeded by increased processing activity and employment
in the region during the herring season.

Biological Limitations: The biology of the Sitka herring fishery acts as a practical
limitation to potential consolidation under EHS management. Regardless of any
management plan, herring will continue to enter Sitka Sound, ripen and spawn on
their own schedule. Industry must still maintain the harvest, tender and processing
capacity to deal with a harvest that has recently averaged over 10,000 tons of herring.
An EHS fishery does nothing to reduce this time pressure of biology. However, an
EHS fishery may maximize the ability of fishermen to harvest the highest value
herring during the biological window.

Economic Value: Finally, while ex-vessel value is a widely used measure of
commercial fishery value, first wholesale value is actually a more complete measure
of the economic activity associated with a fishery. First wholesale value represents
payment received by a seafood processor upon sale of product to a buyer outside
their affiliate network. Such payment must cover the cost of fish (payment to
harvesters) and the full spectrum of expenditures associated with converting it from
live fish to salable food product. Such spending includes labor, materials, goods and
services, local utilities, etc.
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SITKA HERRING FISHERY PROFILE

The Sitka herring fishery is a cultural and economic event in Sitka. Fishing vessels,
tenders, spotter planes, and industry support staff arrive en masse in March. Kids
take VHF radios to school, and leave school to watch the fishery or jump on their
boat to work when an opening is announced. Vehicles line Halibut Point Road to
watch the fishing. Visitors come to Sitka just to see the herring fishery.

As herring move into Sitka Sound, ADFG monitors herring maturation, and strives
to open the fishery when roe content is at its peak. Fishery openings are permitted
in a relatively small area for short duration (as little as 15 minutes). This is to focus
effort on ripe herring and control the volume harvested.

Prior to the opening, vessels jockey for position near a school of herring, usually
with the aid of a spotter pilot. At the moment the fishery opens, each vessel
attempts to purse a school of herring, and then awaits processor staff to assess roe
quality. If roe quality is acceptable, the herring are transferred to a tender vessel and
the fishing vessel makes another set if time permits. If roe quality is not sufficient,
the vessel releases the herring and attempts to make another set. Small vessels,
called "cork boats", assist in keeping a full purse seine cork line above water by
adding floats to prevent fish from escaping. Other skiffs are employed to transport
processing staff.

For the permit holder and their crew, the herring fishery is a major gamble. Vessels
may wait weeks for a chance to fish. Short openings may allow for only one set on a
school of herring. If those herring are of poor roe content, the set is released, and the
vessel harvests no herring during that opening. To mitigate this risk, groups of
vessels commonly form harvesting partnerships and at the end of the Sitka herring
season, divide the group income equally.

From 2001 to 2005, all 51 permit holders participated in the fishery, though on
average, only 49 made landings. It is significant to note that in some years, such as
2001 and 2004, several vessels made no landings. A total of 36 permit holders are
Alaska residents, including six Sitka residents. Average annual harvest per permit
was 200 tons, with an average annual ex-vessel value of $88,000. Most seine vessels
employ the permit holder and four crew.

Statistical Summary of Sitka Sound Herring Sac Roe Fishery
2001 to 2005

2001 10,597 12,034 11.3% $474 $5,700,000 47 $121,277
2002 11,042 9,922 10.9% $305 $3,026,210 50 $60,524
2003 6,969 7,071 10.7% $384 $2,715,264 50 $54,305
2004 10,618 10,556 10.8% $440 $4,644,640 46 $100,970
2005 11,192 11,425 11.5% $475 $5,426,875 51 $106,409

Avera e 10084 10,202 11.0% $416 $4,302,598 49 $88,168
Source: Alaska Department of Fish and Game
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The fishery is also a gamble for tender vessels. Like permit holders, tenders may wait
weeks on standby for the fishery to begin. Tender vessel usage depends on the
volume of herring harvested by a processor's fleet, so all tenders that register do not
necessarily get paid to haul fish. An average of about 86 vessels registered to tender
herring in recent years, according to ADFG. Tenders are generally paid by the
amount of fish hauled (about $175/ton to Sitka in 2005). Like fishing vessels,
processors often pay tenders cooperatively, splitting compensation among the
contracted tender vessels.

About 15 spotter pilots flew in 2005, according to ADFG. Approximately 50 to 60
cork boats operated during the fishery, and are usually paid on a daily contract, but
only during fishing openings.

Processing herring is a gamble as well. Processors wait for weeks to buy an
unknown volume of herring from their fishermen. Processors often mobilize excess
tender capacity as a contingency plan for dealing with an unexpectedly large harvest
by their fleet. If harvest is normal or smaller than anticipated, the excess capacity sits
idle. If the processor's fleet does better than expected and plugs the primary plant,
overflow is tendered to more distant plants, including Prince Rupert, B.C. Tenders
traveling to distant ports have been turned back by poor weather. Herring must be
processed within two or three days or quality and value are significantly reduced.

A total of eight processors bought herring in Sitka in 2005, including Icicle Seafoods,
Sitka Sound Seafoods, Alaska General Seafoods, Icy Straits Seafoods, Oceans
Fisheries, Flagship (Wrangell Seafoods), Annette Island Packing and Snopac.
Processing locations included Sitka, Petersburg, Wrangell, Annette Island, Ketchikan
and Prince Rupert, British Columbia. Daily processing capacity was about 1,800 tons
in Southeast Alaska and 2,000 tons in Prince Rupert.
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IMPACTS TO FISHERY MANAGEMENT
==. ----S

The first spawn of herring generally marks the date at which herring are acceptable
for harvest. However, in a competitive fishery, managers must consider several
factors before opening a fishery. A school of herring may show excellent roe content,
but be too large to allow an opening without exceeding the GHL or processor
capacity. Samples may show small schools of harvestable herring throughout the
area, with schools of unripe herring in other areas, causing managers to hold off
from an opening to avoid a harvest of herring with low average roe content. In most
years, fisheries occur just a few days out of potentially several weeks of acceptable
quality roe content.

Fishing Days and Date of First and Last Observed Spawn for Sitka
Sound Herring, 2001-2004.

~.,

2001 March 23 April 10 19 3

2002 March 24 April 26 35 3

2003 March 23 May 6 42 3

2004 March 27 April 14 19 3
Source: ADFG

Fishery openings are expected to be longer and over a larger area in most seasons
under an EHS program than under the current plan, according to ADFG herring
biologist Dave Gordon. He expects that an EHS herring fishery would last from one
to two weeks in most years, with the harvest period dependent upon the
development of the spawn. The biological process will not change under any harvest
share arrangement, and harvesting will need to occur according to roe maturity.

Mr. Gordon expected that roe recovery might be higher by 0.5 percent to 1.0 percent
over time under an EHS plan, compared to the five-year average of 11 percent.
Gordon expects little change in the cost to ADFG for managing the fishery if the EHS
plan is adopted. ADFG will need to monitor fishing activity very closely as they do
now. Dockside verification of landing may be required, which could increase costs
to the state if that cost is not borne by the industry.

Fishermen supporting the EHS plan are more optimistic. They believe they can
conduct a deliberate, selective harvest of higher quality herring over most of the
length of the spawn - perhaps 3 weeks or more in most seasons. They believe the
fleet can change its focus from maximizing harvest to maximizing value, increasing
processing opportunity for Southeast Alaska processors and the value of the fishery
to all participants.
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History of Canadian EHS Roe Herring Fishery

like the Sitka Sound herring fishery, British Columbia roe herring fisheries were
characterized by short intense fisheries, in which the fleet harvested an overall area
quota in a competitive fishery. Equal harvest share management was introduced in
1998 as a management tool for controlling harvest. According to the Canadian
Division of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), the system reduced catch overages,
increased profitability in the roe industry by limiting overhead costs (fishing gear,
and packing costs), and improved quality.

Roe percent in Commercial Seine Catch for
British Columbia Herring Fisheries

Competitive and EHS Fisheries
1994·2005

Competitive Average 11.5%
EHS Average 12.0%

EHS Average (Less 2004) 12.2%
Source: Cenadian Herring Processor

DFO now regulates fisheries to achieve a GHL, and allows industry to dictate when
areas are fished based on roe sampling. Female herring have a maximum roe content
of about 25 percent. If a school of fish is evenly split, then peak roe yield will be
about 12.5 percent (25 percent roe yield in females + 0 roe yield in males = 12.5
percent). Of course, schools that have more females can yield roe content above 12.5
percent. Canadian processors have a goal of achieving at least a 12 percent roe
recovery.

According to Canadian processors, sac roe seine fisheries in British Columbia
achieve roe recoveries higher than at Sitka because they have a higher processing
capacity, allowing them to harvest larger volumes of herring during a given time
period than can occur in Sitka. Processors and fishermen wait until herring are at
their peak, and then take the full quota as quickly as possible. In 2005, for example,
the seine fishery in the Strait of Georgia harvested over 7,700 tons in less than 2
consecutive days of fishing, and 10,800 tons in less than one day in 2003.
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At Sitka, ADFG manages the competitive fishery at a pace commensurate with
processing capacity, usually with 3 competitive openings per season with a GHL of
about 10,000 tons. Fishing must therefore oc= before, during and after roe yield
peaks in order to accommodate limited processor capacity. Improved roe yields can
be expected in an EHS fishery, but achieving yields on par with Canada will largely
depend on processing capacity, as that relates to harvest timing for peak-roe-content
fish.
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IMPACTS TO PERMIT HOLDERS AND CREW

Permit holders (and their crew) that harvest above the fleet average would lose gross
income and those in the lower quartiles would increase income under an EHS plan.
In 2004, for example, about half the fleet earned an average $57,000, or roughly 50
percent of the fleet-average income of $112,000. Under an EHS system, about half
the fleet could see gross earnings decline, while the other half would see their
earnings nearly double. It should be noted that all 51 vessels usually participate
each year, but several make no landings. Therefore, the 4lh quartile under-represents
the number of permits and over-estimates average earnings of the entire fleet.

Quartile Earnings, Sitka Sound Herring Fishery, 2004

1 5 11% $1.20 23% $239,500 20 $21,000
2 8 17% $1.37 27% $171,000 32 $15,000
3 11 24% $1.34 26% $122,000 44 $11,000
4 22 48% $1.25 24% $ 57,000 88 $5,000

Total 46 100% $5.16 100% $112,000 184 $10,000

Source: Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission, State of Alaska

It is important to note that with respect to consistent performance, the Sitka herring
fishery is unique among seine fisheries, according to several permit holders. In
salmon fisheries, for example, the same fishermen tend to perform well above the
fleet average year after year. The Sitka herring fishery is different. With such short
openings, small areas, and vigorous competition, consistent performance is far more
difficult to achieve. Individual operators may be in the top quartile one year, and in
the bottom quartile the next.

FurthelIDore, small relative increases in herring roe and herring value may represent
much larger increases in profitability of the fishery to permit holders. The costs for a
vessel to harvest 9 percent herring or 12 percent hen-ing are essentially the same.
Therefore, an incremental increase in revenues relative to increased roe value may
translate to a doubling of profit for the permit holder

Although permit holder employment will remain the same, crew employment will
decline if there is fleet consolidation through permit stacking. 1£ regulations allow,
Sitka herring EHS permit holders may reduce their costs by consolidating two or
more permit holders aboard the same vessel. This will eliminate 4 crew jobs from
each inactive vessel and will likely displace one crewmember per permit holder on
each active vessel. Remaining crewmembers in an EHS fishery may make a higher
individual average crew share as compared to the current system because they will
be harvesting multiple permit shares.

Total percentage paid to crew is likely to decline in an EHS fishery in which permit
stacking occurs. History and economics suggest that this is a likely scenario. Other
individual quota fisheries, including halibut and sablefish, show a trend of
decreasing crewshaJ:e percentages upon conversion to a quota shares.
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IMPACTS TO PROCESSING

Processors anticipate that more herring of higher quality would be processed in
Alaska, and particularly more in Sitka, under an EHS plan. Currently, the Sitka
herring harvest exceeds Alaska processing capacity during. most openings, with
surplus fish tendered for processing to Prince Rupert, British Columbia. Pacing the
harvest to match regional processing capacity should increase product volume,
product value, processing employment, and state shared fisheries business tax in the
Alaska communities where herring are processed.

An EHS plan provides both increased and decreased certainty for the processing
sector, depending on the type of processor. On one hand, established processors
with an established fleet could precisely predict the amount of tender capacity,
materials, and processing labor required to handle their fleet's harvest. This has
obvious advantages with respect to reducing cost and increasing profit.

On the other hand, opportunistic processors - those that enter the fishery only when
quotas are large - could be at a disadvantage under an EHS system. Under the
current system, they enter the Sitka fishery in years of higher quotas because there
are vessels willing to sell to them. Under an EHS system, the number of vessels
fishing would decline if permit stacking were allowed. Opportunistic processors
interviewed for this study expressed concern that fewer harvest vessels would
translate to reduced opportunities to purchase herring. However, there would still
be 51 permit holders in the EHS fishery, each with the opportunity to harvest a
specific tonnage of herring. It is logical to assume permit holders would negotiate
individually to sell their share of the harvest, regardless of whether or not it was
caught on their own boat. Several permit holders believe processing opportunities
may increase because an EHS fishery will give all processors who can contract with
fishermen a known volume of herring to purchase.

The level to which the harvesting fleet can be reduced and still take all the GHL is a
significant variable for processors. To realize maximum value, herring in the Sitka
fishery must be harvested under precise conditions. A minimum number of vessels
will be required to harvest the quota during the short period when those conditions
exist. That number can change substantially from year to year based on development
of the spawn.

Processors interviewed had widely differing views on other effects from the
proposed EHS plan. Three processors said that operations outside of Sitka could
suffer, as more of the harvest would be processed in town to save the tendering cost
to distant ports. Another processor outside of Sitka said he may contract a floating
processor to operate on site in Sitka Sound, in addition to processing at his own
plant. Floating processors need minimum guarantees to mobilize, and under the
current system this is not possible, as processors cannot predict their fleet's
performance with a reasonable degree of certainty.

More than one processor believed their fleet was "above average" and that they
would lose some volume compared to past fisheries. (This would indicate that other
processors have "below average" fishermen, which is doubtful, but humorous). One
processor thought his loss in volume would be mitigated to some degree through
contracted custom processing for other buyers, including fishermen direct marketing
their own catch.
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Current fisheries harvest most of the herring in only a few days, and herring surplus
to Southeast Alaska capacity is tendered to Canada. Although fishermen and fishery
managers may disagree on the season length available under an EHS plan, a harvest
that occurs commensurate with processing capacity could double or triple plant
employment days in Southeast Alaska in most seasons, with little need to process
herring outside the region.

The costs to process low-yield herring versus high-yield herring are essentially the
same; therefore, an incremental increase in herring roe content may mean all of the
incremental revenue accrues at no additional production cost. For example, the
revenue that results from an increase from 11 percent to 12 percent in roe content
accrues at no additional production cost.
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IMPACTS TO FISHING SUPPORT SERVICES

By necessity, all processors must prepare for potentially high harvests by their
fishing groups in the current competitive fishery. As a result, tender capacity for the
fishery exceeds need because processors do not know beforehand how much their
fishing group will harvest.

Processors and fishermen interviewed agreed that that an EHS plan would provide
more efficient use of tenders, and reduced need for cork boats and spotter pilots.
Harvesters and processors will be able to more closely match tender capacity to
need, and provide more certainty of work to tenders. The number of tenders
required in an EHS fishery will also be affected by the likelihood that at least some
harvesters will self-tender. Self-tendering is more likely in an EHS fishery because
the time pressure of competition will be absent.

Although the number of tenders required for the fishery may be reduced under an
EHS plan, most tenders working the fishery will logically be from Southeast Alaska
due to high fuel costs. In 2005, about 50 percent of the tenders registered for the
Sitka fishery were from Southeast Alaska, 17 percent from other areas of Alaska, and
the remaining 33 percent from outside the state.

The need for spotter planes is expected to decline from about 15 to 8 planes,
according to several fishing permit holders. Fewer cork boats will be needed during
most years because fewer fishing vessels will be harvesting fish during each
opening.
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RELATIVE FISHERY VALUE

Approximately two-thirds of the economic activity associated with the Sitka sac roe
herring fishery occurs as a result of processing operations. Ex-vessel value (payment
to harvesters) represents about one-third of the fishery's total economic activity.

During 2001- 2004, the average ex-vessel value of herring harvested in the Sitka sac
roe fishery was 20 cents per pound (Aggregate 2001-2004 ex-vessel value per ADFG).

During the same period, average first wholesale value of herring produced from the
fishery averaged 59 cents per pound (Aggregate per-pound first wholesale value,
non-confidential data from ADFG Commercial Operators Annual Report 2001-2004).

Using first wholesale value as the measure, processing operations account for two
thirds (66 percent) of direct economic activity associated with the Sitka herring sac
roe fishery.

While ex-vessel value is a widely used measure of commercial fishery value, first
wholesale value is actually a much more complete measure of the economic activity
associated with a fishery. Ex-vessel value only represents payment to harvesters for
raw fish. First wholesale value represents payment received by a seafood processor
upon sale of product to a buyer outside their affiliate network. Such payment must
cover the cost of fish (payment to harvesters) and the full spectrum of expenditures
associated with converting it from live fish to salable food product. Such spending
includes labor, materials, goods and services, local utilities, etc.

From a private business standpoint these expenditures are simply costs. But from a
regional standpoint, they represent economic activity that drives the coastal
economies of Southeast Alaska. Accordingly, regulatory change that results in more
herring being processed in-region represents a more significant gain in regional
economic activity than would be indicated by ex-vessel value alone.
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS IN THE SITKA HERRING FISHERY

Although few accident reports are filed annually with the Coast Guard or insurance
companies, every permit holder interviewed for this study concurred that collisions
occur during virtually every competitive opening in the fishery. These collisions
vary from boat to boat contact (with and without major damage) to collisions
between boat and skiff, boat and net, skiff and net, and all manner of variations
involving seine boats, seine skiffs, tender vessels, and nets. Collisions between boat
and net are significant for damage to the net and for potential to submerge the cork
line, allowing herring in the net to escape en masse.

An EHS fishery is expected to reduce incidence of collisions by removing the intense
time pressure of the existing competitive harvest and by expanding open fishing
areas.
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SITKA COMMUNITY PROFILE

Sitka is a community of about 8,800 residents located on the western side of Baranof
Island on Sitka Sound (ADLWD 2004). Sitka has one of the region's more diversified
economies. Health care and the seafood industry are the most important in terms of
employment and income. The Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium
(SEARHC) is the community's largest employer.

Gross business sales totaled $312 million in 2004. Sitka employment totaled about
4,500 annual average equivalent jobs, and payroll, $137 million in 2004. These Alaska
Department of Labor and Workforce Development figures do not include 420
seafood harvesting annual average equivalent jobs nor the skipper and crew share
income of these harvesting jobs.

Seafood processing provided 207 annual average equivalent jobs in 2004, with
significant seasonal variation. In 2004, 451 Sitka resident permit holders fished 780
permits, generating about $34 million in ex-vessel value (payment to harvesters for
raw fish). This translates to about 420 annual average equivalent jobs. Ex-vessel
income for the six Sitka-resident permit holders in the Sitka herring sac roe fishery
accounted for $760,000 in 2004, about 2 percent of Sitka resident fishermen's
earnings.

Federal government is an important source of year-round jobs, especially the u.S.
Coast Guard and the u.S. Forest Service. Tourism is a growing segment of Sitka's
economic base, n()w directly accounting for approximately one in ten local jobs.

Education (including Sheldon Jackson, Mt. Edgecumbe High School, UAS, and other
employers) also plays a key role in the economy, directly generating 10 percent of
local employment.

Sitka has a well-developed retail sector, and an excellent marine industry service
sector. Sitka is also home to retail outlets that cater to visitors.

The relative role of the herring fishery in Sitka's total economy and seafood industry
is minor, and a moderate reduction in the economic activity associated with it would
have only modest consequences. However, several factors make this a very visible
and important economic activity for a brief period in Sitka's yearly economy.

First, the herring fishery occurs in a very condensed period of time so its visibility is
center stage. The herring fishery is also a major local cultural as well as economic
event and preoccupies the community in the month of March. For timing, it could
not come at a more opportune time when local businesses are still experiencing
traditionally slow winter sales. For the permit holders, crews, processors, tenders,
spotter plane, and cork boat operators the fishery occurs well before most other
fisheries and provides income at a slow time. For a brief period of time, the herring
fishery is dominant.
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City and Borough of Sitka Employment, by Industry, 2004
~~e_A

)p7~ ~3: ~ ArlOual Average~1Jf1i!1~~' Total Local Employment ('Yo). - , -, -

Health Care 1 836 17.1

Seafood 2 M1 13.1

Seafood Harvestina* 420 8-6

Aauaculture 14 0,3

Processina 207 4,2

Education :! 467 9.5

Government 4 701 14.3

Local 186 3.8

Slale 71 1.6

Federal 375 7.7

Tribal 69 1.4

Wholesale and Retail Trade 6' 451 9.2

Wholesale Trade 33 0.7

Retail Trade 418 8.5

Tourism Ii 520 10.6

Construction 238 4.9

Transportation and Utilities 7 150 3.1

Manufacturina & 75 1.5

Marine Construction 45 0.9

Other Manufacturina 30 0.6

Services 9 675 13.8

Finance Activities 140 2.9

Totallnduslry 4,894 100%
Source. Complied by McDowell Group, Inc. based In part on Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development (DOL&WD) data.
1. Includes SEARHC, Pioneer Home, SEREMS, Sitka Community Hospital, Center for Community, and other private health care services. Does not include
social services.
2. Includes self-employed fishermen, local hatcheries, and local processor employment.
3. Includes Sheldon Jackson College, Mt. Edgecumbe High School, Public Safety Academy, Sitka School District, and VAS- Sitka campus.
4. Total government figures have been adjusted. local government employment is as reported by DOl&VVD less Sitka Community Hospital jobs and Sitka
Borough School Djstrictjobs. State government is as reported by DOl&WD, less UAS, Ml. Edgecumbe HS, Public Safety Academy, and Pioneers' Home
jobs. Federal government as reported by ADOl, plus active dUty US Coast Guard and less federal health care jobs.
5. Trade jobs as reported by DOL&WD, less 150 tourism-related jobs.
6. Estimated tourism employment based on DOL&WD. Includes jobs in Retail, Transportation and the Leisure & Hospitality sectors.
7. Transportation, Utilities and Information jobs as reported by DOL&WD, less 150 tourism-related jobs.
8. Manufacturing jobs as reported by DOL&WD, less seafood processing jobs.
9. Service (including Professional & Business Services, Social Services, Leisure & Hospitality and Other Services) jobs as reported by DOL&WD, less 250
tourism 8 related jobs.
"' Includes permit holders and crew. Estimate accounts for various seasons and is an annual average. Total participation in commercial fishing is
significantly higher, including 589 permit holders and 517 crew that reported Sitka as their place of residence.

Impacts to the Sitka Economy

Although the majority of Sitka business operators interviewed - including fuel
suppliers, restaurants, grocery stores, coffee shops, hotels, and gear stores 
perceived that an EHS herring fishery would have significant negative impacts on
their businesses, the actual scale of the reduction of harvest-related economic activity
will be a function of the level of permit stacking allowed. The level of harvest fleet
support (tenders, planes, cork boats, etc.) required by an EHS fishery will also
influence the scale of economic loss. Negative economic impacts to the community
are likely to be offset by growth in local processing activity and increased fisheries
business tax revenues resulting from higher ex-vessel value.
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In comparison to both the Sitka economy and the local seafood industry, the
potential economic impact of permit stacking may be modest. During the month of
March it could be significant for those businesses that traditionally cater to harvest
related participants. However, this represents only a minor portion of the total Sitka
economy.

Some Sitka businesses interviewed for this study anticipated a major reduction in
their March business volume, because they believed the number of vessels harvesting
herring would be drastically reduced. The actual number of participating vessels is yet
to be determined.
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Processing Companies

Annette Island Packing
Icy Straits Seafoods
Oceans Seafoods, Canada
Silver Spring Seafood, Canada
Alaska General Seafoods, Washington State
Sno Pac, Washington State
Wrangell Seafoods/Flagship Seafoods
Sitka Sound Seafoods
Icicle Seafoods

Government

Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Sitka and Juneau
17th District Coast Guard Office, Juneau and Sitka
Sitka Harbormaster Office
Mayor of Sitka
Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Sitka Businesses

Sitka Economic Development Association
Highliner Coffee
Murray Pacific Marine Supply
Sitka Hotel
Super 8 Hotel
Shee Atika Westmark Hotel and Restaurant
Van Winkles Restaurant
Petro Marine

Southeast Alaska Herring Seine Permit Holders

Scott McCallister
Troy Denkinger
John Barry
Dean Haltiner
Nick Johanson
Bud Marrese
Chip Treinen
Joe Lindholm
Chuck Olson
Bill Glenovich

Other

United Fishermen of Alaska
Purse Seine Vessel Owners Association Insurance Pool

Sitka Equal Harvest Share Herring Study
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Proposal 227- Response to the Committee B Report

1. Comments specifically stated in the committee were not written or accurately reflected in the
report.

It was stated more than once, that there was ample access to Stikine bound Chinook through
the spring time troll openings which are open nearly continuously through all of May and
June when 98% of all Stikine Chinook are returning for spawning.

It was also stated that trollers have caught a significant number of Stikine Chinook during
these Spring-Time troll openings thus refuting any notion that trollers sacrificed to rebuild
the stocks. Historical data available through the dept of Fish & Game will show numbers
harvested by trollers of Stikine Chinook taken in the Spring-Time troll fisheries.

2. The proposal was considered as is with no amendments available or considered by the
committee or for the public to consider through any part of the process. Any amendment or
deviation from proposal 227 should be given full opportunity by the public for consideration.

3. The Stikine King Salmon Fishery Workgroup appointed by the Board ofFish # 2005-241
FB made up ofcharter, sport, gillnet, troll along public fishing interests worked diligently to
create the current troll fishery on the Stildne. This proposal deviates significantly from that
local process and was not vetted through any similar local workgroup. The current troll
access on the Stikine for Chinook was just implemented three years ago with only two years
of actual fishing time. Readjusting that workgroup's difficult planning is premature
altogether.

Submitted by Chris Knight, Executive Director
USAG

BOF Workgroup document on back .



ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES
Charge to Stikine King Salmon Fishery Workgroup

# 2005·241-FB

n'---/

(
Purpose: The objective of the Stikine King Salmon Fishery Workgroup is to develop an abundance
based management plan to gUide management of commercial and sport fisheries that target
Stikine River Chinook salmon in District 8.

Membership: The Stikine King Salmon fishery Workgroup will consist of two gillnetters, two
trollers, two sport charter, two unguided sport, one member from the Wrangell Advisory
Committee and one member from the Petersburg AdVisory Committee. The workgroup will
consist of similar numbers of people from the communities of Petersburg and Wrangell selected
by the board from nominations submitted through the Department of Fish and Game by each
group or organization. Board member John Jensen will be the board liaison to the Stikine
workgroup. Final membership wili be submitted to the board prior to the first workgroup meeting.

Workgroup members. wiil attend meetings at their own expense. The Department of Fish and
Game will assist the group by providing a meeting space and any requested information about the
fisheries or effects of proposed regulations.

Specific issues to be considered in the management plan include:

1. Develop guidelines for the commercial giilnet and troll fisheries to harvest Stikine king
salmon surplus to escapement goais, at various abundance levels. Guidelines should
include season opening dates and opening time for the commercial fisheries.

2. Determine sport fishing regulations to be implemented at various abundance levels Ii'
utilize harvestable surplus of Stikine king salmon. Options include bag limits, size Iimi(
annual limits, methods and means, time and area closures, and differential regulation;,
between charter and ungUided anglers as well as residents and nonresidents.

3. Reduce conflicts between commercial and sport fisheries utilizing time and area
restrictions. Guidelines for commercial fisheries should include specific days of the week
openings could occur, maximum number of fishing days allowed any week, if and when a
"derby closure" should occur the week before Memorial Day, areas that should be closed
and the times and dates of these closures.

4. Reduce incidental mortality of steelhead in the commercial fishery utilizing time and area
restrictions, and gear modifications. Guidelines for commercial fisheries should include
minimum giilnet mesh sizes allowed, and increasing closed waters around key steelhead
systems.

The workgroups recommendations will be presented to Board of Fisheries at the Southeast Finfish
meeting in Ketchikan, January 22-February 1'{J~~M
Dated: October 13, 2005 _~--'---"
Girdwood, Alaska rt Nelson, Chair

10
I

Vote: 6 - 0 -1
(Andrews absent)

(



List of Proposals Jensen conflicted out on
As of 2/23/09

RC 235

Prop. # Action reQuested Committee
199 Close commercial herrinQ fisheries in Areas 1A thru 16. A
205 Set a 25 oereent allocation of herrina to ciUnet fisherY. A
211 Re uire cermit holders to be present only durina lacement and harvest of oroduct. A
212 Allow use of multiple permits and 8Qareoating units of gear in herring roe on kelp fishery. A
214 Change date of required removal of pounds and gear to July 1 in sections 12A and 13C. A
220 Adjust allocation to Quided soort fisherY bv amount over or under previous year's allocation. B
221 Apply the one king salmon Def day bag limit to both residents and nonresidents. B
222 Close guided sport fishery in areas of high king salmon abundance during years of low overall S

abundance.
225 Double sport bag limit for king salmon in all hatchery troll access corridors. S
226 Double baa limits in all troll access corridors for Mav and June in the Ketchikan area. B
227 Open troll fishery 7 days per week in District 8 when transboundary river fishery is open. S
228 Open portion of Frederick Sound to trollina during May and June. S
230 Open troll fishery 7 days oer week in District 11when transboundary river fishery is open. S
231 Open troll fishery throughout District 11 when transboundary river fishery is open. S
244 Exclude from allocation formula the enhanced salmon production from private nonprofit associations not E&G

receiving enhancement tax revenues.
245 Modify enhanced salmon allocation plan for Northern Southeast Alaska. E&G
246 Close Coffman Cove to commercial trolling, gill netting, and seining. E&G
247 Provide for reoDenina closed waters for troll fisherY in District 8 to match drift gUlnet openings. E&G
248 Uncou Ie troll and set illnet ooenin s in the Yakutat area. E&G
249 Allow aillnet and troll aear on board vessel while oarticioatinq in either fishery. E&G
250 Allow only one unit of troll gear and one unit of Qillnet gear to be on board vessel simultaneously. E&G
251 Add gear stowage requirements for dual licensed vessels and allow salmon harvested from only one gear E&G

type onboard.
252 Require vessels participating in both troll and gillnet fisheries deliver product from one fishery before E&G

starting the next.
253 Increase length limit for Southeast salmon seine vessels to 75 feet. E
255 Provide incentive for dual permit use by allowing additional fishing time or gear in drift Qillnet fishery. E
256 Allow dual permit use and use of additional 100 fathoms of iIInet. E
260 Open Zimovia Straits concurrently with openings in District 8 gillnet fishery north of Pt. Nemo and south E

of Chichigof Pass.
261 Develop pink salmon management plan for Districts 11, 12, and 14 to allow series of openings based on E

migration and stock identification.
262 Amend Northern Southeast seine salmon fisherv manaaement plans. E
263 Allow purse seine vessels to carry an extra net onboard. E
264 Close commercial salmon fishinQ from July 1-15 in Klawock area. E
265 Change the opening and closing dates for sockeye season in Klawock area. E
267 Allocate equal time between seine and gillnet fishing in Nakat Inlet Soecial Harvest Area. E
268 Modify allocation of seine and gillnet time for Neet's Bav Soecial Harvest Area. E
269 Expand boundary of terminal king salmon harvest area in the Neets Bay fishery, establish a two fish bag E

limit and liberalize the annual limit.
271 Modify ratio of seine and qillnet openings for Anita Bay area. E
272 Address Gunnuk Creek Hatchery area management plan. E
273 Use a 1:1 ratio for aillnet and seine openings in Deep Inlet for 2009 to 2011. E
274 Allocate eaual time between seine and iIInet fishin in Deep Inlet Soecial Harvest Area for three years. E
286 Define possession limit as the maximum number of fish a person may have in your possession until D

returning to their domicile
287 Define possession limit as the maximum number of fish a person may have in your possession until D

returnina to his/her domicile
288 Establish an annual limit of 12 coho for nonresidents and require a harvest record D
294 Close regional aquaculture association terminal harvest areas to guided sport harvest of salmon species D

not financed by state.
302 Prohibit catch and release fishing in auided soort fishery D
309 Establish allocation of coho salmon for auided sport fishery based on ast 10 vears of harvest. D
320 Allow uncauaht Chinook quota to be available during sprinQ troll fishery. G
321 Adiust auideline harvest level in winter salmon troll fisherY for hatchery component. G
322 Remove closure in winter salmon troll fishery for District 8. G

2/23/2009 page 1 0(2



Prop. # Action requested Committee
323 Repeal Cross Sound pink and chum troll fishery. G
324 Allow fishinq 7 days a week until June 30 in Cross Sound. G
325 Extend closing date for Coho Salmon Troll Fishery to September 30. G
326 Lenathen coho commercial troll season. G
327 Extend closing date for troll fishery in portion of Behm Canal and Clarence Straight to September 30. G
328 Allow holders of transferable hand troll permits to use two powered troll qurdvs. G
329 Increase allowable number of handtroll gurdies to four after July 1 west of Cape Spencer. G
331 Close guided sport and commercial bottom fisheries in Port Frederick between Christ Point and Cannery F

Point.
332 Close area around Naha Bav to all bottom fish fishing. F
333 Raise Quideline harvest level for lingcod in central outside Southeast Alaska area. F
336 Amend lingcod possession and landing requirements in Eastern Gulf of Alaska to include Central F

Southeast Outside Section.
337 Make surplus dinaIebar uota available to troll fleet. F
338 Allow trollers to retain Iinacod as bvcatch during April in lev Bay District. F
341 Increase sport allocation of demersal shelf rockfish to 25 percent F
345 Adjust bvcatch allowance for demersal shelf rockfish. F
346 Allow onlv bvcatch of demersal shelf rockfish and Drovide for variable limits. F
351 Reauire release of demersal shelf rockfish at or near bottom of water in commercial fishery. F
354 Allow sale black rockfish that are retained as required in Eastern Gulf of Alaska Area. F
368 Establish possession limits for nonresidents at one daily bag limit for all species. D

2/23/2009 page 20f2



Proposal 230-Reponse to Committee B Report and potential RCs not vetted in pnblic
process

1. Any deviation from the proposals in the form of an RC amendment at this stage in the BOF
process is blatantly unjust as the public has had no opportunity to provide any input. Not
recorded in the Committee B Report, the Juneau AC was asked if there was any support for
amended versions ofproposal 230 or 231 and the Juneau AC responded nearly unanimously
in opposition to amending the proposals.

2. The Juneau AC which is made up ofprimarily sport interests voted in heavy opposition to
Prop. 230 and Prop. 231.

Not recorded in the Committee B Report: A BOF member asked if there was any support to
amend the proposal and not one person responded within the panel.

3. Current plan for troll access in the district 11 was implemented by the Taku King Salmon
Fishery Workgroup #2005-242-FB, which was comprised oftroll, gi1lnet, charter, sport,
territorial sportsmen and other public seats, to create a troll access fishery on District 11
chinook. This task force spent a great deal of time to come up with the existing troll corridor
in order to limit as little interaction between commercial and Juneau sport users ofTaku
Chinook. To aggressively pursue more time and more area by trollers under Prop. 230 and
Prop. 231. without vetting any concerns within a similar workgroup, has created significant
outrage amongst Juneau-local sports fishermen and gillnetters.

4. Most arguments by the troll association for additional access are based upon anecdotal catch
information and any notion that the commercial trollers sacrificed harvest of Taku Chinook is
blatantly false. Commercial trollers have been harvesting Taku Chinook in the Spring-Time
troll fishery for more than 20 years as nearly all (95%) of migrating Chinook travel through
Icy Straits. This troll access fishery on Chinook in Icy Straits is open in nearly all ofMay
and all of June when 98% of all Chinook return to the Taku River (District 11). Data for
Spring-Time troll harvests of Talcu Chinook averages close to 2000 fish per year since 1979.

Submitted by Chris Knight, Executive Director
USAG

BOF workgroup document on back



Art Nelson, Chair
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ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES
Charge to Taku King Salmon Fishery Workgroup

# 2005·242-FB

Purpose: The objective of the Taku King Salmon Fishery Workgroup is to develop an abundance
based management plan to gUide management of commercial and sport fisheries that target Taku
River Chinook salmon in District 11.

Membership: The Taku King Salmon Fishery Workgroup will consist of at least two gillnetters, two
trailers, two sport charter, two unguided sport, and one member of the Juneau-Douglas Advisory
Committee. Board member Rupe Andrews will be the board liaison to the Taku workgroup. The
Taku workgroup will be formed through the Juneau-Douglas Advisory Committee chaired by Kathy
Hansen. Final membership wiil be submitted to the board prior to the first workgroup meeting.

Workgroup members will attend meetings at their own expense. The Department of Fish and
Game will assist the group by providing a meeting space and any requested information about the
fisheries or effects of proposed regulations.

Specific issues to be considered in the management plan include:

1. Develop guidelines for the commercial gillnet and troil fisheries to harvest Taku king salmon
surplus to escapement goals, at various abundance levels. Guidelines should include
season opening dates and opening time for the commercial fisheries,.

2. Determine sport fishing regulations to be implemented at various abundance levels f(
utilize harvestable surplus of Taku king salmon. Options include bag limits, size limiL
annual limits, methods and means, time and area closures, and differential regulations
between charter and ungUided anglers as well as residents and nonresidents.

3. Reduce conflicts between commercial and sport fisheries utilizing time and area
restrictions. Guidelines for commercial fisheries should include specific days of the week
openings could occur, maximum number of fishing days ailowed any week, if and when a
'derby closure' should occur the week before Memorial Day, areas that should be closed
and the times and dates of these closures.

4. Reduce incidental mortality of steelhead in the commercial fishery utilizing time and area
restrictions, and gear modifications. Guidelines for commercial fisheries should include
minimum gliinet mesh sizes allowed, and increasing closed waters around key steelhead
systems.

The workgroups recommendations wiil be presented to Boa of Fisheries at the Southeast Finfish
meeting in Ketchikan, January 22-February 1, 200 "

Dated: October 13, 2005
Anchorage Alaska



John H. Littlefield III
4102 Halibut Point Road
Sitka, AK 99835

2/17/200923

Dear Chairman Morris and members of the Herring Committee,

Here are my recommendations for the Herring Committee:

1. Repeal 5 MC 27.160(g) in its entirety and return Sitka Sound to the same generalized
herring harvest strategy used in all other areas of Southeast Alaska. (adopted in 1997,
average values shown for the two time periods)

a. Period

b. 1978 to 1996

c. 1997 to 2008

DBM (tons)

32,992

58,158

LMS (miles)

56.4

54.4

LMS/DBM (%) (Tons) to produce 1 LMS

0.19% 587

0.11% 1,119

2. Establish a harvest cap of 6,600 tons (20% harvest rate of 1978 to 1996 average
spawning biomass, DBM, in tons) until an updated science based methodology and
strategy can be developed, including peer review of the Southeast Alaska generalized
harvest strategy for herring.

3. For more successful subsistence harvests and in the interest of conservation, I
recommend:

a. The fleet not conduct any test setting with purse seines, some mid-water
trawl test sets may be acceptable, but I don't think they are necessary if,

b. The fleet does not fish until a major spawning event has occurred naturally,
i.e., not test setting induced spawning events.

c. The entire fishery must be completed as quickly as possible, preferably in a
day or two.

4. Recommend to the legislature that they increase and direct funding to the Department
dedicated for the research and management of the Southeast Herring stocks and, in
particular, for the Sitka Sound herring stock.

Thank you,

John H. Littlefield, III

907-747-6866
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Sitka
Tribal Go

February 23, 2009

Response to Report of Committee A

f(C

Proposal 234: STA supports ADF&G's Option D to adopt a range of 193,000 to 322,000 pounds (rounded to
200,000 to 325,000 pounds) as the amount reasonably necessary for subsistence (ANS).

• This is a range based on data gathered through STA and ADF&G's annual customary and traditional herring
egg harvest survey.

• This range is based on the mean estimated harvest in 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2006, the years in which reasonable
oppOltunity has been provided to subsistence users (as indicated when the estimated harvest has exceeded the
low range of the current ANS).

• Survey data indicating a reduced participation by subsistence harvesters of herring eggs is best explained by the
reduced number of days of spawn, not a reduced interest in subsistence herring eggs.

• In STA's 2008 Tribal Needs Assessment conducted in coordination with McDowell group, 15% of the 187
households responding reported, despite attempting to harvest or attain herring eggs in 2008, their household
had no heITing eggs in 2008.

• STA believes the statement contained in Committee RepOlt A from ADF&G Subsistence division regarding
why ANS is not being achieved' (in 2005, 2007 and 2008) is irrelevant to establishing the appropriate ANS
level and as such should be struck from the record. If included in the record, STA would like to contribute that
our position is that in years where reasonable opportunity has not been provided it is because the commercial
sac roe fishing has impacted the duration ofhetTing spawn and the location of spawn distribution. This is the
basis (in addition to
conservation concerns) for
STA's effOlis to put fOlth
Proposals 203 and 204.

381,226

The table to the right
was created by
ADF&G's Division of
Subsistence and
illustrates recent
subsistence harvests
compared to the existing
ANS.

TontI esriillllled potlH,h ofhcrringspflwll har\,{'St{'d by sub~iMl'nce 11~.._rs 11\ Sitka, 1-002-1008.

Mik" Turek. ADF&G Division of supsislence. June,.u, 200B.

I Changes in stock abundance due to natural tluctllatlOlls, harvest by other tlshenes, duratIOn ot spawn, spawn dIstnbutIOn,
cather, changes in demand, availability of other resources and reduction in participation in harvest monitoring program or

underreporting are possible reasons for not achieving ANS.



Sitka

February 23, 2009
Respouse to Report of Committee A

Proposal 235: STA opposes 235 because it is duplicative of the current herring egg harvest survey beiug
conducted by STA and ADF&G and a permit system would result in less accurate data being collected than
that cnrrently beiug obtaiued.

• STA and ADF&G's annual hen'ing egg harvest survey is a collection of the best available data regarding actual
subsistence herring egg harvest.2

• A report documenting the collaborative federalfstate/tribal review of subsistence harvest data found: "Although
Southeast AlaskafISheries managers do not make use ofsubsistence harvest data in managing commercial
fisheries, they do express some concern about the quality ofsubsistence data that they collect.'" The only
aunual subsisteuce harvest data beiug collected by the Southeast fisheries managers interviewed for the
project was attained through returned subsistence harvest permit.

• The Sitka ADF&G Commercial Fish Division requires subsistence harvesters to attain permits for spawn on
kelp. When this pennit data is compared to the harvest estimates attained by our annual herring egg harvest
survey there is as much as a 50% difference in harvest estimates attained. The average annual variation over
the seven year survey period has been 34.7%, with permits under reporting annual harvest each year.

• Public confidence in the ADF&G and STA annual subsistence herring egg survey could be bolstered by
ADF&G securing consistent funding for their participation in the survey.

• In 2005 the Sitka Tribe collaborated with the Division of Subsistence to compare permit data to survey data
specifically in Sitka. While still in draft form, review copies of the final repmt are being circulated which show:
Harvest estimates from the salmou permit system were only 41 % of the subsistence harvest estimates made
through the face-to-face surveys.4

• One report published by ADF&G's Division of Subsistence cites research conducted by ADF&G, the USFS
and ISER which found: "In 1988, researchers with ADF&G, USFS, and Univ. ofAlaska's Institute ofSocial and
Economic Research conductedface-to-face surveys afrandomly sampled households in Southeast, Alaska communities to
document harvest and use ofall wild resources for the previous I2-month period Estimates ofharvest ofsalmon for home
use based on these harvest surveys can be compared to permit harvest reports for the same year. Harvest estimates
provided during the personal interviews resulted in a regional harvest estimate that is several times larger than that based
on returnedpermits: based on the permits. all estimated 30. 737 salmon were harvestedfor home use in rural Southeast
Alaska in 1987, compared with an estimated 172.293 salmon based Oll face to (ace interviews. The researchers gave
several reasons for, what they concluded was, more accurate information /i'om the interviews: they offered confidentiality
to respondents, provided broader coverage in terms ofgear types, and in a number ofhouseholds providing information
made it easier for users to respond with information.,,5

2 According to comparisons of survey and pennit data from the subsistence spawn on kelp in Sitka and three published reports (available upon request),

subsistence pennits do not accurately reflect the amount of subsistence resources being taken. See ADF&G Technical Paper No. 340, The Validity and
Reliability ofFisheries Harvest Monitoring Methods, Sitka 2005, Michael F. Turek, and Brad Robbins; Alaska Department ofFish and Game. 2002. Alaska
Jlubs;stence Fishl'fries: 2000 Annual Report. Division of Subsistence. Juneau, Alaska; Statewide Subsistence Fisheries Harvest Monitoring Strategy, Study
Number FIS 00·017, Final Report, James A. Fall and Roland Shanks.

l Office of Subsistence Management, US Fish and Wildlife Service. "Statewide Subsistence Fisheries Harvest Monitoring Strategy." Study Number FIS 00
017. Fall, James A and Roland Shanks. December 2000.

~ Alaska Department ofFish and Game. Division of Subsistence. "The Validity and Reliability of Fisheries Harvest Monitoring Methods, Sitka 2005."
-'uek, Michael F. and Brad Robbins. Draft, August 2008.

> Alaska Department ofFish and Game. Division of Subsistence. "Alaska Subsistence Fisheries: 2000 Annual Report."

2



ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES

February 12, 2009

Mr. John Jensen
Chairman, Alaska Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 681
Petersburg, Alaska 99833

Dear Mr. Jensen:

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Alaska Federation of Natives, I am
writing to each Member of the Board of Fisheries (with copies to the Fish
Board's Executive Director and the Federal Subsistence Board) to convey the
Native community's grave concern about Proposal 235 on Southeast herring.

The AFN Board met in Juneau on February 11, 2009 and thoroughly discussed
Proposal 235. It then adopted a motion to convey to the state and federal
boards its" ...support for the customary and traditional use of subsistence
resources and its vehement opposition to any means or regulations to
"individualize" subsistence pursuits, such as a subsistence permitting
system that is embodied in Alaska Board of Fish Proposal 235, which would
require permits to harvest herring eggs. "

Any individualized system of subsistence permitting destroys the concept of
"customary and traditional" uses embodied in Title VIII of ANILCA, which gives
a community-wide priority to rural subsistence users in times of shortage.
Adoption of Proposal 235 would further entrench the legal differences between
the two conflicting systems and guarantee that the current dual management
regime will continue indefinitely. Such action would merely postpone any
return to a unitary system, a goal the State has sought for years. It would also
exacerbate the deep alienation between urban and rural Alaska, which has
been the most emotionally divisive issue in state politics for 20 years.

AFN urges the Board of Fisheries to reject Proposal 235 at its upcoming
meetings. Thank you for your consideration of this critical issue.

Sincerely,

Julie Kitka,
President, Alaska Federation of Natives
1577 C Street, Suite 300, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Phone: 907-274-3611



CENTRAL COUNCIL
tlmqlt anb halOa rnOlan tRIBES or alaska
ANDREW P. HOPE BUILDING
320 West Willoughby Avenue· Suite 300
Juneau, Alaska 99801-1726

1i:Idian Tribes of AlasJ<O.

Executive Council of the Central Council
TLINGIT AND HAIDA INDIAN TRlBES OF ALASKA

Resolution ECI 09-08

Title: Opposing ADF&G Board Proposal 235, to Expand Permit and Reporting Requirement for
All Harvest ofHerring Spawn in Sitka Sound Area

WHEREAS, Central Council ofTlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska (Central
Council) is a federally recognized tribe of more than 27,000 tribal citizens worldwide; and

WHEREAS, subsistence gathering and harvesting of herring eggs constitute our
nutritional, spiritual, and cultural foundation since time inunemorial; and

WHEREAS, Congress enacted the Alaska National Interest Land Conservation Act
TITLE VIII enacting Federal legislation granting subsistence priority for rural residents over the
priority harvest of all fish and game; and

WHEREAS, the Alaska Board ofFisheries has found that herring spawn in Sitka Sound
(Area 13-A and 13-B) is customarily and traditionally used for subsistence; and

WHEREAS, under state law, Alaska Board of Fisheries is required to adopt regulations
that provide for a reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses ofherring spawn; and

WHEREAS, the subsistence use ofherring eggs is a statewide tradition for Alaska
Natives, as eggs are shipped throughout the State ofAlaska, and herring are the life support of
our ecosystem, nourishing the salmon, halibut, and marine mammals we depend on; and

WHEREAS, despite continued efforts to work with the State of Alaska Department of
Fish and Game in collaborative management of the commercial herring fisheries, there continues
to be extremely poor subsistence herring egg harvests due to the lack of quality spawn while the

. commercial fishermen continue to harvest record catches; and

WHEREAS, as a result of the enactment ofHR 39-Title VIII ofANILCA, Alaska
Natives strongly believe and assert their rights to priority use and access to gather, hunt, and fish
Alaska's natural resources and its fish and wildlife.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Executive Council hereby authorizes
Central Council to support efforts to protect the subsistence harvest ofherring eggs by opposing
Alaska Board of Fisheries Proposal 235 to Expand Permit and Reporting Requirement for All
Harvest ofHerring Spawn in Sitka Sound Area.

TEL. 907-586-1432 www.ccthita,org TOLL FREE 800-344-1432



Rural Alaska Community Action Program. Inc.
P.O. Box 200908, Anchorage, AK 99520-0908

(907) 279-2511 ~ Fax: (907) 278-2309
www.ruralcap.com

January 2, 2009

BOF Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RE: Opposition to Proposal #235, Subsistence Fishing Permits

Dear Members of the Board ofFish:

The Rural Alaska Community Action Program, Inc. (RurAL CAP) is a statewide nonprofit
org<mization that has been advocating on behalf oflow-income and rural Alaskans since 1965.
RurAL CAP is governed by a 24-member Board of Directors with representatives including
publicly elected officials and representatives from eveq region ofAlaska.

During its quarterly =ting on December 11, 20.08, the RurAL CAP Board of Directors
discussed the subsistence harvest ofherring eggs. The consensus of the Board is that traditional
uses offish and game continue to be a mainstay ofAlaska Native culture and vital to the well
being of rural communities~ The subsistence harvest ofherring eggs is integral to ensuring that
rural and Alaska Natives continue to have access to a resource that has been utilized for
thousands ofyears.

Alaska's indigenous people continue to see erosion in their opportunities to harvest fish and
game resources for traditional uses as a result of changing regulations and more competition for
resources. Proposal #235 requiring permits and reporting for all harvest ofherring spawn in
Sitka Sound is one more attempt to discourage traditional uses. There is no consensus on such a
reqnirement and it only serves to place another unnecessary burden on harvesters. The RurAL
CAP Board ofDirectors opposes the Sitka Herring Association's Proposal #235.

For more information about this issue, please contact our Deputy Director, Sarah Scanlan, at
907-865-7365.

Healthy People, Sustainable Communities, VII:>rant Cultures



Richard Curran 2/23/2009 proposal 137 RC

Please consider:
Sablefish are a long lived species (97 years maximum) that has slow growth and
sporadic recruitment. It is the most valuable groundfish fishery managed by the State
of Alaska and it is currently at historic low abundance. Management changes in 2009
will result in lower quotas even if stock levels remain stable.

ADF&G has conservation concems for this resource: From staff comments: "Survey
and biomass data for the Chatham Strait blackcod stock suggest that the stock is in
a period ofsignificant decline and the department has taken very conservative
management actions in the commercialfishery"
From Region I Commercial Fisheries News Release 6/1112008:
Harvest Rate and Quota Determination Considerations
In order to review our current stock assessment methods and explore the possibility of using an age
structured analysis the Department contracted with a consultant. That work revealed that the stock
level in Chatham is at a low level relative to the historic biomass and that the harvest rate used in
2007 and now in 2008 is unsustainably high for a population at this level. For this reason the
Department intends to proceed with caution and conservatism with regard to the harvest of
sablefish from Chatham Strait, ... Therefore fisherman can expect that in 2009 the Depmiment
will use a more conservative harvest rate such as F45% or F40% adjusted. These harvest rates are
used by other agencies managing sablefish on the west coast. Additionally, in 2009 the Department
intends to begin deducting testfish removals from the ABC. However, the Depatiment will explore
options to minimize the impact to permit holders regarding the deduction of testfish removals by
integrating EQS harvest into testfish fishing. The Department has taken into consideration that
there has been no definitive evidence of strong recruitment into Chatham Strait, that there
has been a reduction in the TAC for the federal fishery, and that Canadian sablefish
fishermen are seeing declines in abundance there.

Substitute Language for 137:

5 AAC 47.020. GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR SEASONS AND BAG, POSSESSION,
ANNUAL, AND SIZE LIMITS FOR THE SALT WATERS OF THE SOUTHEAST
ALASKA AREA

(x) For blackcod (sablefish, butterfish):
i. non-guided Alaska residents: 2 per day, no size limit;
ii. nonresidents and guided anglers: 2 per day, with an annual limit offour blackcod;
iii. immediately after landing a blackcod the nonresident or guided angler shall record, in ink,
all blackcod harvested either on the back of their sport fishing license or on a
nontransferable harvest record;
iv. charter operators will record the number of blackcod harvested in their charter logbook
v. A sport fishing guide and sport fishing guide crew member working on a charter vessel in
the salt waters of Southeast Alaska may not retain blackcod while clients are on board the
vessel.
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Amendment to 314

The fraise Situk-Ahrnklin Estuary is a commercial set-net area. Proposal 314 is for in river bag limits. The

word Estuary needs to be changed to RIVERS. To have this passed as Estuary would serve no cause.

Proposal 314 should read as follows: Lower the bag limit for sockeye salmon from 6 per day 12 in

possession to 3 per day 6 in possession in the Situk and Ahrnklin RIVERS.

Yakutat AC Jeff Fraker Date-2-23-09.
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Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance
9369 North Douglas Highway
Juneau, AK 99801
Phone 907-586-6652
Fax 907-523-1168 Website: http://www.seafa.org

February 23, 2009

Board Support Section
Alaska Dept of Fish and Game
John Jensen, Chair
1255 West 8th Street
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board of Fish Members,

E-mail: seafa@gci.net

RE: Committee E & G - SHAITHA Management Plans and Allocation Plans

We are providing some draft regulatory language crafted from the joint RPT industry
consensus agreement and a finding ofother items contained in the RPT consensus
agreement and the considerations for the adoption of this agreement. In the process of
writing this up, we have provided at the end of the document some issues for the board
to be aware of regarding the RPT consensus agreement.

DRAFT Regulation

Adopt Proposal #273 with Amended substitute language:

5 AAC 33.376(b) (1) (B) District 13: Deep Inlet Terminal Harvest Area Salmon
Management Plan
The time ratio for gillnet openings to seine opening is two to one; for 2009, 2010 and
2011 the ratio is one to one after the third Sunday in June.

5 AAC 33.383(d) (3) District 7: Anita Bay Tenminal Harvest Area Salmon Management
Plan
In establishing emergency order season openings for the seine and drift gillnet fisheries,
the department shall rotate openings between these gear groups and shall provide for a
time ratio for gillnet openings to seine openings of 2 to 1, however, if approximately
equal numbers of salmon are not being harvested by the two gear groups, the ratio and
timing of openings may be altered; for 2009, 2010 and 2011 the ratio is one to one.

5 AAC 33.370 (b) (2). District 1: Neets Bay Hatchery Salmon Management Plan
(2) salmon may be taken by seines and drift gillnets only during periods established by
emergency order as follows: The time ratio for gillnet openings to seine openings is one
to one after June 20th.
(A) openings for seines and gillnets must be rotated between net gear groups with a
closure of at least 18 hours between openings; the first opening must be for gillnets;
[(B) A GILLNET OPENING MUST BE NO LESS THAN 24 HOURS IN DURATION AND
A SEINE OPENING MUST BE NO LESS THAN 12 HOURS IN DURATION;]
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ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES
Finding on SHAITHA Proposals Regarding

Southeast Alaska Enhanced Salmon Allocation Plan

At the February 2009 Alaska Board of Fisheries Meeting in Sitka on Southeast and
Yakutat finfish, the Board considered numerous changes to the Southeast Alaska
Enhanced Salmon Allocation Plan. The Board heard public testimony, considered
written comments submitted before and during the meeting, considered reports of
committee meetings where public panels presented additional information to the
committees and considered the application of the Southeast Alaska Salmon Enhanced
Allocation Plan 5 AAC 33.364, the application of the Board's Sustainable Salmon
Management Policy 5 AAC 39.222, and the application of the Board's allocation criteria
91-129-FB to current and proposed regulations affecting the Southeast Alaska
Enhanced Salmon Allocation Plan.

The Board also considered a package of long and short term recommendations
addressed to the ADF&G Commissioner from the Southeast Alaska Joint Regional
Planning Team. These recommendations were based on the need to address current
imbalances and the long-term trends in the distribution of enhanced fish. It was clearly
portrayed to the Board that this is a package deal that was contingent upon acceptance
of all components While recognizing that some elements are beyond the Boards
authority.

The Board accepted the Joint Regional Planning Team recommendations for immediate
adjustments to the special harvest areas In Deep Inlet, Anita Bay and Neets Bay. This is
in acknowledgement that the seine fishery has been below their allocation range for the
last three 5-year rolling averages and the gillnet fleet has been above their range for the
last four 5-year rolling averages and the troll fleet has never been in their range for a 5
year rolling average. The Board recognizes that this is the first time since 1994 that both
net fleets are out of their range in opposite directions.

The Southeast Enhanced Allocation plan suggests that production for the gear groups
below their range be considered as a way to address the imbalance, therefore the Board
encourages the hatchery operators to try to increase production in a way that will provide
additional opportunities to harvest fish by the troll and seine fleets.

The Board would also encourage the hatchery operators, ADFG and troll fleet to work
together to identify additional times and areas Where enhanced Coho and Chinook could
be harvested by trollers without affecting wild stocks.

In addition, the Board would strongly encourage the Joint RPT to follow through on their
RPT consensus to consider alternatives and come back With a plan for the 2012 board
meeting to allow adjustments to occur within the special harvest areas without requiring
Board of Fish action every time. The Board would like any changes to the allocation
plan coming back before the Board in 2012 to occur without any changes to the
allocation percentage ranges for each gear group.

The Board ofFish will take no action on proposals 244, 245, 267, 268, 271, 274, and to
oppose proposal #246 due to action taken on Proposal # 273.
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Additional information for the Board to consider:
The RPT consensus recommended that the Board review proposal #327 and to support
this proposal if wild stock concerns can be addressed as this would provide additional
opportunity to the troll fleet which is below their allocation range.

District 7: Anita Bay Terminal Harvest Area Salmon Management Plan has in it a clause
that equal numbers of salmon be harvested by the two gear group, the Board needs to
build the record that the intent for the adoption of the suggested language that for 2009,
2010 and 2011 the ratio is one to one regardless of the amount harvested by either gear
group during this time frame as per the RPT consensus agreement.

Or, one RPT member did mention that this clause was problematic with the 50%
sharing agreement with the enhanced allocation plan and that the language should be
permanently deleted but was not captured on the written consensus agreement prior to
the RPT members voting so it has not been changed.

The Board needs to understand that in offering the suggested language for the District 1:
Neets Bay Hatchery Salmon Management Plan there were several items that were not
clearly spelled out within the RPT consensus agreement. These consist of:

• For a one to one ratio to work, it appeared that it made more sense to delete the
language regarding the length of a gil/net opening and a seine opening and
provide the SSRAA Board the flexibility to set the schedule ofopenings within the
constraints of a one to one ratio. This was not discussed in the industry
discussions - the discussions consisted of the opening would be a one to one
ratio.

• Again, an item that the industry and RPT members did not specifically discuss
and so I left as it Is currently written is section A regarding an 18 hour closure
between rotations and the first opening would be for the gil/net fleet. The Board
should affirm on the record If that Is their intent since it was not spelled out by the
consensus agreement.
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Sitka Herring Group

410 Calhoun Ave

Juneau AK 99801

Re: Proposal 209

Chairman Jensen and Board members,

Feb 24, 2009

The Sitka Herring Group has begun working with the Sitka Tribe on mutual issues of concern.

We understand that the efforts on our behalf were begun late and were slow developing on our side of

the table. This has been a complex process with many participants and this process simply got a late

start due to our misunderstanding of the potential for the Board of Fisheries to actually be able to make

a decision on this important management issue.

We consider the major issue regarding Sitka Sac Roe management to be the establishment of an Equal

Harvest Share Fishery. We believe that this management regime will contribute to both short and long

term strategies to encourage and support the Sitka Tribe's subsistence needs. We are convinced that a

majority of outstanding issues of concern to the Sitka Tribe can be assisted and accomplished by the

cooperation in timely and uniform harvest that will occur under a modern herring management regime.

The ADFG, while achieving incredible management precision and results already, will have a better

chance to continue this exceptional management with the added resource precision and fine tuning that

the Equal Harvest Sharing regime will bring. While we believe that the fishery is being managed well, it

just plain can be better. The fishery will be dispersed so as to better complement the subsequent and

accompanying subsistence harvest. Along with the opportunity to spread out the harvest, reduced

fishing accidents and producing a higher quality product will be attendant benefits.

We recognize that there needs to be fine tuning of our management plan but this has been begun by RC

196. We also recognize that there needs to be discussion, regulation changes and other outstanding

issues that may take a year to complete. And we are also aware of the concern for jobs and processing

capacity. To address this we would recommend a 3 year sunset so that if there are any unanticipated

consequences that we can deal with them.

We would request your support of the Equal Harvest Sharing proposal 209. And we would welcome a

Herring Working Group to establish this management regime that will best serve the needs of both the

fleet as well as the Sitka Tribe.

"2L~
Sitka Herring Group



February 24, 2009

Sitka Tribe ofAlaska and the Sitka Herring Group

• Support Proposal 234- ADF&G's Division of Subsistence's Option D to increase
ANS to 193,000-322,000 pounds

• Oppose Proposal 235- and support current subsistence survey and allow Sitka
Herring Group representatives to observe survey process

• To amend Proposal 209 and 210, to formulate a workgroup to address the
concerns of Sitka Tribe ofAlaska and industry regarding the details of an equal
split fishery, to come back to the Board ofFisheriesin Winter 2010 (out of cycle)

• To amend proposal 203, to allow workgroup to develop details for ADF&G to get
an independent review of the ecological and physiological changes made to the
ADF&G ASA for Sitka herring ifproposal 209 passes as amended.

r



To: Alaska Board of Fish

re:comments on proposal 234,235

2-22-2009

My name is Mike Miller. I am submitting several comments in
support of Proposal 234,and,in opposition to proposal 235.

I am a Tribal Council member with the Sitka Tribe of Alaska and
have been active for many years in Subsistence representation at
State and Federal forums. Besides being a Sitka Tribe Council
member,I am currently a Subsistence committee member at AFN,
Subsistence representative for Sealaska, a Trustee with Sealaska
Heritage, Vice Chairman of Indigenous Peoples Council on Marine
Mammals (which represents all of the organized co-management
Alaska Native Organizations from Barrow to Ketchikan), a long
time member of the Alaska Native Halibut Subsistence Work Group
(which advises NMFS, NPFMC and IPHC regarding Halibut subsistence
fisheries),I am also a board member of Southest Alaska Regional
Health Consortium, the largest private employer in the region
with over 1000 employees,and, the health care provider to all of
the Regions Native population. Our Medical staff has shown great
concern for promoting healthy lifestyles, -especially
Subsistence foods- in fighting the alarming spikes in diseases
such as diabetes and cancer in our communities.

I encourage your support for proposal 234 for the following
reasons:

As I testified previously, I view 234 as a progression of
previous Board action in 2002. That Board adopted ANS numbers
based on Sitka use patterns onlY,and traditional use patterns of
sharing the harvest across the State need to be included in an
accurate ANS.

The numbers in 234 are reasonable,and, consistent with harvest
patterns when reasonable opportunity was provided since 2002.

The Sitka Advisory Committee supported 234 as written.

Sitka Tribe does not believe that 234 will guarantee an increase
of opportunity to harvest herring eggs if passed,but, IF the
interest of the Board is to accurately reflect the TOTAL use
pattens of subsistence herring eggs from Sitka Sound, proposal
234 should be passed as written.

Sitka Tribe has submitted considerable documentation related to
this issue.

Proposal 235: Several months before the proposal books were
released, I was informed by the sponsors of proposal 235 that
they were submitting this proposal as a punitive reaction to
Sitka Tribe's efforts to address serious concerns regarding low
subsistence harvests.



The Sitka Advisory Committee opposed 235, with comments that
included recognition that viewed this as a reactionary,punitive
proposal.

As directed by Board of Fish in 2002, the Sitka Tribe has a very
effective survey program in partership with ADFG.

The accuracy of the Harvest Surveys has not been challenged by
the ADFG Subsistence Division.

There already is an example of herring egg permits that provide
significantly lower numbers than the STA/ADFG harvest surveys,
thus demonstrating the inaccuracy of the permit system in
accurately reflecting the total harvest •.

Proposal 235 is strongly opposed by SEALASKA Corp, representing
approx 20,000 shareholders, Central Council of Tlingit and Haida
Indian Tribes of Alaska representing approx 27,000 Tribal
members,and Alaska Federation of Natives, representing approx
100,000 Alaska Natives.

Proposal 235 will severly impede the ability to gather accurate
subsistence harvest data and is inconsistent with previous Board
action that recognized the superiority of annual Harvest surveys
while voting down a similar Permit process in 2002.

I urge the Board to not cater to the Grudge that a handful of
industry representatives have against Alaska's subsistence
community, and, to vote against proposal 235.

Since 2002, neither the ADF&G nor Industry have submitted ANY
proposals to assist in finding any remedy for the lack of
Reasonable Opportunity for Subsistence Harvesters, in spite of
basic needs not being met in 3 of the last 4 years.

Thank you for your consideration,

Mike Miller



Alaska Trollers Association
130 Seward St., No. 211
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(907) 586-9400
(907) 586-4473 Fax

February 23, 2009

John Jensen, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Juneau, AK 99811

RE: Committee B King Salmon Management Plans

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members:

ATA did not take positions on most ofthe proposals considered by the committee that relate to the
King Salmon Management Plan. Sport interests should determine with the Board and ADFG the
most appropriate measures to help them stay within their Treaty allocation of Chinook.

For additional information on proposals discussed by Committee B relative to the Transboundary
Rivers Fisheries (TBR), please also refer to ATA's RC 215.

PROPOSAL 227 District 8 TBR Fishery SUPPORTw/MODIFICATION (Re 215)

TBR Fisheries versus Spring Troll Harvest Areas

The committee and board have heard comments from a number of people who stated that trollers do
not need additional time and area in the TBR fisheries, because they already have more areas to fish
Chinook in the spring than gillnetters. The spring troll fisheries are irrelevant to whether or not the
trollers should have better access to the TBR fisheries, because they are managed under completely
separate management regimes.

The TBR fisheries were established to provide opportunity for all harvesters and allow both gillnetters
and trollers to regain access to Taku and Stikine Rivers Chinook stocks they helped to rebuild.

The spring troll fisheries were designed specifically to catch hatchery Chinook being raised to mitigate
the troll fleet for a significant loss of harvest under the Pacific Salmon Treaty. In 1985, a hatchery
mitigation program was initiated with the intent of proViding an additional 100,000 Chinook annually
for trollers. Since 1985, trollers have averaged just 27,300 Alaska hatchery salmon each year.

The Treaty also resulted in lost spring fishing time for the troll fleet, which made it difficult to access
retuming hatchery Chinook stocks and early run coho.

A series of areas was designed to allow the fleet to target Chinook returning to various Southeast
hatcheries. Caps were put in place to avoid harvesting too many Treaty fish. Areas are closed when
those caps are reached. Hatchery areas are reviewed annually, in an attempt to find better ways to
access the promised hatchery fish. Over time, areas have been added, closed, and/or modified
accordingly.

From 1960 to 1977, trollers harvested 31 % of the District 8 and 35% of the District 11 Chinook
harvest.



From 2006-08, trollers in District 8 have harvested 9% of the Stikine Chinook catch with the sport
catch included; or, 11 % to the gillnetters 89%. From 2005-06 trollers harvested less than 1% of the
Taku River allowable catch.

Trollers were closed in the late 1970's for conservation just like the gillnetters. To claim that trollers (
aren't entitled to a fair share of the Transboundary Rivers harvest is like trollers saying that gillnetters
should not have directed TBR fisheries, because they already catch lots of Chinook incidental to other
fisheries in five fishing districts, as well three hatchery terminal areas.

To give a sense of how the gillnetters fare compared to trollers in the spring, here is a rough example
comparing catch in the 2006 spring troll fisheries to the Districts 8 & 11 gillnet harvests. These
numbers only include harvests through week 27, when the spring fisheries usually close. Note that
this does not reflect the additional Chinook salmon gillnetters landed in Districts 8 & 11 incidental to
the sockeye fishery.

Gillnet

36,600 = Total Districts 8 & 11 Harvest

30,000 Transboundary River Chinook -- Do not count against the drift gillnet PST quota
5,400 Alaska Hatchery Add-on -- Do not count against the drift gillnet PST Chinook quota
1,200 Treaty Catch -- Counts against the drift gillnet PST quota

Troll

36,900 = Total Spring Troll Fishery and Districts 8 & 11 Harvest

1,900 Transboundary River Chinook -- Do not count against the troll PST quota
7,700 Alaska Hatchery Add-on -- Do not count against the troll PST quota

27,300 Treaty Catch - Counted against the troll PST quota

Equal Time for Gillnet and Troll?

One person mentioned that trollers and gillnetters had equal fishing time, historically. It's important to
know that prior to closure of the Transboundary Rivers, there was a significantly bigger troll fleet
working the areas, particularly in District 8. Also, significant improvements in gillnet gear have
occurred since 1977. Catch rates then and now are completely different.

Trollers are not as efficient as gillnetters, particularly in the terminal areas. This can be seen by
comparing the recent year CPUEs of both fleets. In District 8, gillnetters out-fished trollers by up to
7:1. In District 11, that ratio is basically incalcuiable, due to a very low harvest by trollers (averaged
16 fish in two years).

To compare how time is shared in other terminal fishery situations, hatchery terminal harvest areas
typically use a 2: 1 ratio for gillnetters and seiners and allow trollers to fish 7 days.

Equal fishing time with gillnelters would be exceptionally unfair to the troll fleet.
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February 23, 2009

Andy Knight
POBox 1658
Petersburg, AK 99833

RE: Committee E - Commercial Net Fisheries

Proposal #250

I would like to point out additional information that didn't come out in committee
regarding proposal #250 but is very important to consider. In Southeast Alaska it is
possible to carry extra gear (net) on board if bagged and tied shut. As the proposal is
written it only allows one unit of gillnet gear to be on board the vessel but it should read
conceptually "legal amount of gillnet gear on board" to allow for the extra gear that is
bagged and tied shut.

I have discussed this issue with Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance that submitted the
other proposal (#251) on this subject and they agree with this RC clarification.

Sincerely,

Andy Wright



February 23,2009

We, the undersigned individuals and organizations support the joint RPT consensus
agreement and RCN. We oppose RC 208 which is contrary to the spirit and intent of
the joint RPT consensus agreement.

Sincerely,
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RC251

Substitute language for proposal 203

.....should application of the formula result in a GHL of 10,000 tons or greater the GHL level
shall be set at 10,000 tons
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To: Alaska Board Of Fisheries

From: Robert Fellows, Sitka Sound Herring permit holder

Dear Board ofFish Members,

This letter is to address the equal split proposal for Sitka Herring now before you.
There are a significant number ofpermit holders and many other participants against this
proposal who were not present for public testimony because we did not know the
Department of Law had changed their position on the legality ofequal split allocations.

Under the words current economic situation it seems absurd that the Board would
choose to eliminate several hundred jobs that are associated with this fishery. And
further, to displace many ofthe Sitka Herring fleet into other fisheries, impacting current
participants in those fisheries. Had the participants in the Sitka Herring fishery, permit
holders, crew, pilots, tendermen, processors, and others, known of this legal change,
many ofus would have been there to testifY.

Many permit holders have invested hundreds ofthousands of dollars to participate
in this fishery as it is currently managed. None of which did so to get an equal split.
There is absolutely no biological reason for this proposal. An equal split allocation would
have a devastating economic impact on the city ofSitka as well as other communities in
Alaska that see revenues from this fishery.

I would also like to voice my opposition to a proposal to cap the Sitka Sound
Herring quota. The State ofAlaska has the fmest managed fisheries in the word and is
done with the best science in the world. The management ofthe Sitka Sound Herring
fishery is the best around. To impose some arbitrary cap on the harvest throws all of this
out the window. It is very apparent that these two issues are nothing but a resource grab
by greedy individuals.

Thank you for your time,
Robert ello ...,



Date 2-24-09.

Request to withdraw RC#218

The language used in RC#218 was not managable by ADF&G.

Thank you.
Yakutat AC Jeff Fraker.

page 1



Amendment to the language of Proposal .:114

When the escapement of sockeye salmon to the Situk weir has reached 50,000 fish.
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game shall raise the inriver bag limit of sockeye
salmon to six fish per-day and twelve in possession.

Yakutat AC, Jeff Fraker. Date 2-24-09.

Page 1



( .ittee B King Salmon Management Plan - Sitka AC
1«( G

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
219 Bradfield Canal No action
220 Underages and Overages Oppose No The Dept is concerned they don't have the

of charter kings carried 0-14 tools to accomplish this and this proposal
forward will not give them the tools - the

committee also felt management separated
sectors in this fishery

221 One king per day Oppose No Proposal not relevant, proposer
0-14 misunderstands the current regs

222 Close high abundance Support No Charter needs to join in conservation and Too restrictive and
king areas to charter 10-4 this is one way to do it - catch and release would keep charters
when closed to trollers is a problem from fismng other

species; might focus
fishing on weaker
stocks

223 Allow 2 king salmon Support YES Wanted to support increased opportunity
rods Oct-Mar 13-1 "resident" for local fishermen uuless there was a

only conservation concern
224 Golden North Derby No action
225 Double the bag limit n Oppose No No defimtion for corridor, hatchery fish

hatchery troll corridors 1-13 paid for by commercial fleet, bag limits
already not very effective mgt tool

226 Dble king limit in KIN No action
227 Troll Dist 8 - 7 days Support No Trollers helped to rebuild Stikine runs but Support for gillnet

10-3 aren't given enough access, not a fleet
conservation concern

228-229 No action
230 Allow 7 days troll Dst II Support No More access to trollers when

13-0 transboundary fishery is open
No action on 232-233
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l .ittee C Subsistence Salmon and Groundfish

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
236 ANS Indiv Salmon Oppose No Too draconian and impractical, premise that

stocks 0-13 ANS won't be met if an individual run fails is
not accurate

237 No
action

238 Allow seine to harvest Oppose No This looks like a private, early seine opening
subsistence sockeye 0-13 and there are bycatch issues, conservation

Issues
239 Close subsistence Take No Yes Advise BOF of great concern of the health of,

fishing at Gut Bay action the enforcement of the existing regulations,
but and the limited knowledge about our ability to
make sustain subsistence runs
statemen
t

240-242 Take No
Action

243 Allow rod and reel for Oppose No Liked rod and reel for subsistence but Wanted the
subsistence for rock 6-7 difficulties in crafting regulation opportuuity to take
and lingcod Rod and reel can target nest-guarding lingcod, fresh fish in winter

allowing this is sunJmer effectively increases without using a
bag limits when sport fisheries (charter) are longline and
already over their allocation catching a lot



l littee D Sport Fisheries - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
286 Eliminate preserved fish Support No Concern about excess harvest of fish Might be too

exception in possession limit 9-2 (beyond reasonable consumption) in some restrictive,
charter and yacht fisheries particularly for

'cruisers"
287 Identical to 286 No action
137 Bag limits for misc species Support Yes Sablefish is a fully utilized fishery that is

14-0 2 sableflSh in stock decline and sport fish data does
daily not adequately access harvest, commercial

and personal use fisheries can not harvest
if there is not a regulation, sport fish
regulations need to include limits and
reporting

288 Require written harvest Support No Should get ahead ofaconservation issue Too restrictive
record and 12 fish annual 6-5 with coho, not difficult to punch a ticket and
coho and get accurate reporting and some limit cumbersome

on total catch when fishing
289 Require written coho harvest Support No Less restrictive than 288, assume reporting Charter already

record for non resident 8-3 happens at end of day not at landing have logbooks
290 Steelhead catch and release Oppose No Disliked this Dept proposal for a lot of

0-11 reasons - regulations already highly
conservative and this sets a bad precedent
for liberalizing regs in some areas
compared to general regs

291 Steelhead catch and release Oppose No Dept stated no conservation concern Current size
2-10-1 limit makes it

difficult to
retain steelhead

292 Dolly Varden Oppose No No conservation issue in our area
0-12



l .Jittee D Sport Fisheries - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
293 Liberalize dogfish bag limits Support No Dogfish don't need as much protection as

12-0-1 salmon sharks
294 Close IRA to salmon harvest Support Yes Amend when the TH-et closed to Doesn't give

by charter industry 9-5 commercial and the hatchery operator direction on
requests ADF& G the area can be closed when the
to charter closure should
Concern about charter taking fish they occur
haven't paid for and also impacting cost
recovery and brood stock by fishing near
the pens

295 Catch and release mortality Support No Education on mortality of kings from catch
advisory 13-0 and release

296 Prohibit the use of electric Support Yes Prohibit power retrieval but make
reels in sport fishing 15-0 Prohibit exception under 75.038 less onerous

power Electric reels aren't sport - very efficient
retrieval" and no need for them with the exception of
allow handicapped (remove 30 day rule for
exception for exception)
handicapped

297 Allow electric reels Oppose No Not appropriate for sport fishing
0-15

298 Rod and reel definition No action Already outlined our view in 296, 297
299 Allow cast net for herring Support No Commercial operators can use seine to Do not want to

charter operators 8-5 take bait, this is an equity issue see cast net as
sport gear

300 Housekeeping reg Support
clarification 13-0

301 Single barbless hook if catch Oppose No Committee does not support catch and
and release salmon 3-10 release of king salmon



( .ittee D Sport Fisheries - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Maiority Minority
302 1st legal bag limit must be Support Yes Amend all legal king and coho caught in Didn't want

retained by charter anglers 12-1 saltwater must be retained up to angler cohos included
limit
Committee does not support catch and
release of ocean run salmon

303 Unguided anglers pole for Support No This is allowed for guided anglers already
herring while salmon fishing 11-1-1

304 Prohibit removing steelhead Oppose No Unenforceable
over 36" from water 2-10-1

305 Prohibit the use offelt soles Support Yes Amend to apply only to sport (not Dept) Not a big risk
9-4 Invasive species are a real issue here

306 Housekeep reg consolidation Support No
13-0

307 Prohibit charter vessels use in Support No Testimony that local personal use Local charter
subs. Or PU fisheries wi 30 8-5 fishermen were being impinged on by operators
days charter operations, enforcement is a real unduly hurt

problem and this draws attention to this even if
issue following law

308 Restrict subsis and pu fishing Support Yes Amend to read: Collateral .
by lodge or charter operators 12-1 Subs caught or pUJlShery resources may damage might

not be on the premises ofa lodge or be too great
licensed guide vessel when paying clients
are on board;and
Subsistence or pu gear may not be
deployed in the water by a lodge or
charter vessel operator or staffwhen
paying clients are onboard the vessel or
staying at the lodge



C. ,ittee D Sport Fisheries - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
309 Establish coho allocation Support No Uncontrolled growth in the charter fishery Shouldn't be

10-2-1 has created many problems, this is based on 10-yr
proactive harvest history

(not
conservative)

310 Fish ticket requirement for Support Yes Amend: In lieu oflogbooks
charter 13-0 . Timely and accurate accounting critical

and helps charter operators too - this gives
some level of accountability to charter
angler too

311-313 Inspection of lodges Support No Charter lodges taking huge amount of Constitutional
11-2 catch and similar to processors yet Issues

enforcement doesn't have full access
Access allowed in other states

314-318 No action
319 Close Port Banks to snagging Support Yes Amend,the Port Banks freshwater area be

13-0 defined to -l,OOOft infront ofthe base of
the falls as per ADF&G markers in 2008
and to prohibitjzshing ofJpowered
vessels within this are andprohibit all
snagging within this area.
Crowding of this area by charter fleet
using it as a "lunch" spot



C jttee E Commercial Net Fisheries - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
244-246 Allocation Support Yes Amend - support industry consensus but replace

15-0 with "encourage SEfacility operators to work
together to develop a regional plan to provide the
gear groups below their allocation range
additional opportunities to harvest SE enhanced
salmon toward the goal ofeach gear group
achieving enhanced salmon harvest values
within their allocation ranee as soon as possible

247 Codify current Support No
practices 11-0

248 Keep trolling Support No Provides more access to trollers
open in Yakutat 11-0

249-252 Allow mult gear Support Yes Amend to include 1 unit ofseine gear and 1 unit of
types 11-0 troll gear

Support for more hatchery access, the BOF can
work out details, particularly support 252

253 > seine to 75' Oppose No This proposal is counter productive to the current
0-12 seine buyback program

254 Allow rolls and Oppose No Proposal too vague to evaluate
add-ons 0-12

255-256 No action
257 Change gillnet Oppose No Department wants data early in the week, Reduce conflict

openingMon 1-11 committee reluctant to get into decisions on with local sport
religious closures, too many religions to consider fishermen

258 No action
261 NSEmgtplan Oppose No There is a good plan in place already and this

0-12 proposal is too vague
262 Changes to NSE Oppose No Sockeye interception is very complex issue and

mtplan 2-8-2 the Committee doesn't know how to evaluate



l .ittee E Commercial Net Fisheries - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
263 All seiners to Support Yes Amendment to allow in THA only

carry 2 nets 10-2 Uncertain impact on wild fish harvest
264-265 No action
266-282 No action Committee content with current management of

THA
283 Defining SJ THA Support No Trying to limit wild fish harvest in SJ cost

11-0-1 recovery fishery
284-285 No action



l •littee F Groundfish - Sitka AC t<c ".

• --;7

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
43 Guiding principles No action Sarcastic proposal?
330 Housekeeping logbook Support No

14-0
331 Close charter and 4-2-8 No Outside of our area so most members Could be precedent

commercial in Port were uncomfortable voting - LAMPs setting
Frederick are good if they are proposed by whole

community - not sure if this is the case
here

332 Close water around Nalla No action
to bottom fishing

333 Raise GHL for Lingcod Oppose No Total GHL has not been taken for
0-13 lingcod, conservation concerns with

raising quota
334 Increase charter allocation Oppose No Supported original task force decisions

for lingcod 0-12- I on allocation percentages
335 Increase charter allocation Oppose No Supported original task force decisions

to 50% 0-12-1 on allocation percentages
336 Increase II bycatch Support Yes Amend to aliowADF&G to set by EO

allowance to 10% in CSEO 13-0 Longliners ability to catch their
allocation is driven by other quotas and
this allows them their historic take
without increasing allocation

337 Allow surplus dinglebar Oppose No Given that the dinglebar season runs
quota to be taken by 0-13 into November how would you know
trollers when something was surplus?

338 Allow trollers to retain Ic Oppose No Conservation issue as males are nest
during April in Icy Bay 0-13 guarding during this period
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l .littee F Groundfish - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
339 Allow sport 1 lc >55" Oppose No So few fish this size it would encourage

daily 0-13 catch and release and big lingcod are
difficult for sport fishermen to handle
easily, also they are already over
allocations

340 Change boundary for LC in Oppose Bi Proposal is very broad ranging, over
Cross Sound sport fish 0-11-2 allocations in two areas already

341 Reallocate DSR to charter Oppose No BOF made allocation decision last
0-13 meeting - DSR is supposed to be

bycatch only in charter fishery, no
justification for more fish

342 Housekeeping DSR Support No
13-0

343-344 No action
345 Adjust bycatch rates in Support No Allow longliners to take their allocation

DSR 13-0 while accommodating changes in
quotas, regulations have prevented
utilization of their allocation

346 DSR bycatch only No action
347 Allow directed Slope rock Opposed No Conservation concern, the proposer

0-13 keeps submitting this same proposal and
BOF has already ruled on this

348 Housekeeping DSR Support
13-0

349 Require decompression Support No Our proposal- evidence is compelling It is a cumbersome
device for release of sport 12-1 that survival is good if immediately process but support
caught rockfish released at depth - some charter the idea of it, but

operators already doing this not mandatory
350 No action Same as 349



L .littee F Groundfish - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
351 Require use of depth Opposed No This is a frivolous proposal- survival

release on 10ng1ine 0-13 wouldn't be enhanced, longliners are
under their allocation

352 No action
354 Change black rockfish regs 12-0-1 No Reasonable to allow sale of bycatch

limit
355 Directed black rockfish No action
353 Allow release of non- 13-0 No Yelloweye are the real species of

yelloweye non-pelagic rkf concern. Many less desirable species
survive release (esp. when using
decompression device)



l littee G Commercial Troll - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
244-246 Allocation Support Yes Amend - support industry consensus but

15-0 replace with "encourage SEfacility
operators to work together to develop a
regional plan to provide the gear groups
below their allocation range additional
opportunities to harvest SE enhanced
salmon toward the goal ofeach gear group
achieving enhanced salmon harvest values
within their allocation range as soon as
possible

247 Codify current Support No
practices 11-0

248 Keep trolling open in Support No Provides more access to trollers
Yakutat 11-0

249-252 Allow mult gear types Support Yes Amend to include 1 unit ofseine gear and 1
11-0 unit oftroll gear

Support for more hatchery access, the BOF
can work out details, particularly support
252

320 Allow uncaught winter Support No This provides more opportunity for local Concern about
king quota to be taken 12-2-1 trollers catching treaty fish
in spring

321 Adjust GHL in winter Support No Allows for catch of hatchery fish, provides Freezer boats don't
salmon 10-2-3 local opportunity support it

322 Remove winter closure Support No No conservation concern, allows more
Dist 8 15-0 opportunity

323 Cross Sd Pinks Support No BOF committee should sort out details but Don't want it
8-6-1 this (pink & chum) is a good fishery to managed on Kings

support



l littee G Commercial Troll - Sitka AC

Proposal Subject Vote Amendment? Majority Minority
324 7 days in Cross Sd Support No See previous discussion, need 7 days to run

12-1-2 product to buyer (non local)
325 Extend closing date fro Oppose No Maybe conservation issue, Dept can already More opportunity

coho 4-11 extend season through EO for trollers
326 Change dates of coho Oppose No Some support for moving both king and

0-15 coho later (larger fish) but this proposal
creates bycatch mortality issues

328 Allow holder of hand Oppose No
troll to have 2 powered 0-15
gurdies

329 Allow 4 hand troll Oppose No Hand trollers knew what the gear was when Yakutat AC, hand
gurdies west 0 Cape 4-10-1 they bought their permits, this isn't just for trollers want more
Spencer Yakutat Bay but for a huge area opportunity
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FROM SALMONBOARDYAKUTATA FAX NO. 907 784 3329 Feb. 24 2009 01:27PM Pi

February 24, 2009

Board ofFish
Alaska department of Fish & Game
Boards SuppOtt Sectioll
Jim Mnrcntte, Executive Director
POBox 115526
Juneau, A1<. 99811-5526

Sent Via Fax: 784-3281

RC

Re: Misc. Business-··J& Ll!sLi Request for Deve[opmentofa Yakutat LAMP

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board of Fish Members

We, the undersigned would like to petition the Hoard ofFish for help in the development
ofa LAMP for Yakutat Bay. We (Ire providing a possibl'" Dmtl Charge stat",ment f(lr the
Bl)ard ofFish to consider adopting to help facilitate this process. The draft charge
statement Is based off of several years of LAMP discussions at the 10cHl AC level.

Scott Chadwick is the acting chair of the Yakutat LAMP committee and will work with
the local city biologist, Bill Lucey and AClYakutat Salmon Board member Jeff Fmker to
fadlitate the start of the process.
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FROM SALMONBOARDYAKUTATA

•
FAX NO. 907 784 3329 Feb. 24 2009 01:28PM P2

(

ALASKA BOARll OF FISHERIES
Charge Statement for Development of a Yakutat Local Area Management Plan

The Alaska Board of Fisheries is establishing a task Ihrce to identify and discuss issues
related to local area management planning and the Yakutat ADF&0 Advisory Committee
would like to develop their own program.

Membership: 'There are currently five members of the Yakutat AC who have volunteered
for the LAMP. Ideally we would like 2 large IFQ holders> 30,OOOlbs, 2 smalllFQ
holders <30,000 fbs, 2 charter operators, 2 independent sport fishermen, and two
subsistence users with trib!l! represcnL~ltion. All members must be traditional uscrs of
Yakutat Bay.

GeogTl\ph,: From fl've miles east of Ocean Cape seaward three miles to five miles west
of Point Manby seaward three miles with an intersecting line between these two points.

Species: Halibut, Lingcod, eral> spp. and Rockfish spp.

It is the Board's intent that these boundaries are for the purpose of facilitating discussion
of issues within these boundaries. They are not meant to be official regUlatory lines at (
this time and may be chunge throughout the process.

It is the Board's ilitent not to limit participation in the task force meetings to the members
of the task foree. It is the intent to garner as much public inpnt as possible. Stakeholder
participants will be responsible for their own travel expenses to attend tusk force
meetings. The Board chairman may add additional members to ensure comprehensive
group p<Uticipation.

The Board requests after development of the committee that a mission statement and
problem statement be developed. The Board further requests thut the task force discuss
preferred solutions to the problems and consider impacts such solutions may have on
other fisheries and other users. Lust, tiro Bnard asks that the task force report the status of
their etlor~ to the Board by letter during the Jhll work sessions.



Alaska Board ofFisheries
2009

If we go down this road of allocating fish away from one user group to
another we must look at the mechanism involved, the SOUTHEASTERN
ALASKA AREA ENHANCED SALMON ALLOCATION MANAGEMENT
PLAN [5 AAC 33.364].

I firmly believe the SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA ENHANCED
SALMON ALLOCATION MANAGEMENT PLAN [5 AAC 33.364] needs to
be revisited by the industry stakeholders at the direction of the Board of
Fisheries. This group needs to be mandated by the Board of Fisheries to
review the original document and make changes seen fit by consensus only.
At that time the Southeast Alaska Allocation Task force (SATF) used wild
stock catches to produce the allocation model for enhanced fish, this
occurring from 1985 to 1990*. Many changes have occurred since the SATF
first looked at producing this allocation policy.

As we educate ourselves on this complicated allocation plan you will see
that there are flaws that need to be addressed. It's a great tool that needs
revisiting no matter what proposals you want to adopt during this board
cycle. I believe by resurrecting the SATF and revisiting the
SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA ENHANCED SALMON ALLOCATION
MANAGEMENT PLAN [5 AAC 33.364] it will certainly cut down on the
amount of allocation proposals before the Board of Fisheries in the future.
By adopting the "Industry Consensus letter", taking time, area and fish away
from users groups we have opened Pandora's Box. Without a revision of the
current policy it will most likely get out of hand at the Board of Fisheries
level.

For more details please refer to PC 20.

Thank You
RI Eliason jr
NSRAA Board ofDirectors
Sitka Gillnet



Farvour 2/24/2009 Electric Reels

Substitute Language: Proposal 296, 297, 298

RC 2.01

Electronic reels and commercial jigging machines greatly increase efficiency of sport
fishing and make deep water species readily accessible to sport fishing. Sablefish are
highly valued commercial species currently experiencing stock decline throughout
southeast and the eastern Gulf of Alaska. There is very limited information on the
stock status of other deep water groundfish species in the region but many of these
species are very long lived, slow growing, and late maturing. With the exception of
the handicapped angler, the use of this gear type is not sporting and is more
consistent with commercial harvesting of marine finfish.

5 AAC 47.030. Methods, means, and general provisions - Finfish.
Power assisted retrieval of sport fish81iilliHinciuding the use of an
electric reel) is prohibited in southeast Alaska except, the following
anglers may use an electric reel attached to a fishing rod to fish:

i. anglers that have in their possession a copy of an
approved official certification of disability from a
government agency (i.e declared disabled by the Federal
Social Security Administration, the State Department of
Worker's Claims, the United States Railroad Retirement
Board, the Teacher Retirement system, any state or
country Department of Motor Vehicles or the United
States Office of Personnel Management) ;

ii. persons over 65 years of age;
iii. persons 10 years of age or younger.
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Tbe r~ative Village of Eyak Tribal Council
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[(CResolution 2009-02-0'l

424773902/24/2009 11:33

A lmSOLtJTlON BY THE NA.TIVE VILLAGE OF EYAK
IN SUPPORT OF AND AUTHORIZATION FOR THE .PROTECTION OF ALASKA'S

TRADlTIONAL AND CUSTOMARY HARVEST OF HERRING EGGS AND SUPPORT FOR
CHANGES TO CURRENT DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME MANAGEMENT

REGULATIONS FOR HARVESTING HERRING EGGS

WHEREAS; The Native Village of j<:yak (hereinafter "Tribe") is a federally recognized self-governing
tribe; and

WHEREAS; The :;-,rative Village ofEyak is the governing body of the Tribe; and

WHEREAS: Subsistence gathering Md harvesting of hening eggs constitute our nutritional, spiritual,
and cultural foundation since time immemorial; and

WHEREAS: Congress enacted the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of J971, addressing Alaska
Native claims to ownership of Alaska's lands, based on "aboriginal use and occupancy";
and

WHEREAS; Congress enacted the Alaska National Interest Land Conservation Act TITLE VIII
enacting Fed"ral legisl.ation granting subsistence priority for tural residents over the
priority harvest of all fish and game; and

WHEREAS: Alaska Board of Fishel;es has found that herring spawn in Sitka Sound (Area l3-A and
13B) is customarily and traditionally used for subsistence; and

WHEREAS: Under state law, Alaska Board of Fisheries is required to adopt regulations that provide for
II reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses ofher:ring spawn; and

WHEREAS: The subsistence use ofhemng eggs is a statewide tradition for Alaska Natives, as eggs are
shipped throughout the State of Alaska. Hening are the life support of our ecosystem,
nourishing the salmon, halibut, and marine mammals we depend on; and

WHEREAS: Despite continued efforts to work with the State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game
in collaborative manag,~ment of the commercial herring fisheries, there continues to be
extremely poor subsistence herring egg harvests due to the lack of quality spawn while the
commercial fishermen continue to harvest record catches; and

WHEREAS: The Sitka Tribe of Alaska has submitted Alaska Board of Fisheries Proposal 203 to change
the harvest [eve] and harvest rate for the Sitka hen·ing sac roe fishery as foJl.ows: the
guideline harvest level for the hening sac roe fishery in Section 13-A and 13-B shall be
established by the depattment, shall not exceed 10,000 tons (currently there is no cap) and
will be harvest rate perc:entage that is not~ than 10% (current rate is set at 20%). The

MAY-12-2004 08:37PM From: 4247739 ID:80F Page:002 R=97%
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fishery will not be conducted if the spawning biomass is less than XXXXXX (currently
20,000 tons but needs to be increased); and

WHEREAS: The Sitka Tribe of AlasfKa has submitted Alaska Board of Fisheries Proposal 204 to include
herring taken in test fishery in the guideline harvest limit in the Sitka Sound herring sac roe
fishery. Proposal 204 is intended to decrease test setting in the traditional subsistence area,
curtail distUrbing schools of pre-spawning herring, and limit incidental and unaccounted
mortality; and

WHEREAS: Thc Sitka Tribe of Alas.ka has proposed 234 to increase the Amount Reasonably Necessary
for Subsistence (ANS) for herring eggs set in state regulation in 2002, ourrently designated
at 105,000 _. 158,000 pmmds to 265,000 - 325,000 pounds, based on the ueeds of Alaska
Natives around the state:.

NOW 'tHEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
That the Native Village of Eyak: Tribal Council supports efforts to protect the subsistence harvest of
herring eggs by supporting Alaska Board of Fisheries Proposal 203 which would change the harvest level
and harvest rate for the Sitka herring sac roe fishery, Proposal 204 which would include herring taken in
test fishery in the guideline harvest limit in the Sitka Sound herrin.g sac roc fishery, and ProposaI 234
which would increase of the Amount Reasonably Necessary for Subsistence (ANS) herring eggs in Sitka
Sound to 265,000 - 325,000 pounds.

BE IF FU:RTFJER RESOLYED:
That the Executive Director and/or 011~' oftbe CRRC Board of Executive Officers are hereby authorized to
initiate all action necessary to successlU11y carry out all project objectives as ljsted in the proposaI, and to
sign all documents necessary to finalize the grant process.

~\&3trll
Date I

'J.f::r;/ 0 '(
Oat 1

CERTIFICATION:
I, hereby certify that J, Robert J. Henril:hs am President of the Native Village of Eyak Traditional Council,
and the Council consists of 5 duly dectcd members, and that this Resolution No. 2009·02-0~ was
considered and A'W?O\)e:Oby the council on '1f\tfL\o.'f li Z; ~'2PtfI and that the
vote was S For, and --fJ>- Against, and -¢_~ AbstaIning and that the foregoing
resolution has not been rescinded or amended in any way.

(
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The Native Village of Eyak Tribal Council
P,O, Box 1388

Cordova, Alaska 99574·1388
Phone (907) 424-7738 Fax (907) 424-7739

Resolution ;2009·0;2·05

A RESOLUTION BY THE NATTVE VILLAGE OF EYAK
IN SUPPORT OF THE PROTECTION OF ALASKA'S ABORIGINAL TRADITIONAL AND

CUSTOMARY HARVEST OF' HERRING EGGS AND SUPPORT FOR CHANGES TO
CURRECr DEPARTMENT OFFISH AND GAME MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS FOR

HARVESTING HERRING EGGS

WHEREAS: The Native Village of Eyak (hereinafter "Tribe") is a federally recognized self-governing
tribe; and

WHEREAS; The Native Village of Eyak is the governing body of the Tribe; and

WHEREAS: Subsistence gathering and harvesting of hening eggs constitute our nutritional, spiritual,
and cultural foundation since time immemorial; and

WHEREAS: Congress enacted the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971, addressing Alaska
Native claims to ownership of Alaska's lands, based on "aboriginal use and occupancy";
and

WHEREAS: Congress enacted the Alaska National Interest Land Conservation Act TITLE VIII
enacting Federal legis'lation granting subsistence priority for rural residents over the
priority harvest of all fish and game; and

WHEREAS; Alaska Board of Fishe)ies has found that herring spawn in Sitka Sound (Area l3-A and
13B) is customarily and traditionally used for subsistence; and

WHEREAS: Under state law, Alaska Board of Fisheries is required to adopt regulations that provide for
a reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses ofherring spawn; and

"'HEREAS: The subsistence use ofhcrring eggs is a statewide tradition for Alaska Native.':, as eggs are
shipped throughout the State of Alaska. Herring are the life support of our ecosystem,
nourishing the salmon, halibut, and marine mammals we depend 011; and

WHEREAS: Despite continued efforts to work with the State of Alaska Depaltment of Fish and Game
in collaborative management of the commercial herring fisheries, there continues to be
extremely poor subsistence herring egg harvests due to the lack of quality spawn whUe the
commercial fishennen continue to harvest record catches; and

WHEREAS: The Sitka Tribe of Alaska has proposed to increase the Amount Reasonably Necessary for
Subsistence (ANS) for herring eggs set in state .regulation in 2002, currently designated at
105,000 - 158,000 pounds to 265,000 - 325,000 pounds, based on the needs of Alaska
Natives around the Staw; and
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WHEREAS: Our community has _ 568 members, so our community would use a total of
27,758 pounds ofherring eggs if they were available to 1)S,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED;
That the Native Village of Eyak Tribal Council supports efforts to protect the subsistence harvest of
herring eggs by supporting Alaska Board of FislleJjes Proposal 234 which would increase of the Amount
Reasonably Necessary for Subsistence (ANS) herring eggs in Sitka Sound to 265,000 - 325,000 pounds.
Our community of 2,251 would use 70,000 - 110,000 pounds of herring eggs if they were
available to our community.

BE IF FURTHER RESOLVED:
That the Executive Director and/or on~' ofthe CRRC Board of Executive Officers are hereby authorized to
initiate all action necessary to successJblIy carry out all project objectives as listed in the proposal, and to
sign all documents necessary to finaliz·e the grant process.

ab ~lD'1
Dat!'

DateRollert J. He . hs,

DCv~ 0 l~~""'--" _
Darrel Olsen, Secre1:<Lry.Treasurer

CERTIFICATION:
I, hereby certify that I, Robert J. Henriehs am President of the Native Village of Eyak Traditional Council,
and the Council consists of 5 duly dected members, and that this ReSQlution NQ. 2009·02·05 was
considered and .kYY'?-O\l ED by the council on rem1P.'Cl'!, 2~ .7.tt:f'r and that the
vote was ';. For, and C/> Against, and~ Abstaining and that the foregoing
resolution has not been rescinded or amended in any way.

"'.
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RALPH GUTHRIE
380 KAAGWAANTAAN
SITKA, ALASKA 99835

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES
COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND GAME
COMMISSIONER DENBY LOYD

DEAR SIR.

I am writing in defense of Proposal 200 that was brought before the Board of Fisheries today
and voted down, though I will say by a very thin margin, 3 in favor, 4 against, which is
remarkable in light of the testimony from the Department.

The Department offered much anecdotal information yet they didn't offer any science to
justify fishing out of the designated Sitka Sound Sac Roe fisheries, which is area 13b, 10
years ago the Sitka Sound Sac Roe Fisheries was extended to Salisbury Sound because
they were unable to meet the Guide Line Harvest Level in Sitka Sound.

I will also say this GHL could have been met had they conducted the fisheries to finish the
harvest, rather that conduct it so that a supposed processors processing capacity could be
met, Last years was a good example of the processors being able to handle a large catch so
the argument that processing capacity couldn't handle large volumes of fish was flawed.

I will also say that excepting the adjacent stock fisheries with out science will be a
precedence's that will allow a continued expansion of a herring fisheries without scientific
justification like it has done in Salisbury Sound which to me is unthinkable, faced with the fact
of one herring fleet coming close to wiping the herring out in the 1960's.

By the very words of the Departments testimony during deliberations, the Department of
Fisheries didn't have any science to justify fishing in Salisbury Sound, that all they had was
anecdotal information, over the years when I have been involved in these meetings, the
Department of Fish have used anecdotal information against different proposals, anecdotal
information is not science and never will be science.

I will also say the Chairmen John Jensen was not here to hear the oral testimony so his
ability to vote on this or any Proposal is impaired, so he should have recused himself on all
the votes, not just the Proposal 200 that I am interested in.

For many years there was an abundance of 3-4 year old herring in the Sitka Sound Sac Roe
Fisheries, the processors didn't want them, the Department did their best to avoid fishing on
these small fish schools, these fish are now 9-10's that are abundant in the schools today,
though there are no 3-4's apparent in the Sitka Sound Sac Roe Fisheries today indicating
that there is more happening than can be accounted for.

The Department of Fish are contending that they are hiding some place, if they aren't hiding
then we are heading for a major collapse of the Sitka Sound Herring Stocks, I won't say that
there were no 4 year old herring, there is some but the amount is so insignificant as not to
be a consideration for a healthy future.



Behnken and Hansen 2/25/2009
ALFA and SEAFA

Proposal 137:

RC 264

Substitute Language:
5 AAC 47.020. General provisions for seasons and bag, possession, annual, and size
limits for the salt waters of the Southeast Alaska Area.

(X) sablefish may be taken as follows:
i. Alaska residents no daily bag limit
ii. nonresidents 2 per day, 4 annual limit;
iii. immediately after landing a nonresident angler shall record, in ink,
all sablefish harvested either on the back of their sport fishing license or on a
nontransferable harvest record;
iv. A sport fishing gUide and sport fishing guide crew member working on a charter
vessel in the salt waters of Southeast Alaska may not retain sablefish while clients
are on board the vessel

To be consistent with Board action taken on proposal 230 on 2/24/09:
No reallocation should occur because:

1) conservation concerns for sablefish: do not want increased
harvest;

2) historic use by one user: commercial fishery has been in place
since 1930's - no record of any significant sport fishery;

3) commercial fishery is limited to a specific area and distribution of
fish is limited by depth

4) extreme value of this commercial fishery to the state and to the
individual permit holders that rely on this fishery

Sablefish are in a period of steep decline, with commercial quotas
down 68% over the last decade. The Department has not seen signs
of above average recruitment since the 1990's and is lowering the
harvest rate for the 2009 season. The 2009 commercial quota is
projected to be below the 2008 level of 1.5 million pounds. Without
an annual limit on nonresidents, the allowable biological catch could be
exceeded. If nonresident annual limits are not implemented now the
BOF would be allowing a new fishery to develop on a stock that is
declining, highly valued by a different user, and fully utilized already.



RC26S

SAAC 27.160. Quotas and guideline harvest levels for Southeastern Alaska Area.

(g) The guideline harvest level for the herring sac roe fishery in Sections 13-A and 13-B
shall be established by the department and will be a harvest rate percentage that is not
less than 14 [10] percent, not more than 20 percent, and within that range shall be
determined by the following formula:

Harvest Rate Percentage = 2 + 8 [Spawning Biomass (in tons) / 20,000]

The fishery will not be conducted if the spawning biomass is less than 30,000 [20,000]
tons. The guideline harvest level will not exceed 12,000 tons.



Proposal 203 alternative threshold and harvest rate:

No commercial sac roe fishery when biomass is below 30,000 tons (30,000 ton threshold)
Harvest rate = 2 + 8 (biomass/20,000)
Maximum harvest rate = 20%
Maximum GHL = 12,000 tons

-Harvest rate (30,000 threshold, 10-20%)

-Harvest rate (30,000 threshold, 14-20%, 12,000 ton harvest cap)
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GHL GHL
calculated calculated

with with
Current Proposed current proposed Change between
harvest harvest harvest harvest GHL's calculated

rate rate rate rate with current
formula formula formula formula harvest rate

Biomass hindcasted hindcasted hindcasted hindcasted formula and
forecast back in back in back in back in proposed harvest

Year (tons) time time time time rate formula
1980 39,500 18% 18% 7,031 7,031 0
1981 35,000 16% 16% 5,600 5,600 0
1982 30,000 14% 14% 4,200 4,200 0
1983 29,500 14% 0% 4,071 0 -4,071
1984 23,500 11% 0% 2,679 0 -2,679
1985 38,500 17% 17% 6,699 6,699 0
1986 31,000 14% 14% 4,464 4,464 0
1987 25,000 12% 0% 3,000 0 -3,000
1988 46,000 20% 20% 9,200 9,200 0
1989 58,500 20% 20% 11,700 11,700 0
1990 27,000 13% 0% 3,456 0 -3,456
1991 23,000 11% 0% 2,576 0 -2,576
1992 23,500 11% 0% 2,679 0 -2,679
1993 48,500 20% 20% 9,700 9,700 0
1994 28,439 13% 0% 3,804 0 -3,804
1995 19,688 0% 0% 0 0 0
1996 42,264 19% 19% 7,990 7,990 0
1997 54,476 20% 20% 10,895 10,895 0
1998 39,213 18% 18% 6,935 6,935 0
1999 43,602 19% 19% 8,476 8,476 0
2000 33,365 15% 15% 5,120 5,120 0
2001 52,985 20% 20% 10,597 10,597 0
2002 55,209 20% 20% 11,042 11,042 0
2003 39,319 18% 18% 6,970 6,970 0
2004 53,088 20% 20% 10,618 10,618 0
2005 55,962 20% 20% 11,192 11,192 0
2006 52,059 20% 20% 10,412 10,412 0
2007 59,519 20% 20% 11,904 11,904 0
2008 87,715 20% 14% 17,543 12,000 -5,543
2009 72,521 20% 17% 14,504 12,000 -2,504

Total = -30,312



j 1
Amendment to proposal 266

After reviewing committee E report,Yakutat's AC would like to make a change in
proposal 266.
Yakutat's AC would like the board of fisheries to considder opening west Yakutat

from
Ocean Cape to cape suckling for the use of 75 fathom set-gill nets for the following
reasons. West Yakutat has 10 or more rivers that have little or no presure from June
thru
september. These rivers are as follows,The west side of Mambi stream,Alder
stream,Yana
River,Yahtse,Tsiu,Riu,Duktoth,Tsviat,Fountain and seal river.Historicly these Rivers
all were fished by support from small planes.This way of fishin~ is no longer
economicly feasable for sockeye and coho salmon. The Tsiu River 1n the fall is the
only real producer do to having the area to have large plane support(Dc-3).

Rivers to the South of Yakutat Bay,situk River,Akwa and Alsek Rivers still have
Fishers fishing them. we dont want to have any unforeseen closures in these terminal
areas around Yakutat. we are trying to relieve presure from these areas.

Yakutat AC, Jeff Fraker Date 2-25-09.

Page 1



Alaska Trollers Association
130 Seward St., No. 211
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(907) 586-9400
(907) 586-4473 Fax

February 24, 2009

John Jensen, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Juneau, AK 99811

RE: Committee 0 Sport Fisheries

The following is additional information and clariiication with regard to the positions and perspectives of ATA to
proposals considered by Committee D. We refer you also to ATA's written comments (PC 113), ATA's public
testimony (RC 152), and modified positions (RC 214) submitted at this meeting.

Proposal 286 & 287
Some states, such as Oregon, use the word 'domicile' in relation to a possession limit to speak to the notion that
every fish you catch is counted and that limits are to be adhered to all the way to a person's permanent place of
residence. ATA agrees with that concept, so borrowed the language. However, if another definition
accomplishes the same goal, that's fine.

Wisconsin uses another option and references it on their website: The possession limit is the maximum number
of a species that you can control, transport, etc. at any time. It is twice the daily bag limit. ... For example, if the
daily bag limit for a species is 5, the most you could possess or control (i. e. in your freezer, cooler, vehicle, etc)
would be 10, no matter how many days you fished. Therefore, you could only bring home your possession limit of

O. (http://dnr.wi.gov/fish/faq/posses.htm)

Some spoke to the unenforceability of such a law, but many other states and nations do so. Most people follow
the law, and none are 100% enforceable. At minimum, such laws speak to the ethics of fish and game
management and sport fishing as a recreational and personal food gathering activity.

If the possession limit definition is best taken up on a statewide level, we support doing so at the earliest possible
date, preferably the March 2010 statewide meeting. ATA is willing to work with the Board and ADFG on this
matter.

Proposal 288
ATA could support higher annual limits for non-resident anglers than the existing possession limit, but started with
the current regulation to show a commitment not to promote less than 12. This was stated during our testimony
and also during the committee by ATA's representative. We ask that the record be amended to reflect this
comment.

ATA does not support committee comments recommending that annual limits be put into a Task Force. The
Board identified this issue as worthy of resolution and promised a Task Force during the last board cycle -
nothing happened. Annual limits seem relatively easy to work out. ATA is willing to work with the Board, ADFG,
and user groups at this meeting on this matter.

Creative ways of combining non-resident bag and annual limits could help to meet the diverse needs of guided
anglers. For instance, if the annual limit was based upon three bag limits, the bag limit could be adjusted to
spread out the harvest over a longer period of time.

I\nother option might be to phase in annual limits over the next three years X in 2009, Y in 2010, and Z in 2011.

,'he most important thing to our members is that the Board of Fisheries takes whatever action is
necessary, at this meeting, to begin implementing annual limits.



Proposal 368
'";omments by ATA's representative were not included in the committee report and we ask that the record be
mended to reflect the following: ATA opposed proposal 368, because we felt that one daily bag limit for all

species was too draconian. ATA appreciates that the proposer has withdrawn the proposal.

Proposal 289
ATA questions why the Board and ADFG would oppose a non-resident harvest record for coho.

Staff and enforcement both indicated that this is the easiest and most measurable tool for enforcing
possession/annual limits. Contrary to other comments, we don't think such a record should add another layer of
data recording, but instead provides an enforceable means to monitor possession and/or annual limits in the field.

Suggestion:

Waterproof or semi-permeable coho punch card for non-residents, to be filled out by the time the angler reaches
the dock, lodge, etc.

The cards could be numbered and given out along with the license. The number would have to be written on the
bag of the fishing license. Cards would not be turned in to ADFG and would not be replaced if lost.

Additionally, we remain committed to the concepts of accountability - each fish that's caught is counted - and
monitoring and enforcement of meaningful bag, possession, and annual limits.

Proposal 293
The ATA representative's comments on this proposal were not added to the record. We request addition of the
following: Support some increase in dogfish bag/annual limit. Abundant species should have reasonable bag
limits.

'roposal 296-298
ATA supports the use of hand operated or electric reels in Southeast sport fishery for handicapped and
individuals with documented special needs, but otherwise opposes the use of power to retrieve sport caught fish.

Proposal 307
The ATA representative's comments on this proposal were not added to the record. We request addition of the
following: ATA opposes a 30 day prohibition on use of charter vessels within 30 days of subsistence fishing as it
is punitive.

Proposal 307
The ATA representative's comments on this proposal were not added to the record. We request addition of the
following:

ATA supports better inseason tabulation of sport caught fish. If the logbook is the best tool, we support its
continued use. If the Board can't require ADFG to more quickly count fish inseason, we hope they will at least
encourage them to do so. ... '

Proposal 311
ATA recognizes that there have been a number of Constitutional and practical inspection issues identified that
need to be further vetted before implementing this proposal. We ask that the bulk of this issue be dealt with by
the Board by the March 2010 statewide meeting. ATA is willing to work with the Board and ADFG on this matter.

However, a question that needs to be clarified at this meeting is whether or not the state already has the authority
to inspect vessels and floating facilities at public docks, It is our understanding that many of the docks considered
private around the region and state are actually public. For instance, most of the docks in front of homes and
)dges in Sitka are likely to be public, because those who built them do not have tideland leases and therefore
Jck legal ownership.
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Alaska Trollers Association
130 Seward 51., No. 2'[ 1
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(907) 586-9400
(907) 586-4473 Fax

February 24, 2009

John Jensen, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Juneau, AK 99811

RE: Committee G Troll

The following is additional information and clarification with regard to the positions and perspectives
of ATA to proposals considered by Committee G. We refer you also to ATA's written comments (PC
113), ATA's public testimony (RC 152), and modified positions (RC 214) submitted at this meeting.

Proposal 250 & 252
ATA can support 252 on its own, but can only support proposal 250 if 252 passes as well.

Proposal 320
ATA worked with the proposer and supports compromise language offered in the committee report.

Proposal 323 & 324
Vhile ATA always appreciates new hatchery access areas, trollers in this particular area have a

market for pink and chum and are concerned about losing fishing time and, as a consequence,
processor interest. Therefore, ATA favored proposal 324 over 323.

We could support proposal 323 if additional language were added to ensure a seven day a week
fishery. A suggestion would be to use on provisions in the spring fishery regulations that allow a
harvest of up to 1000 king salmon regardless the level of hatchery contribution.

Proposal 329

ATA was originally opposed to this proposal, but worked with the proposer on to develop a revised
plan:

1. Only two hand gurdies will be allowed West of Cape Spencer from October 1 until the end of
the July chinook fisheries.

2. Four hand gurdies will be allowed West of Cape Spencer, in those waters where power
trollers are allowed 6 gurdies, from the end of the July chinook fisheries through September
30.



SILVER BAY SEAFOODS, LLC
4400 Sawmill Creek Road, Suite, Sitka, Alaska 99835 - Tel. No. 907-747-7996 . Fax No. 907-747-7998

Board of Fisheries
February 24, 2008

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board ofFish Members:

Re: Corrections on Committee E Report

Support Section n{PT Allocation Plan Page 3

..... a comment that the seiners "make the most from their fish tax investment" This is incorrect
in temlS of investment. Based 011 RC 25 and ADF&G aJlocation data show the Gillnetters paid
17.1% ofthe total SET tax from 1994 to 2007; Seiners paid 54% for the same period. and
Trollers 28.9%. On the return side the Gillnetters receive 30.2% of the value; Seiners 50.7% of
the value; and Trollers 19.1%. I believe the best way to characterize investment value is return 011

the dollar. So based on these numbers the Gillnetters have a $13.99 return on each clollar invested
(SET tax) Seiners $7.45 return on each dollar il1Vested, and Trollers $5.26.

SET Tax Paid by % Value Returned by % Value ($) : Tax ($)

Gilinet
Seine
Troll

17.1%
54.0%
28.9%

30.2%
50.7%
19.1%

13.99 : 1
7.45:1
5.26: 1

"all percentages based on data for 1994 to 2007 period

Opposition Section JRPT Page 3, third bullet point
....20 year period is incorrect. 1994 the beginning of the allocation period to 2008 is 15 years.

Fourth bullet point is incorrect: In 2003 Board ofFish decision Eastern Channel in Sitka Sound
was approved to open for chum trolling during the "ADF&G Coho Troll Closure". This in effect
allocated chum from gillnet and seiners to trollers in the Deep Inlet Terminal Harvest Area
(THA) during this period. A similar BoF approved proposal allocated chum at Hidden Falls THA
from seine to troll.

Substitute Language section Page 5:
5AAC 33.376 District 13: Deep Inlet Terminal Harvest Area Salmon Management Plan. (b)(l)
(C)...... Needs to be rewritten to clari:f'y ADF&G EO authority and NSRAA Board of Directors
authority. The intent is correct but the language needs to be cleaned up.

Suggested language substitute: .....(C) beginning with the first E.O. of the 2009 season through
the last E.O. of the 2011 season the department shall provide for a time ratio for gillnet to seine
openings of one to one (I : I) after the third Sunday in June;

This leaves the specific arrangement of the I: I ratio in the authority of the NSRAA board of
directors, which is the current status except the ratio is 2: I gilmet to seine.



Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance
9369 North Douglas Hwy
Juneau, AK 99801

February 25, 2009

RE: Committee E report

Proposal #273

We reviewed and discussed with the Dept the substitute language for proposal #273
and would like to offer the following language instead. The hatchery associations
have always had the flexibility to provide the Dept the rotational schedule based on
the ratio in regulation. We would like to amend the language to provide the same
flexibility and working relationship as there has been in the past.

Substitute Language:
5 AAC 33.376 DISTRICT 13: DEEP INLET TERMINAL HARVEST AREA
SALMON MANAGEMENT PLAN. (b) (I) (c) beginning with the first E.O. of the
2009 season through the last E.O. of the 2011 season the time ratio for gmnet
openings to seine openings of one to one after the third Sunday in June;

SAAC 33.370 DISTRICT 1: NEETS BAY HATCHERY SALMON
MANAGEMENT PLAN. (b)(2) (el after June 20, the time ratio for gmnet openings
to seine openings is one to one;

SAAC 33.383 DISTRICT 7: ANITA BAY TERMINAL HARVEST AREA
SALMON MANAGEMENT PLAN. (d)(3) fA) beginning with the first E.O. of the
2009 season through the last E.O. of the 2011 season the time ratio for gmnet
openings to seine opening of one to one;

We would also encourage you to look at the draft finding language contained in RC
241 highlighting other joint RPT consensus items.

Sincerely.

Kathy Hansen
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Yakutat Salmon Uoard
City & Borough ofYllkutllt
1'0 Box 160 Vilkulat, AK 99689

~211

phone; (907)-'84.iii9::J
fax: (907) 784-34111
xakutat ~almoD board@yahoo.oom __

Fcbnlary 24, 2009
Board of Fish
Alnska deplU1ment ofFish & Game
Boards Support Section.
Jim Marcooe, E1>ecl1tive Director
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811·5526

Re; MiHe. B\lsille&& ~ Petition Reqllest for Devulppment of II Yakutat LAMP

Dear Chairmlll1 Jen.ell and Bourd or Fish Members

The current catch records in Yakutat nay jndicate that our current halibut fishery is
sustlllnable. However, though poundage remains constant at around 400,000 Ibs/
annually across \lSer groups, there have heen oomplaints fi'oll1 the charter t100t that it is
beooming incwasingly diftlcult to catcb large fish, This could be the begillning SI&\118 of
local area depletioll. Preliminary work by USGS - BRD in Glacier Bay indicated thllt
large fBIDale halibut may show Udegree of site fidelity, which allows for the potential of
overfishing ofthis size c1os~ locally. In addition we have formed a Community QtlOtll

Entity, and requestetl our stato senators to purS1le federal stimulus funding lO begin
buying 3A quota to lease to YokuM Fisherman. Without a LAMP program there is a
potential to 1ncroEISe the annual take by 180,000 pounds witbin Yakutat Bay. We do not
wish to create this level ofpre~sure and therofore desire to implement planning in order
to tlKploro.0ptlons for spreading fishing pressure to oth"r areas within 3A.

We also have a need to el\sUre lingood stocks remain strOl\Q alld a plan t()r r~coVllr>' of
cl1ilb stocks that have been deplilted for the las( 7 years and unavailable ~br either
oommercial or sport harvest,

We ';lIould like to petition the Board ofFish for help in the development ,r/'n LAMP for
Yakutat Bay. We are pfl)viding, a possible Draft Charge statement fOI' the Board ofFish
to oonsider adopting to help rnclli late this prooess. The draft clHl.rge statement is based
offofsoveral yea'fs of LAMP dlscussJons at the Illonl AC level.

AC member Scot! Chadwick is the acting chair of the Yakutat LAM? committee and will
work with the local city biologist, Bill Lucey and AClYakutat Salmon Board member
Jeff Fraker to facilitate the sta;:t-~e process,

SinCerelY,~/~
Bill Lucey - City and BOI'ough ofYnkl.ttat

•
RECeIVED TIME FEB,24. 2:38FM

f'IAY-13-2004 01 : 52AM From: 9074656094 ID:BOF Page:001 R~94%



FROM FEB, 24, 2C09if 3: 54PMiTA F&G BOARDS SU'PORT ge7 784 3329

-
FEb. ;~O, 9381 03:P, 21 P2

ALASKA BOARD OF )?ISHERIES
Charge Stl\tcmcnt for Development of a Yakutllt Local Area Mllnagement Plan

The AlflSk~, Board of Fisheries is e.qtabllshing II task foroe to identify aJld discuss j~~ueH

rellltod to local area management planning and the Yakutat ADl~&(J Advisory COll1mietee
would like to develop llwir own program.

Membership: There are eurrently five members oFtne Ynkl.ltI.lI AC who have volunteered
for the LAMP. Ideally we Wollid IIko 2 large IFQ holders> 30,000lbs, 2 sm~1l [FQ
holders <: 30,000 Ibs, 2 chatter op~ratots, 2 ind~p~ndent sport fishermen, and two
subsistence users with tribal representation. All members must be traditional users of
Yakutat Bay.

G~agraph': From five miles ~t of Oceun Cape seaward three miles to five miles west
ofPoint Manby seaward three mUes with an intersecting line between these two points.

Species: Halihut, T.ingcod, crab spp. and Rockfish spp.

It is the Board's intent that these boundaries are fm' the purpose (lffacilltating discussion
of issues WitilID tbese bOLlnOlll;cs, They are not mcallt ro be officiall'~gulatory lines at
this time and may be change rhmughout the process.

It is the Board's Intelllllot to limit participation in the task force lTI~~tings to [he members
of the task torce. It is the intent to garner liS milch public input as possible. Stakeholder
participants will be respollsible for [heir OWll travel expenses to attend task force
meetings. The Board ehll.irman may add additIonal members to 6nll\lre compreh~llsive

group participation.

The Board requests after development ufthe comlilittee that a mission stn.tement und
problem statem~nt be dev~loped, Th~ Board tllrl'her requests that the tllsk force discuss
preferred solutions to the prl>hlems and consider impacts such solutions may have oll
other fi8heries and other us~rB. Last, the Board ~L~ks that the tllsk [mce report the statu~ of
their et1'brlS to the Board by letter during the fall work sessions.

REeE IVED TIME FEB, 24. 2: 38PM
MRY-13-2004 01:52RM From: 9074656094 ID:BOF Page:002 R=95%



FRO/1 FEB, 24, 2C0911' 3:55PMTA F&G BOARDS SU'PORT 9077843329

Yakutat COn1l'11ui,ity Haldin~ Cotporation
P.O. Box 160

Yakumt, Alaska 99/589

•

Honorable Lisa Murkowski
Unit-ed States Senate
709 Hart Sellat" Building
Wr\shin.gtoll, D.C. 20510

REo $1,000,000.00 Economlc Stimulus Pllcka@e Funding; Request

Dear Senator M'lIrkowski;

Feb, 010, 938103:P, 31 P3

DeCet1.1ber 19, 200R

The Alaska Community Quota Entity program is a ~ustainable l'i~heries economic opportunity, Funding this
l'fOPOS,u has economic Jmpacts beyond Alaska in Americ@ and Intemationallhh markets. Yo~ will sec from
OUt attallhed doouments that this commorcial fishing 0pPoltunity is self-sustainitlg;

I. The CQE's are legally, financially, amI technically capable and transparent
2. The CQE's are legally and financially accountable; and
3. That commercial fishing in ruml Alflllka is an established industry.

•
By 1unding the $1,000,000,00 is a plausible (,loal of the Nation's ecolJomic stimulus 'paokage. The halibut ami
sablefish fishery is managed on 1\ sustained-yield basis as a year round fishery. The fishely prOVides the
following;

1. Jobs lllld LnCome for boat owners, skippers, and cr~w.

2. Fish prodllct for Alaska processors, American. lind lnternationtl! mMkcts.
3. Provides yeat-rollndjobs forresidents and familjes with II more stable and reliable income.

The Community Quota Em'lty program is designed to keep illcome dollars oirculating close to home as
community investment dolla.rB. We believe that this is also the goal of the Nation's economic stimulus package.

We appreciate your SUppUlt ufthis request and in working with Alaska's Congressinnal Delegation to ensure
Alaska's cOIllJl1ercinl fishing industry remains a pri!'nly in our Nations economy.

Sinoerely,. • _---:::>
.. ::'"Y·.,; ..-:: r _.
/'" .-t",,?-.Aj' ~'"

BiB Lucey, Agent YqHC

cer Honorable Senator Mark l'Iegich
Honorable Congressman, Don Yuung

End/ f\mding Proposal
Funding 1ustifiCation

RECEIVED TIME FEB,24, 2;3BPM
MAY-13-2004 01:53AM From: 9074656094 ID:BOF Page:003 R=95%



RC272

Amended language for proposal 316.

5 AAC 47.021. Special provisions for seasons, bag, possession, and size limits, and
methods and means for the salt waters of the Southeast Alaska Area.

(d) (5) in the waters of Gastineau Channel within 150 feet of the City and Borough
of Juneau's Channel Wayside fishing dock located near the Macaulay Salmon
Hatchery, snagging or attempting to snag is prohibited; a fish hooked anywhere
other than in the mouth must be released immediately back into the water;



TONES

For sure
It isn't the sound of the bell

It for certain not the blinking light
It's the tone of the testimony
That has to be listened too

What does it all mean
When so many say

That something is wrong
With the scheme of things

But are the words listened to
What will be decided

So all the aspects of management
Will be met

Of course some things
Are vital to each community

When rulings are made
But what about the tone

That is the sound
Of wrong rulings

That only take into account
Of the financial aspect

Being decided over
The long term use

The long term conservation
Of our historic food

If the wrong ruling
Destroys the harmony

Of the community
It changes tone of healthy relations

That seems to be
A harmony joined

By the majority
Of people involved

But if that tone
Forgets the biological aspect

It destroys the commerce
That was ruled in favor of

So what is it
Business as usual

Or is it a thoughtful tone
That we are listening to

The song of this meeting
Was the people
Are concerned

About that which provides food

Food that we take home
Food for the fishes

Food for the marine mammals
Food for the birds

Each of these species
Have there own song

That need to be listened to
Yes, it is the tone again

So what is the sound
Of fish swimming from California

All the way to Alaska
The Canadians say they are one

Yet as in salmon
There are slight bleed overs

In each stream
How does this song match

The song that says
There is some mixing

That occur
In all species

All the salmon can
Fertilize their families eggs

Down the coast
Even man can do this

Yet when a herring family
That has been returning

To the same place to spawn
For thousands of years

Has been wiped out
Does a herring

From California swim up
To take it's place

Does a herring from Alaska
Swim down to Canada

To take the place
Of a fisheries depleted stock

I will listen to the tone
Of the applause

Of those who say
That it is all one species

I believe this
But also like man

Like salmon
That entities adapted to an area

Keep returning
To this same area

You can still hear the tone
Of the herring rush

As it slides in to lay
It's egg one at a time

In Faragut Bay
In Hobart Bay



It is the same tone
Of the spawning mass

That hits the shore
In Sitka Sound

At Egg Island around Craig

The tone of the manager
Is so sure that each stock

Isn't discreet
Follow the migration if you can

That will revitalize
The lost herring stocks

That are gone
In Foggy Bay & Cat Island

That they watch the rush
Of herring going to Auke Bay

To revitalize the herring stocks
That once lived there

For thousands of years
Only harvested
By the Tlingit's

That they still eat

For thousands
Upon thousands of years
A history that was shared

As the families sat down to eat

That they packed with them
Dried on hemlock branches

Dried hair kelp
Dried macrosistic kelp

Up the grease trail
Clear to the Fairbanks area
That the Tsimsian packed

Into the interior of their land

It isn't the tone
Of the Board of Fish

That talks to us
But the voices

Of our ancestors
That have come to the shores

Of Sitka from all over
To harvest herring eggs

To take home
To their families

To heip them sing
The song of spring

The herring eggs
That are still harvested

To send to all our families
Across the State

But also sent to our families
That now reside

All over the United States
It's the tone

Of the meal
That has a crunchie sound

As the teeth
Close over our history.

Our people came here
So that you couid here
The tone of those eggs

That we have eaten historically

We want your tone
To be one of long term

Conservation
So that

Even the other harvesters
Can continue to hear
The sound of the rush
Of their herring school

In their nets.
The clink

Of the silver dollars
In their pockets

It isn't only
The clink of dollars

That need to be listened to
But also the voice of the future

And the tone of the past

RALPH GUTHRIE
380 KAAGWAANTAAN
SITKA, ALASKA 99835

907-747-8913
907-738-3058
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SoutflEast Alaska Guides Organization

Compromise - Proposal 296-298
AMENDED

Date: February 23, 2009

In the spirit of compromise and following committee discussions, we offer the following:

We would like to offer the following changes to Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance document
Conceptual Substitute Lauguage for Proposal #296-298 as discussed in committee with the following
substitutions. Deleted in Brackets [ delete ]; Bold underlined = insert

Conceptual Substitute Language for Proposal #296-298:

All fishing gear must be [kept in immediate control, and gear may not be left unattended while fishing]

closely attended; Downriggers may be used with a line ifthe line releases tl'om the downrigger while

playing and landing the fish; Rod holders may be used; the rod must be easily removed [without delay]; rod

may be left in the holder while playing fish; and electric reels may be used if designed for sPOlt fishing and

attached to a fishing rod by a "reel seat"; a mechanism that holds the electric reel to the rod, using threaded

locking rings or sliding bands.

I. The terms: "kept in immediate control, and gear may not be left unattended while fishing" are not
currently defined in the regulation book.

2. The term: "closely attended" is defined in the sport fishing regulations.

Thank you for your consideration.

Stan Malcom
Board Member
Southeast Alaska Guide Organization, SEAGO



SOUTHEAST ALASKA SElliERS ASSOClATION
410 Calhoun St.
Juneau Alaska 9980I

BOARD OF FISHERIES
February 24,2009

Comments on COMMITTEE "E" report.....re: Joint Regional Planning Team Enhanced
Salmon Allocation Plan

SEAS fully supports the items identified in RC 269 and would note the language written
to identify the new time ratio for seine and gillnet harvest at the Deep lulet Terminal
Harvest Area should also be applied to the Anita Bay Terminal Harvest Area.

While there was no consensus in Committee E, it should be noticed that the six voting
members of the Joint RPT were in consensus, and that recommendation had a number of
elements which are not spoken to in the Committee "E" report, but which are as
necessary as the identified actionable items. Particular to the additional items is the
Board ofFish perspective and instructions concerning the longer term resolution for
adapting decisions that attempt to bring the respective gear groups into their identified
ranges. In that regard, SEAS opposes the concept and structure laid out in RC 208, and
believe that the Joint Regional Planning Team members and process should form the
basis of the group charged with addressing any solution which could develop into a
proposal for the then Board of Fish in three years.

Submitted Bob Thorstenson / SEAS



To: Board of Fisheries
Fr: Sitka Tribe of Alaska
Date: February 25, 2009

Re: RC 265: proposed amendment to Proposal 203

Sitka Tribe of Alaska supports the proposed amendment only if the Board will direct the
ADF&G to get an immediate independent peer review ofthe ecological and physiological
changes made to the Age Structured Analysis (ASA) Model for Sitka herring.

Without an independent peer review of the ASA, Sitka Tribe of Alaska supports Proposal 203 as
originally submitted.

As amended in RC 265, Proposal 203 is only a modest first step at providing conservation of the
herring resource, and will not improve the reasonable opportunity of subsistence users.



Comments on Committee E report regarding proposals 86 and 253.

One listed point of opposition was seine vessels longer than 60 feet would not be able to fish in
;ertain classes of IFQs. I wish I had remedy for this situation. I find this disputable because
the other side of the argument is they don't want salmon fishermen to fish a vessel longer than
58'. This represents an argument of "If I can't do it then either can you." Who does this
benefit? Is this a view that would benefit the salmon industry? I don't know much about
longlining but I do know it is not a disadvantage to own IFQs.

Another opposing view presented in the report is once vessel size is changed, the seine
industry will be asking to change net sizes. This assumption is reaching. Net sizes are are a
major component, along with area and time, of the management tools the Department uses to
regulate harvest and conservation of the resource. Changing the size limitations of vessels
participating in the fishery does not change the current management measures already in
place. Assumption that a change in vessel size regulation is a precursor to increasing net
sizes is an overly basic and unwarranted. I am hoping the Department will concur that these
two issues are widely separated.

Yet another view of opposition is that larger, outside boats may out compete locals. First off, it
is the net and the skill of the fisherman that catches the fish. The skill of a fisherman is not
dictated by the size of his boat but rather by how they use their net and where and when they
choose to set it. In the current fleet there are boats that hold a lot of fish and boats that don't
hold as much. There are many in the fleet who fish smaller boats who can consistently out
perform fishermen in larger boats simply by their skill and talent for catching fish. A
fisherman's knowledge of net construction, the area they fish, tides and currents, beach lines,
nags, different bottom types, and run timing are what make them effective not the size of their

vessel.

I have two points in addition to the documentation I turned in regarding vessel valuation which
was also a concern presented by the Committee:
First and foremost I ask the question: What value is going to be lost and will it actually be
something that causes egregious harm? Throughout my research and background of this
proposal I have yet to see anything that demonstrates or remotely attempts to quantify what
the value loss would be based or how much of a detriment it would be.
The main value component of a vessel is earnings potential. Repealing the 58' limit will have
no effect on the potential earnings of current boats in the fishery. They will still be fishing and
generating income as they have in the past. Adding longer boats will not take fish away from
the fleet.

The benefit of a longer vessel is clear. They move through the water more efficiently. They
are safer, especially in a following sea. Existing vessels could add length to the stern to
improve bouyancy when the vessel is loaded and gain deck space. They are a better tool to
accommodate the equipment necessary for onboard value adding. Vessels are being made
wider and deeper, why not longer?

Thank you for the opportunity to comment further on these issues.
~espectfully submitted,
{yan Kapp





RC :J.18

5AAC 27.160. Quotas and guideline harvest levels for Southeastern Alaska Area.

(g) The guideline harvest level for the herring sac roe fishery in Sections 13-A and 13-B
shall be established by the department and will be a harvest rate percentage that is not
less than 12 [10] percent, not more than 20 percent, and within that range shall be
determined by the following formula:

Harvest Rate Percentage = 2 + 8 [Spawning Biomass (in tons) 120,000]

The fishery will not be conducted if the spawning biomass is less than 25,000 [20,000]
tons.



Proposal 203 alternative #2

No commercial sac roe fishery when biomass is below 25,000 tons (25,000 ton threshold)
Harvest rate = 2 + 8 (biomassI20,000)
Maximum harvest rate = 20%

-Harvest rate (20,000 threshold, 10-20%)

-Harvest rate (25,000 threshold, 12-20%)
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GHL GHL
calculated calculated

with with
Current Proposed current proposed Change between
harvest harvest harvest harvest GHL's calculated

rate rate rate rate with cu rrent
formula formula formula formula harvest rate

Biomass hindcasted hindcasted hindcasted hindcasted formula and
forecast back in back in back in back in proposed harvest

Year (tons) time time time time rate formula

1980 39,500 18% 18% 7,031 7,031 0
1981 35,000 16% 16% 5,600 5,600 0
1982 30,000 14% 14% 4,200 4,200 0
1983 29,500 14% 14% 4,071 4,071 0
1984 23,500 11% 0% 2,679 0 -2,679
1985 38,500 17% 17% 6,699 6,699 0
1986 31,000 14% 14% 4,464 4,464 0
1987 25,000 12% 12% 3,000 3,000 0
1988 46,000 20% 20% 9,200 9,200 0
1989 58,500 20% 20% 11,700 11,700 0
1990 27,000 13% 13% 3,456 3,456 0
1991 23,000 11% 0% 2,576 0 -2,576
1992 23,500 11% 0% 2,679 0 -2,679
1993 48,500 20% 20% 9,700 9,700 0
1994 28,439 13% 13% 3,804 3,804 0
1995 19,688 0% 0% 0 0 0
1996 42,264 19% 19% 7,990 7,990 0
1997 54,476 20% 20% 10,895 10,895 0
1998 39,213 18% 18% 6,935 6,935 0
1999 43,602 19% 19% 8,476 8,476 0
2000 33,365 15% 15% 5,120 5,120 0
2001 52,985 20% 20% 10,597 10,597 0
2002 55,209 20% 20% 11,042 11,042 0
2003 39,319 18% 18% 6,970 6,970 0
2004 53,088 20% 20% 10,618 10,618 0
2005 55,962 20% 20% 11,192 11,192 0
2006 52,059 20% 20% 10,412 10,412 0
2007 59,519 20% 20% 11,904 11,904 0
2008 87,715 20% 20% 17,543 17,543 0
2009 72,521 20% 20% 14,504 14,504 0

Total = -7,934
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Figure 1. Estimated age composition of the 2008 mature and 2008 total (mature and
immature combined) Sitka Sound herring population.



SILVER BAY SEAFOODS, LLC
4400 Sawmill Creek Road, Suite, Sitka, Alaska 99835 - Tel. No. 907-747-7996 . Fax No. 907-747-7998

Board of Fisheries
February 25, 2008

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board of Fish Members:

Re: Proposal 203 and Response to RC 265

I oppose Proposal 203 as written and RC 265

Capping the GHL at 12,000 tons is biologically indefensible and counter to Alaska's abundance
based management. Deputy Commissioner David Bedford provided a presentation on the
U.S./Canada Treaty to the Board ofFish on February 17"' espousing the virtues and success of
Alaska Department ofFish and Game's abundance based management. I agree wholeheartedly,
but RC 265 would tumADF&G's abundance based management on its head and conflict with
Deputy Commissioner Bedford's stance at the Treaty. Commissioner Bedford argued vehemently
at the recent treaty negotiations using Alaska's abundance based model as a platform. This model
has served fishery resources in Alaska well for five decades: sahnon abundance has steadily
increased throughout most ofthe state as have herring in Sitka Sound.

Setting the maximum GHL at 12,000 tons does nothing to protect the resource and simply
penalizes the harvesters. ADF&G does not manage other fisheries in this manner for good
reason. The Alaska Constitution speaks to utilizing resources on a maximum sustained yield
principle, and this proposed action retracts the maximum and diminishes benefits for future
generations. Furthermore a cap is counterintuitive: as the biomass/abundance increases above
60,000 tons, the percentage of that biomass taken decreases. This can not be called abundance
based management. At a 120,000 ton biomass, which is within the realm ofpossibility in the next
few years, the harvest rate would be 10%. This management plan if adopted could actually
promote such a large biomass that the herring eat themselves out of house and home, much like
hare and lynx cycles or lemmings trouping over the cliff.

As the table in RC 265 delineates, this proposed formula would have cut 8,000 tons of
harvestab1e herring between 2008 and 2009. This would be analogous to putting a cap on halibut
or salmon fisheries in years ofhigh abundance. It seems the board is losing sight of the fact that
the biomass has been increasing since the 1960's when the department began managing the Sitka
Sound herring.

On the threshold side of the equation, raising the threshold to 30,000 tons is likewise
indefensible. There are several other herring fisheries (i.e. Seymour Canal and Hobart Bay) with
total biomasses less than 10,000 tons that have higher relative thresholds than the Sitka Sound
herring fishery; Seymour Canal is also manged using a 20% maximum harvest rate.

A 30,000 ton threshold would have precluded at least 8 Sitka Sound sac roe fisheries from 1980
to 1994 with a cumulative loss of over 20,000 tons. The existing 20,000 ton threshold is 5,000
tons higher than the department believes necessary yet it was adopted at a Board ofFish meeting
in 1997 as a conservation measure for the stock and subsistence needs.

Sincerely,



.m: RC 265, 5AAC 27.160. QUOTAS & GUIDELINE HARVEST LEVELS FOR
SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA

Thank you Chairman Jensen and board members for this opportunity to respond to RC 265 as presented at 8:30 AM
on February 25,2009.

RC 265 presents substitute language to Proposal 203. There are two basic elements: I) Raise the threshold limit
from 20,000 tons to 30,000 tons 2) Cap the guideline harvest level at 12,000 tons.

I am opposed to both of these amendments and as such opposed to Proposal 203 and RC 265. I respectfully
request that the Board review RC 14,20,68,69, and 74, all ofwhich confirm that ADF&G's current management
of the Sitka Sound Herring Sac Roe Fishery is based on good science and maximizing sustained yield principles
mandated by the constitution. As such, there is uo biological or conservation basis for amending 5AAC 27.160 as
proposed.

Threshold Limit from 20.000 tons to 30,000 tons:

• Consistent with testimony during Committee A proceedings, as well as the testimony offered to the Board
by Mr. Kyle Herbert ADF&G, the Board has previously increased the threshold limit to 20,000 tons and
this action was in excess ofthe threshold limit recommended by ADF&G at the time. The Board justified
the increase to allow for allocative subsistence harvest.

• The proposed threshold limit of 30,000 tons would have resulted in no commercial harvest in 7 years from
1980 to 1994.

• Conclusion: There is no biological, conservation, or allocative basis for implementing this punitive
amendment to the harvest rate formula.

Cap GHL at 12.000 tons:

• The scientific community, including the Auke Bay Lab, University ofAlaska, and ADF&G, all support that
the Sitka herring biomass has grown to historically high levels and is bealthy.

• During Board deliberations on February 24, 2009, there were inquiries about the age class. As supported
by the ADF&G biometricians, the younger age classes are strong, they simply are not maturing at the same
rate and therefore do not show up in large numbers in the spawning biomass as 3-year olds. Rather, the
cohort is recruiting in increasing numbers as 4 and 5 year olds within the spawning biomass. ADF&G has
given no indication that this represents anything but a strong and healthy stock and should not be used as
evidence to support a cap to the GHL for conservation purposes.

• As ADF&G has presented, and as demonstrated in RC 74, ADF&G's forecasted biomass has under-run
ADF&G's post season total biomass in 10 of the last II years. By calculating a hind cast quota using the
post season biomass, it is apparent that the proposed harvest rate included in RC 265 - with a cap of 12,000
tons, is much more dramatically punitive to the commercial fishery, with an average loss of 3,726 tons /
year over the period. Reference attached table.

• Conclusion: There is no biological, conservation, or allocative basis for implementing this punitive
amendment to the harvest rate formula.

Submitted By: Date: February 25, 2009

1f-. ~'''''' SITKA HERRING GROUP

~7~. SITKA HERRING ASSOCIATION



Sitka Sound Herring Sac Roe Fishery: CURRENT HARVEST RATE vS. PROPOSED (RC 265) LOST COMMERCIAL QUOTA

HIND CAST QUOTA HIND CAST QUOTA LOST QUOTA: CURRENT
SAC ROE POST-SEASON (RC 265 PROPOSED HARVEST RATE LESS

YEAR FORECAST QUOTA
HARVEST ESTIMATED (CURRENT HARVEST

HARVEST RATE PROPOSED HARVEST RATEBIOMASS (TONS) ESCAPEMENT TOTAL BIOMASS RATE APPLIED TO POST-
(TONS) (7+4) SEASON BIOMASS) APPLIED TO POST- (RC 265) BOTH APPLIED TO

SEASON BIOMASS) POST SEASON BIOMASS

1998 39,200 6,900 6,638 42,058 48,696 9,739 7,297 2,442

1999 43,600 8,476 9,217 50,806 60,023 12,005 10,808 1,197
2000 33,365 5,120 4,630 57,709 62,339 12,468 11,610 858
2001 52,985 10,597 11,974 68,223 80,197 16,039 12,000 4,039
2002 55,209 11,042 9,788 51,970 61,758 12,352 11,406 946
2003 39,378 6,969 7,051 69,477 76,528 15,306 12,000 3,306
2004 53,088 10,618 10,490 81,437 91,927 18,385 12,000 6,385
2005 55,962 11,192 11,366 78,615 89,981 17,996 12,000 5,996
2006 52,059 10,412 9,967 79,243 89,210 17,842 12,000 5,842
2007 59,519 11,904 11,571 73,711 85,282 17,056 12,000 5,056
2008 87,715 14,723 14,386 70,183 84,569 16,914 12,000 4,914

1998 - 2008 AVERAGE HIND CAST QUOTA DIFFERENTIAL (CURRENT HARVEST RATE VS. PROPOSED RATE IN RC 265) 3,726

DATA IN COLUMNS 1-6 PROVIDED BY ADFG WITH REMAINING DATA BEING CALCULATED BASED ON THIS SAME INFORMATION.



RALPH GUTHRIE
380 KAAGWAANTAAN
SITKA ALASKA 99835

FEBUARY 25, 2009

TO WHOMEVER THIS MAY CONCERN

MY testimony to the Board of Fish concerned Salisbury Sound as an Adjacent stock, that the
Department of Fish has not done the scientific review and study of these stocks before
opening Salisbury for commercial herring sac roe seining.

When Foggy Bay stocks collapsed the Department of Fisheries moved that Gillnet fisheries
to Cat Island, consequently this stock also collapsed, there was no scientific evidence or
study to prove that this stock could stand a fishery.

So now we move to Seymour Canal where the stock couldn't sustain a fisheries, the
adjacent stock fisheries again occurred, the concept that was carried over from Foggy Bay
was applied here, that the Seymour Canal all of a sudden swam over to Hobart Bay, which in
a lot of us that have been around when the herring fleet almost wiped out the stocks is this
swam away concept is a bunch of pure and unadulterated bullshit.

What I have been working up to is that the work needs to be done to prove the proposed
stocks can sustain depredation by a herring fishing fleet no matter what they call themselves,
this needs to be done before the stock is damaged to a point beyond recovery.

Cat Island and Foggy Bay are the departments red flag and they need to pay attention to it.

In the case of Salisbury Sound, this is not being done, also the Chairmen of the Board of
Fish has voted on this and other proposals that might effect his fish in the future, even to the
point of effecting the way future fisheries are conducted, BY VOTING ON THESE HERRING
ISSUES HE EFFECTIVELY INVALIDATED THE VOTE ON THES ISSUES AND PUT THE
BOARD OF FISH IN JEOPARDY.

RALPH GUTHRIE
380 KAAGWAANTAAN
SITKA, ALASKA 88935
907-747-8913
907-738-3058

"



RC283

Substitute language for proposal 298

Sablefish: may be taken from January I - December 31; bag limit of 4 fish, possession limit of
8 fish; annual limit of 12 fish; no size limit;
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Chapter 3: Assessment of the Sablefish stock in Alaska
by

Dana H. Hanselman, Chris R. Lunsford, Jeffrey T. Fujioka, and Cara J. Rodgveller

Executive Summary

Summary ofmajor changes
Relative to last year's assessment, we made the following substantive changes in the current assessment.

Input data: Relative abundance and length data from the 2008 longline survey, relative abundance and
length data from the 2007 longline and trawl fisheries, and age data from the 2007 longline survey and
longline fishery were added to the assessment model.

Model changes: When moving to a sex-specific model in 2007, the number of selectivity parameters was
greatly increased. These parametels were estimated with high correlation and low precision. For this year
we use simpler selectivity functions and link some selectivity curves to improve parameter estimation
without gl'eatly affecting model fit or trends. We show two steps to a recommended model that reduces
the total parameters by thirteen with minimal effects on the overall model fit. A CIE review is planned for
Spring 2009.

Assessment results: The fishery abundance index was up 5% from 2006 to 2007 (the 2008 data are not
available yet). The survey abundance index decreased 2% from 2007 to 2008 and follows a 14% decrease
from 2006 to 2007. Relative abundance in 2008 is 3% lower than 2000, and is at an all-time low for the
domestic longline survey. Spawning biomass is projected to be similar from 2008 to 2009, and begin
declining through 2012.

We also include results from a study to test for sablefish cannibalism pots in the Fishery section and the
results from a gear experiment in Appendix 3C.

Sablefish are managed under Tier 3 ofNPFMC harvest rules. Reference points are calculated using
recruitments from 1977-2003. The updated point estimates ofB40%, F40%, and FJ5% from this assessment
are 115,120 t (combined across the EBS, AI, and GOA), 0.095, and 0.113, respectively. Projected
spawning biomass (combined areas) for 2009 is 103,127 t (90% ofB40%), placing sablefish in sub-tier "b"
of Tier 3. The maximum permissible value ofFABC under Tier 3b is 0.085 which translates into a 2009
ABC (combined areas) of 16,080 t. The OFL fishhig mortality rate is 0.101 which translates into a 2009
OFL (combined areas) of 19,000 t. Model projections indicate that this stock is neither overfished nor
approaching an oveIfished condition.

We recommend a 2009 ABC of 16,080 t. The maximum permissible yield for 2009 from an adjusted
F40% strategy is 16,080 t. The maximum permissible yield for 2009 is an 11 % decrease from the 2008
ABC of 18,030 t. This decrease is suppOlted by an all-time low in the domestic longline survey
abundance estimate and no evidence of any large incoming recruitment classes. Spawning biomass is
projected to decline through 2012, and then is expected to increase assuming average recruitment is
achieved. Because ofthe lack of recent strong year classes, the maximum permissible ABC is projected to
be 14,895 t in 20 I0 and 14,086 in 2011 (using estimated catches, instead of maximum permissible, see
Table 3.10).

Projected 2009 spawning biomass is 36% of unfished spawning biomass. Spawning biomass has
increased from a low of30% ofunfished biomass in 2001 to a projected 36% in 2009. The 1997 year
class has been an important contributor to the population but has been reduced and comprises 13% of
2008 spawning biomass. The 2000 year class appears to be larger than the 1997 year class, but is only
85% mature and should also comprise 23% ofspawning biomass in 2009.

OSL \o~u 1\\!L el +lrav-. Ci$(/ll'\S ""
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Table 3.la. Alaska sablefish catch (t). The values iuclude landed catch and discard estimates.
Discards were estimated for U.S. fisheries before 1993 by multiplying reported catch by 2.9% for
fixed gear and 26.9% for trawl gear (1994-1997 averages) because discard estimates were
unavailable. Eastern includes both West Yakutat and East Yakutat! Southeast.

(

BV AREA BY GEAR

Year Grand Bering Aleu- Western Central Eastern West East Un- Fixed Trawl
total Sea tiaris Yakutat Yakutat! known

SEO.

1989 34,829 1,516 3,704 4,533 13,224 11,852 0 27,509 7,320

1990 32,ll5 2,606 2,412 2,251 13,786 11,030 30 26,598 5,518

1991 27,073 1,318 2,168 1,821 11,662 10,014 89 23,124 3,950

1992 24,932 586 1,497 2,401 11,135 9,171 142 21,614 3,318

1993 25,433 668 2,080 739 11,971 9,975 4,619 5,356 0 22,912 2,521

1994 23,760 694 1,726 555 9,495 11,290 4,497 6,793 0 20,797 2,963

1995 20,954 990 1,333 1,747 7,673 9,211 3,866 5,345 0 18,342 2,612

1996 17,577 697 905 1,648 6,772 7,555 2,899 4,656 0 15,390 2,187

1997 14,922 728 929 1,374 6,237 5,653 1,928 3,725 0 13,287 1,635

1998 14,108 614 734 1,435 5,877 5,448 1,969 3,479 0 12,644 1,464

1999 13,575 677 671 1,487 5,873 4,867 1,709 3,158 0 11,590 1,985

2000 15,919 828 1,314 1,587 6,172 6,018 2,066 3,952 0 13,906 2,013

2001 14,097 878 1,092 1,589 5,518 5,020 1,737 3,283 0 10,863 1,783

2002 14,789 1,166 1,139 1,863 6,180 4,441 1,550 2,891 0 10,852 2,261

2003 16,432 1,006 1,081 2,110 7,090 5,145 1,822 3,323 0 14,370 2,062

2004 17,782 1,179 974 2,168 7,428 6,033 2,243 3,790 0 16,137 1,645

2005 16,537 1,064 1,147 1,923 6,688 5,715 1,823 3,562 0 14,981 1,556

2006 15,829 1,053 1,130 2,139 6,034 5,472 1,789 3,563 0 14,590 1,239

2007 14,979 1,173 1,126 2,061 5,599 5,019 1,768 3,251 0 13,743 1,235

(
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N5tC A1J yc.-:r
Summary of NSEI Quota Share Fishery

Catch, Effort and Value
2008 2007 2008 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1998 1995 1994·

"' "' "' "' " ." 1,59-4.6M 1.59-4.6M 1.594,BM 1.5S-4,BM Ui9-4.6M 1.59-4.8M '~M 1_3M
1-3 M draSSlldHR (Guideline Harvest Range) round round round round round round dressed '--

HO (Annual Harvest Objective) round pounds
1,508,000 1,488,000 2,053,000 2,053,000 2,245,000 2,005,000 2,005,000 2,184,000 3,120,000· 3,120,000 C4_,.~~~,~~4,800,000 4,761,905 4.781,905 4,761,905

e8S0n open 08115-11115 06/15-11115 08115_11/15 06115-11/15 08115-11115 OB115-11115 09101-11115 09101-11115 09/01·11115 09101_11115 09101-11t15 09101-11/15 09108-11/06 OSIt3-10113 09122-10122

re-season fishery " ." "' Feb,Mar,Apr Fab, April "' "' "' ." ." ." ." " "' "'FEe permits eligible for EQS 96 103 105 106 108 108 109 109 112 '15 122 122 122 122

FEe permits fished 96 103 10S 106..
0
___ '-'''••• 108 108 109 111 111 112 116 122 121 121 121

'--'-~--'-'--- . ...._.-... ' ...• .".,-"......
ermanent permits 54 43 41 41

"41" . -" ...,~ ...~. '40~-' ,.•-, "-'39

term use permits 42 60 64 " 67 66 70

ermits under appeal 10 couns 4 4 4 4 5 4

QS (Equal Quota Sham) 15,110 14,500 19,550 19,400 20,787 16,565 18,400 19,600 28,600 28,000 41,700 39,300 38,889 38,a89 38,8S9
Jlal PQS (Persona Quota Share) 1,503,937 1,498,133 2,053,122 2,061,422, 2,241,338

Yo allowable oVer.lge!undernga 786 723 976 970 1,039

ound pounds harvested

Jtal directed harvest (md pounds) 1,512,269 1,501,478 2,033,786 2,026,131 2,229,954 2,001,643 2,009,380 2,142,617 3,082,159 3,043,273 4,688,008 4,753,394 4.a7a,T01 4,542,346 4,713,552
areent of AHO harvested 100.3% 100.9% 99.1% 98.7% 99.3% 99.8% 100.2% 98.1% 98.8% 97.5% 97.7% 99.0% 98.1% 95.4% ,99.0%
:JS harvested 1,488,589 1,477,892 2,015,788 1,989,022 2,201,211 1,97S,408 '" '" "' "' "' "' "' "' "'ounds megal overages 3,155 5,254 1,969 9,248 2,402 1,100 17,459 11,930 10,830
ermlts w illegal overages 7 10 4 10 9 4 40

ounds legal overages 20,545 18,332 16,009 27,861 25,479 21,821
ermits w legal overages 49 4S 39 45 46 49
ounds transferred "' "' "' 1056 431 2,314
.umber of transferS "' "' "' 3 1 5
lndings by Vessels
~tal number of vessels 71 77 60 62 88 88 88 87 93 98 106 '" "8 '" 112
umber of Trips 123 140 175 168 203
pprox total landings 125 168 181 181 217 229 233 298 372 366 519 460
pprox avg number of landing 1.5 1.e 1.9 1.8 2 2.1 2.1 2.7 3.3 3.3 4.5
ax landings for a permit 4 9 6 8 8 6 6 6 9 10 15
of permits finishing in one trip 55 61 44 49 44 41 34 20 10
of permits finishing in two trips 34 27 42 37 39 36 46 43 30
of vessels fishing opening day '2 18 20 36 26 25 52 48 "of vessels weak 1 16 22 27 43 30 38 53 62 64
PUE (based on trips with logs; prior to 2003 not all trips had logs
veran CPUE by Trip for ailiongline gears (rd Ibslhook) 1.00 0.87 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.83 0.70 0.55
PUE based on Stsd HOOk Spacing (n:! Ibslhook) 0.90 0.81 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.75 0.63 0.50
)tal number of hooks set (Unstsd) 1,506,177 1,701,521 2,602,636 2,803,956 2,882,182 2,397,343 2,864,638 3,887,377
vg. CPUE by Permit fOf alliongilne gears-slngle permit only (n:! Ibs/hook) 1.10 1.02 0.85
PUE by Trip for conventionaUmixed gears (n:! Ibslhook) 1.05 0.94 0.85
PUE by Trip for ~nap-on gear(rd Ibslhook) 1.43 1.56 0.91
alue

vg price of NSEI sablefish $3.15 $2.67 $2.69 $2.49 $2.03 $2.39 $2.40 $2.13 $2.40 $2.18 $1.57 $2,43 $2.12 $1.70 $1.94
Est ex-vessel value in millions $4.7 $4.0 $5.4 $5.0 $4.5 $4.8 $4.8 $4.6 $7,4 $6.6 $7.4 $11.6 $9.9 $7.7 $9.1
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RC #286

Substitute Language for Proposal 297

Southeast Alaska

5 AAC 47.030 Methods, means, and general provisions - Finfish

(k) Power assisted fishing reels may not be used unless:

(1) the power assisted fishing reel is mounted on a fishing rod by means of a reel
seat, and;

(2) the power assisted fishing reel assembly, motor, gearbox, fishing line, attached
power cord and any other reel attachments weigh no more than 15 pounds total
when detached from the fishing rod.

(3) For the purposes of this sub-section;

(A) "power assisted fishing reel" means a reel used to deploy and retrieve a
sport fishing line that is operated or assisted by any electric, hydraulic or
other mechanical power source other than by hand cranking a handle
attached to the reel;

(B) "fishing rod" means a tapered, flexible rod typically used for sport
fishing, equipped with a hand grip and a line guide system that guides the
line from the reel to the tip of the rod, upon which is mounted a fishing reel
to deploy and retrieve the sport fishing line;

(C) "reel seat" means an attachment mechanism that holds the fishing reel to
the rod using locking threaded rings, sliding bands or other attachment
devices and is designed to allow the reel to be readily detached from the
fishing rod.







Electric - Computer Controlled
Jigging Machine

Type 03-16

The jigging machine has a built-in data system which begins working as soon as the reel is activated. It usually fishes at
the bottom but it can also search for fish, and when there is a fish on the hook, the jigger remembers the depth the fish
was hooked and will rerum to that depth.

The jigger is easy to use and the fishennan can easily adapt the jiggers function to his requirements.

The jigger is powerful and adjustable in speed, power and fish-program.



DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

Division of Commercial Fisheries

Memorandum

RC# 2B7
SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

1255 W 8TH Street
P.O. BOX 115526
JUNEAU, AK 99811-5526

PHONE: (907) 465-4210
FAX: (907) 465-2604

DATE:

TO:

THROUG

FROM:

February 25, 2009

John Jensen, Chair
Alaska Board of Fisheries

r~~~inger, Director
'-~fl11l1sion of Commercial Fisheries

aries Swanton, Director
Division of Sport Fisheri

Scott Kelley, Region I Regional Supervisor
Division of Commercial Fisheries

Action Requested

Re-open the Yakutat area for a spring king salmon troll fishery in May and June. (The petition
actually requests that Area D be re-opened for a spring troll fishery. However, Area D is a
salmon net fishery designation and there is no troll Area D.)

This petition would implement a commercial troll fishery in the Yakutat area during the months
of May and June. Although the specifics of the location and management actions to be
implemented are not clear, the petition request would likely require repeal of the provisions of 5
AAC 30.365. Situk-AhrnkIin Inlet and Lost River King Salmon Fisheries Management
Plan (B)(5)(c) and 5 AAC 29.090. Management of the spring salmon troll fisheries (i).

Background

Currently 5 AAC 30.365 has four levels of projected inriver run size oft1rree ocean age and older
Situk River king salmon established as trigger points at which various management actions may
~e implemented. At the three levels below a run size of 730 fish, management measures may be
implemented to limit the king salmon catch by the existing set gillnet, sport, and subsistence
fisheries. At the level of 730 to 1,050 fish, commercial set gillnet fisheries are managed based on
the sockeye salmon run strength and an ocean troll fishery is allowed south of the Situk River
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inlet and in the Yakutat Bay area beginning July 1 under 5 AAC 29.100. Management of the
summer troll fishery (i). At the highest level of 1,050 king salmon projected inriver run size,
existing fisheries for king salmon are liberalized and a spring troll fishery is allowed in the
Yakutat Bay as specified in 5 AAC 29.090(i) for one day per week during May and June that is
implemented by emergency order with a harvest cap of 1,000 king salmon.

The petition references "Emergency Regulations and Petition to open Area D for trolling in May
and June" and addresses both the lack of implementation of a spring fishery in the Yakutat area
and the current regulations that do allow a spring fishery in Yakutat Bay under provisions of 5
AAC 30.365(B)(5)(c) and 5 AAC 29.090(i). The current regulations were adopted by the board
during the 2006 Southeast Finfish meeting in Ketchikan. However, the requirements under 5
AAC 30.365 necessary to open a spring fishery under 5 AAC 29.090 have not been met during
the three years since the regulations were adopted, so no spring fishery has been allowed since
that time.

The petitioner addressed his concerns and complaints to department staff at the spring troll
meeting held in Yakutat on April 16, 2007. The petitioner was informed by the department that
in order to seek changes in the current regulations a proposal to do so would need to be
submitted to the board by April 10, 2008. The petitioner was also informed by the Yakutat
Advisory Committee a few days prior to the April 10, 2008 proposal submission date that a
proposal would need to be submitted to have this issue addressed at the Southeast Finfish board
meeting in Sitka. No proposal addressing a spring fishery in the Yakutat area was received. The
department also received and answered three letters from the petitioner concerning this issue
over the spring and summer of 2008 prior to the agenda change request deadline.

Discussion

Spring fisheries are currently managed based on the percentage of Alaska hatchery-produced
king salmon harvested in each fishery and allowable harvest levels of non-Alaska hatchery
produced (Treaty) king salmon are established based on the contribution rate of hatchery stocks
to the directed fishery harvest. The spring fishery allowed under provisions of 5 AAC 30.365 and
5 AAC 29.090(i) does not have limits of Treaty king salmon established based on hatchery stock
composition but it is limited to 1,000 total king salmon. It is unclear exactly how extensive of a
spring fishery is being sought by the petitioner. However, from his statement under bulleted
points IA and IB it seems that he is requesting a troll fishery similar to what was allowed prior
to 1981 that would not be based on the presence of hatchery fish and would not have a restriction
on the number of Treaty king salmon that could be harvested during that period. In 1980, the
Alaska Board of Fisheries (board) adopted a king salmon management plan to be effective in
1981 that was recommended by ADF&G to rebuild king salmon stocks in Southeast Alaska. A
primary featme of the plan was the closure of regionwide spring troll fisheries (including the
Yakutat area) that harvested those stocks. Spring troll fisheries that are not based on the presence
of Alaska hatchery-produced stocks have not been allowed since that time. Allowing an
unrestricted troll fishery in the Yakutat area, that is not managed on the presence of Alaska
hatchery-produced fish or as part of Situk-Ahrnklin Inlet and Lost River King Salmon Fisheries
Management Plan, would likely harvest significant numbers of Situk River and other Treaty king
salmon stocks. Harvests in the proposed fishery would require reductions in other directed king
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salmon net, sport, and subsistence fisheries and would likely result in increases in king salmon
non-retention days or periods of complete closures of existing troll fisheries in other parts of
Southeast Alaska.

Finding of Emergency

The Division of Commercial Fisheries does not believe that the referenced petition to take up
this issue out of cycle meets the criteria for an emergency petition under the Joint Board Petition
Policy for the following reasons:

1. No unforeseen or unexpected event occurred that threatened a fish or game resource. The
current regulations actually seek to avoid such a situation by preventing overharvest of
Situk River king salmon;

2. No biologically allowable resource harvest has been precluded by delayed regulatory
action because no biologically allowed surplus of Situk River king salmon has existed
over the past three years; and

3. Such a delay would not be burdensome to the petitioners because the current regulations
seek to ensure that Situk River king will be available in the future.

The department is concerned that allowing a troll fishery in Yakutat Bay regardless of the
projected Situk River king salmon escapement would essentially be a reallocation of Situk River
king salmon from the setnet and sport fisheries to the troll fishery. At king salmon escapement
projections less than 1,050 fish, management actions are prescribed in 5 AAC 30.365 by
emergency order that control and/or limit the take of Situk River king salmon by existing set net
and sport fisheries, and the summer troll fishery under 5 AAC 29.100 (Management of the
summer salmon troll fishery). The department cannot open a new troll fishery that may harvest
Situk River king salmon while taking management actions that will restrict existing fisheries
without violating existing regulations, reallocating fish, and creating a situation whereby the
justification for issuing an emergency order to restrict existing fisheries cannot be met.
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Submitted by Mel Morris RC288

5 AAC 40.020. General provisions for seasons and bag, possession, annual and size limts for the
salt waters of the Southeast Alaska Area is amended to read:

XXX: shortspined and longspined thomyhead rockfish may be taken from January 1 -
December 31; bag limit , possession limit ; no annual limit;

Thomyhead rockfish are a deep dwelling, slow growing, long lived (up to 105 years) species.
These fish are managed in the commercial fisheries as a bycatch only species and there is
currently no stock assessment for them. Thomyheads do not fall into the non-pelagic category
and therefore there is currently no defined bag or possession limit for this valuable species.



Slope Rockfish Harvest in NSEI and SSEI Longline Fisheries
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Substitute Language for Proposal 297
Southeast Alaska

RC#289

5 AAC 47.030 Metbods, means, and general provisions - Finfish

:) Power assisted fishing reels may not be used unless:

(1) the power assisted fishing reel is mounted on a fishing rod by means of a reel seat. and;

kiltoption alhe power assisted fishing reel assembly, motor, gearbox, fishing line, attached'P'owCr
SOurce and any otber reel attachments,are self contained and hand held during retrieval;

OE

d fisibn' reel assembf ±otor *eartlox fishln" ilil:e 'attacKeiI
ei atiaHimeiits are self contallIed' and Iiatid hem dtlriir'"rettlevaj

'sembI, moiiW, ~earj,oi ii.hili IlifHaltaclle,d: ower
tJiall IS ' ollilds lotai'~lfeli detabhed'fr1Jnd6e

(3) all fish taken while using a power assisted reel are retained unless retention of a species is
prohibited;

(4) the person using a power assisted reel has not taken a bag limit of any species and is not in
possession of a possession limit of any species;

(51 not more than one other power assisted reel is in operation on a vessel;

(6) FOI" the purposes of this sub-section;

,.\) "power assisted fishing reel" means a reel used to deploy and retrieve a sport fishing line that
is operated or assisted by any electric. hydraulic or other mechanical power source other than by
hand crauking a handle attached to the reel;

fD) "fishing rod" means a tapered, flexible rod typically used for sport fishing. equipped with a
hand grip and a line guide system that guides the line from the reel to the tip of the rod, upon
which is mounted a fishing reel to deploy and retrieve the sport fishing line;

fC) "reel seat" means an attachment mechanism that holds the fishing reel to the rod using locking
threaded rings. sliding bands or other attachment devices and is designed to allow the reel to be
readily detached from the fishing rod.

ill) "hand held" means capable of movement by the person operating the reel and not attached to
any part of the vessel.



SILVER BAY SEAFOODS, LLC
4400 Sawmill Creek Road, Suite, Sitka, Alaska 99835 - Tel. No. 907-747-7996 . Fax No. 907-747-7998

Board of Fisheries
February 25, 2008

Dear Chainnan Jensen and Board ofFish Members:

Re: Proposal 203 and Response to RC 278

I oppose Proposal 203 as written; the amended version contained in RC 278 is more palatable but
remains indefensible based on current biological information and data from ADF&G, NMFS,
and University ofAlaska, RC 14 & RC 20.

Raising the threshold to 25,000 tons would have affected 3 harvest years in the past 29 years
1984,1991, and 1992; years when there was not a defined subsistence harvest deficit. The
25,000 ton threshold is not based on any stock or biological need and would not have any
consequence in the near tenn unless the stock crashes by 60% to 70% of current levels.

Prior to the Board of Fish designating a salmon stock a "stock of concern" it is common for the
department to develop a biological escapement index (BEG). This requires a long time series of
escapement data to develop a spawner-recruit model or some other similar model to establish a
biological basis for what constitutes a risk to the stock. Furthermore this is critical infonnation to
the Board for taking or not taking an action. The Sitka Sound herring stock status should be
reviewed with similar criteria, especially considering the same types of biological infonnation,
modeling, and stock assessment are available.

ADF&G Subsistence Division presented conflicting survey and permit data regarding harvest,
household use, and participation. The division admitted the variability was difficult or more
realistically impossible to tease out. The uncertainty for meeting subsistence thresholds in some
years but not others might be due to weather conditions, vicissitudes of the spawning stock, or
unknowns we cannot detennine. Important to this discussion is raising the threshold to 25,000
tons will not change the forgoing uncertainty.

If this Proposal 203 is adopted as amended by RC 278 I request that the intent and reasoning of
the Board of Fish is included in findings so future Boards of Fish have a clear record of the
rationale for raising the threshold to 25,000 tons.

Sincerely,

Se- ieeljetutJt



To: Alaska Board ofFisheries and other Interested Parties

From: Tad Fujioka

Date: Feb 26 2009

Re: Southeast Finfish Proposal 353- Permit release ofNon-Pelagic Rockfish except for

Yelloweye

I am the author of Proposal 353. It has recently come to my attention that should my

proposal pass as originally stated, some anglers might high-grade their non-pelagic

rockfish in an attempt to ensure that they did not reach their bag limit before catching a

highly desirable yelloweye. It was not my intent to increase the sport take of yelloweye.

I intended only to allow for the release offish that the angler didn't actually want to keep.

Additionally, I have been informed since writing the proposal, that the bladder-like organ

that protrudes from the mouths of some rockfish upon retrieval from depth is not the air

bladder, but rather the stomach.

Hence, I request that the language of my proposal be modified as follows:

"All [YELLOWEYE] non-pelagic rockfish caught must be retained until
the bag limit has been reached[. OTHER ROCKFISH], except that non
pelagic rockfish that are both:
a) less than lV' in length AND
b) species other than yelloweye
may be released provided that the [ANGLER DOES] fish is not subject
[THEM] to infection risk [BY PUNCTURING THE SWIM BLADDER]
from pnncture of the swim bladder or stomach. A rockfish that does
not submerge upon release shall be counted towards the angler's bag
limit. "

By narrowing the scope of non-pelagic rockfish that potentially might be released I have
attempted to address some of the department's concem about their inability to know how
such a proposal might change angler behavior. While still unknown, a lesser degree of
change from the present regulations should result in a lesser degree of change in angler
behavior.

Th~ foryour consideration.
~..C'~:>

TadFujiok~



Proposa1341 New Information by >EItGO l/U/of

The DSR allocation was set in 2006, using extremely high discard mortality estimates of DSR for n .
the commercial halibut fishery. These high discard numbers inflated the commercial DSR ~f?tc;r---

allocation to 84% of the resource. In 2006, ADF&G changed the estimate of commercial discard ..
wastage ofDSR to 10 percent ofDSR landed in the halibut fishery. Applying this new wastage
estimate to the 2001 to 2005 allocation years and using the same allocation formula, the
recalculated allocation ofDSR comes to 78 percent commercial and 22 percent sport. This
new method is more accurate and should have been used for the original allocation.

\-- Two methods of Calculating Sport DSR Allocation

I

30
o l : r: I-+- Recalculated Sport. f 20 F - . : _ Percentage of SEO

I

B I - • ; Mortality
. ~ 10 - \--original Sport Percentage

I

0 I of SEO Mortality

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005L Year

Total allowable catch and mortality of DSR in SEO
Original

Halibut Sport Recalculated Recalculated
Directed Halibut Discard Percentage Halibut Sport Sport Sport Commercial
Fishery Fishery Mortality of SEa Discard Percentage of Mortality Total SEa Percentage Percentage of

Year TAC (MT) (MT) (MT) Mortality Mortality SEa Mortality (MT) Mortality (MT) ofTAC TAC
2001 330 172 147 122 14 15 17.5 71 512 21.5 133.6
2002 350 136 153 140 17 15 22.3 87 516 24.9 122.6
2003 360 102 174 107 16 17 20.2 74 457 20.6 106.4
2004 450 173 155 179 17 16 23.2 104 611 23.1 112.7
2005 410 42 195 162 18 20 25.9 90 489 22.0 97.3
2006 410 0 205 21 21 77 303 18.8 55.1
2007 410 0 198 20 20 60 278 14.6 53.2
2008 382 42 '148 15 15 70 275 18.3 53.7

Ave: 16% Ave: 22%

PtiT<9. (r.,M i-.. ble. 3VI- / of 5'P f-r Cd"",,,","" ry



O'Connell

Regarding 137 and 296

RC293

At a 12 fish annual limit for sablefish and a 7.71b average (from commercial data) 10%
of anglers could take 1 million pounds of sablefish. The 2008 quota was 1.5 million and
is headed downward with no recruitment and the Department is applying a lower harvest
rate in 2009 to set the quota.

One lodge, with 16 clients, could take 2,560 individual fish - this alone is more than the
2,000 fish estimate commercial fishery has used in their stock assessment.

Sablefish can live to be 97 years old - contrast with the 1 fish annual limit species of
dogfish (70) and lingcod (25).

Logbooks are self reported and there is no creel sampling of remote lodges, there is an
incentive now for lodges to report 12 per client given that their catch numbers will be
reported to the BOF at the next cycle.

Without prohibition of electric reels the BOF ha~ given the charter industry the means,
methods, and incentives to take unprecedented amounts of this species and preempt the
traditional, 100 year old, fishery.



PROPOSAL 325 Management of coho
salmon troll fishery.

Extend closing date for coho salmon troll fishery to
September 30
Supporting information

1)Table 325-1 ADFG staff comments-proposal
325.This table shows the percentages of coho between
commercial gear groups.Gilinet and troll close to their BOF
allocation.Seine below, it should be noted that coho are
caught mostly when fishing for pink salmon.

The seine reprsentative at this meeting didn't
comment during committee G process.

2)Table 1 Southeast Alaska coho salmon escapement
estimates and index counts 1980 t02007
Most index counts well within goal range,even in years
season was extended.

3)Table- Harvest of coho salmon by the tradional SE
troll fishery before and during troll season extension.
While the average catch is small 0.8% of total catch
(extension) with average of 12,438(extension)The value to
the fisherman who fishes late is quite valueable,with coho
worth$ 20.00 to$ 40.00 a piece commonly the last few
seasons. It should also be noted that a high percentage of
hatchery produced coho are available in some
areas.Catching more enhanced coho would move trolling
toward their enhanced allocation percentages,which are out
of range.

John Murray Sitka Ak.
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Table 325-1.-Catch and percent of commercial coho salmon harvest by gear type.

Commercial Troll Purse Seine Drift Gillnet Set Gillnet Total
Year Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
1989 1,415,512 65% 331,684 15% 252,516 12% 176,816 8% 2,181,092 100%
1990 1,832,604 67% 377,844 14% 372,645 14% 148,891 5% 2,738,632 100%
1991 1,719,060 59% 408,872 14% 595,719 21% 166,731 6% 2,898,846 100%
1992 1,929,899 56% 499,792 15% 696,767 20% 290,149 8% 3,424,623 100%
1993 2,395;711 67% 464,524 13% 431,543 13% 237,446 7% 3,556,219 100%
1994 3,466,782 63% 954,415 18% 735,465 13% 343,903 6% 5,525,285 100%
1995 1,750,221 56% 595,039 20% 446,730 15% 295,030 9% 3,129,584 100%
1996 1,906,740 64% 440,235 15% 398,103 14% 227,802 8% 2,986,172 100%
1997 1,170,460 64% 184,729 10% 149,835 9% 322,776 18% 1,838,904 100%

w 1998 1,636,707 59%- 1.- 460,885 17% 436,352 16%+::, 197,669 7% 2,750,969 100%w

"" 1999 2,272,619 69% + CO 403,597 13% 391,480 12%-' 187,186 6% 3,276,855 100%
2000 1,124,854 67%+' 206,601 12% 176,726 11%- z.. 170,948 10% 1,688,378 100%
2001 1,843,997 63% i '2- 549,730 19% 335,301 11%- 'Z-- 205,344 7% 2,934,372 100%
2002 1,310,060 55%- Go 423,903 18% 453,622 19%+ b 200,888 8% 2,388,473 100%
2003 1,220,782 58%- 3 384,425 18% 430,902 20%+ '7- 74,343 4% 2,110,452 100%
2004 1,915,007 68%-t 1- 386,663 14% 316,589 11%-'1. 196,930 7% 2,815,188 100%
2005 2,036,104 750/0.+ I 't 339,661 12% 281,418 10% - 3- 82,887 3% 2,708,296 100%
2006 1,361,267 75% -'+i'f 103,447 6% 272,112 15%tZ. 86,085 5% 1,820,657 100%
2007 1,376,753 72% +C) 265,356 14% 197,079 10% - -' 76,523 4% 1,915,711 100%
2008 1,233,162 64%+ft 203,594 10% 352,200 18%+ r; 150,475 8% 1,939,431 100%

1989-2008 Average 64.3% 14.4% 14.2% 7.2% 100%
BOF Allocations 61% 19% 13% 7.0% 100%

Percent 1989-2008
Relative Deviation
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Table I.-Southeast Alaska coho salmon escapement estimates and index cOllnts from 1980 to 2007.

Auke Montana Peterson Bemers Chilkat Taku Ford Arm Black Sitka Hugh Smith Ketchikan Chuck
Year Creek Creek Creek River River River Lake River Survey Index' Lake Sw"Vey Indexb Creck
1980 698
1981 646 227 219
1982 447 545 320 7,505 2,662 1,545 2,144 1,017
1983 694 636 219 9,840 1,938 457 1,490 1,238
1984 651 581 189 2,825 425 2,063 1,408
1985 942 810 276 6,169 2,324 1,628 1,246 903 956
1986 454 60 363 1,752 1,546 312 702 1,783
1987 668 314 204 3,260 37,432 55,457 1,694 262 293 1,1l8 4,933
1988 756 164 542 2,724 29,495 39,450 3,028 280 403 513 5,007
1989 502 566 242 7,509 48,833 56,808 2,J77 181 576 433 6,761
1990 697 1,7 J 1 324 11,050 79,807 72,196 2,190 842 566 870 3,533
1991 808 1,415 410 11,530 84,5J7 127,484 2,761 690 1,510 1,826 5,721
1992 1,020 2,512 403 15,300 77,588 84,853 3,847 866 1,899 1,426 7,017
1993 859 1,352 112 15,670 58,217 109,457 4,202 764 1,716 830 7,270
1994 1,437 1,829 318 J5,920 194,425 96,343 3,228 758 1,965 J,753 8,690
J995 460 600 277 4,945 56,737 55,7JO 2,445 1,265 J,487 1,781 8,627

'" 1996 515 798 263 6,050 37,331 44,635 2,500 385 J,451 950 8,831
1997 609 1,018 186 10,050 43,519 32,345 4,965 686 809 732 5,063
1998 862 1,160 102 6,802 50,758 61,382 7,049 1,520 1,242 983 7,070
1999 845 1,000 272 9,920 57,140 60,844 3,598 1,590 776 1,246 8,038
2000 683 961 202 10,650 88,620 64,700 2,287 880 803 600 8,634
2001 865 1,119 106 19,290 108,698 104,460 2,178 1,080 1,515 1,580 IJ,475 1,350
2002 1,176 2,448 195 27,700 205,429 219,360 7,109 1,194 1,868 3,291 12,223 2,189
2003 585 808 203 10,110 134,340 183,038 6,789 1,055 1,101 1,510 11,859 614
2004 416 364 284 14,450 67,465 132,405 3,539 380 1,124 840 9,904 606
2005 450 351 139 5,220 38,589 91,830 4,257 160 1,668 1,732 14,840 646
2006 582 1,1l0 439 5,470 80,683 140,028 4,737 1,100 2,647 891 6,912 409
2007 352 324 226 3,915 25,493 49,632 2,567 745 1,066 1,244 4,488 425
Goal Range
Lower 200 400 100 4,000 30,000 35,000' 1,300 400 500 4,250
Upper 500 1,200 250 9,200 70,000 2,900 800 1,600 8,500

II The Sitka survey index is the sum ofpeak survey counts on five streams.
b The Ketchikan survey index is the sum of peak survey counts on 14 streams.

For the Taku River stock of coho salmon, the management objective of tlle U.S. is to insure a minimum above-border run of 38,000 fish as specitied in tbe Pacitic Salmon
Treaty. The listed figure of 35,000 lish, shown for comparison Witll spawning escapement estimales, rellects a probable Canadian catch above the border of up to 3,000 fish in
non-coho directed fisheries when the total above-border run is 38,000 fish.
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Table . Harvest of coho salmon by the traditional Southeast Alaska troll fishery before and during troll season extensions, 1994-2008.

Catch Number ofFish Total % Caught
Before Extension Season During

Extension 21-Sep 22-Sep 23-Sep 24-Sep 25-Sep 26-Sep 27-Sep 28-Sep 29-Sep 30-Sep Total Catch Extension

1994 3,458,365 1,219 1,147 1,595 260 229 394 317 154 454 1,709 7,478 3,465,843 0.2%
1995 1,735,178 872 1,927 1,879 321 1,618 679 175 1,578 579 1,620 11,248 1,746,426 0.6%
1996 1,905,055 Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed 1,905,055 Closed
1997 1,169,498 Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed 1,169,498 Closed
1998 1,630,534 385 1,045 945 760 380 349 112 695 33 213 4,917 1,635,451 0.3%
1999 2,235,563 2,088 787 1,276 4,292 3,978 5,885 2,750 1,796 965 1,019 24,836 2,260,399 1.1%
2000 1,123,986 Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed 1,123,986 Closed
2001 1,833,111 Closed Closed Closed Closed 824 4,429 1,431 872 164 106 7,826 1,840,937 0.4%
2002 1,285,381 3,000 4,081 5,749 . 4,237 2,964 948 1,117 746 248 178 23,268 1,308,649 1.8%
2003 1,198,807 4,954 3,650 880 269 1,315 3,342 2,364 1,583 396 51 18,804 1,217,611 1.5%
2004 1,903,330 318 1,111 346 957 2,320 175 1,042 444 241 145 7,099 1,910,429 0.4%
2005 2,026,344 Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed 2,026,344 Closed
2006 1,349,805 1,662 1,169 1,110 915 738 436 185 149 65 36 6,465 1,356,270 0.5%
2007 1,367,462 Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed 1,367,462 Closed
2008 1,270,902 Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed 1,270,902 Closed

-
Average for years with an
Extension 1,847,786 1,812 1,865 1,723 1,501 1,596 1,849 1,055 891 349 564 12,438 1,860,224 0.8%

Average for years without an
Extension 1,477,208 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,477,208 0.0%



Behnken, ALPA
Proposal number 137/296

The Board needs to remember that the data from the guided sport fishery are entirely self
-reported, with little oversight and no unannounced access to remote lodges.

While I was on the North Pacific Fishery Management Council, the department opposed
use of logbook data as the basis for allocation or management decisions. The Department
claimed the self-reported, unverified logbooks created an opportunity-and incentive--to
misreport. The Boards action to allow a 12 sablefish annual limit, with notice to the
charter industry that the self-reported logbooks will be used as the basis for future
allocation and management decisions, provides the incentive to target sablefish and to
over-report catch. IflO% ofthe anglers visiting SE take (or report taking) the 12
sablefish annual limit, they will take 1 million pounds and could displace the historic,
highly valuable directed longline sablefish fishery. Since the board took no action on
electric reels, the Board has also provided effective means for development of a new
commercial fishery (sablefish guided sport) and unprecedented levels of harvest.

The Board also should consider the potential impact of the 12 sablefish annual limit on
the federal sablefish fishery, since any sablefish taken on the outside coast inside 3 miles
will count against the federal TAC and create management preemption issues.



Farvour / Proposal 137/296 RC 296

The infonnation below provides the Board with relevant documentation regal'ding proposals 137/
296. The parallels between sablefish and halibut in resource management are reflecred in the
statements below from the two federal documents. The first is a section of an RIRIIRFA from
the North Pacific Fisheries Management Council regarding halibut. The second is a study done by
the USDA in SE Alaska.

Rresident sport fish effort in South East AK has been relatively stable through the years, although
residents efficiency has decreased as they have to spending more time trying to harvest fish.
Conversely, the non-resident sport effort has increased.

Secretarial Review Draft - Environmental Assessment/Regulatory Impact
Reviewllnitial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis for a regulatory amendment to
implement management measures under a guideline harvest level and/or
moratorium for Pacific halibut in Areas 2C and 3A February 14, 2001

1. Pressure by charter operations, lodges and outfitters may be contributing to localized depletion
in several areas.

2. The recent growth of charter operations, lodges and outfitters may be contributing to
overcroWding of productive grounds and deciining harvests for historic sport and subsistence
fishermen in some areas.

3. As there is currently no limit on the annual harvest of halibut by charter operations, lodges, and
outfitters, an open-ended reallocation from the commerciai fishery to the charter industry is
occurring. This reallocation may increase if the projected growth of the charter industry occurs.
The economic and social impact on the commercial fleet of this open-ended reallocation may be
substantial and could be magnified by the IFQ program.

4. In some areas, community stability may be affected as traditional sport, subsistence, and
commercial fishermen are displaced by charter operators, lodges, and outfitters. The uncertainty
associated with the present situation and the conflicts that are occurring between the various user
groups may also be affecting community stability.

Tourism and !ts Effects on Southeast Alaska Communities
and Resources: Case Studies From Haines, Craig, and
Hoonah, Alaska

United States Department of Agriculture, Forest SerVice, Pacific Northwest Research
Station Research Paper PNW-RP-566 July 2005

Resource Effects



quent escalation in the frequency and intensity of use of natural areas with special
scenic qualities or wildlife viewing opportunities. Tourism providers have expanded
into new sites to provide visitors with a unique Alaska experience. Tour operators
reiyon new transportation options to allow access to previously remote areas. The s e
trends affect the way southeast Alaskans interact with these same resources. Several
themes emerged in the analysis of resource effects.

1. The emphasis on consumptive tourism (hunting and fishing) caused many
residents of the study communities to worry about the long-term resource sus
tainability. The rapid growth in charter fishing activity was viewed as a threat
to those relying on fish for their livelihood or personal consumption. Accord
ing to local fishermen, the increase in charter activity has caused them to shift
their harvest patterns of saimon and halibut. These shifts evoked local conver
sations about entilfementto Alaska's resources and the desire for local protec
tions.

2. The expansion of tourist activity into more remote areas meant that Alaskans
using these areas for subsistence harvest had to share these spaces with visitors.
Although tourism had not impeded access to subsistence resources to a great
extent, some active subsistence users wondered about the quality and integrity
of these resources, given cruise ship pollution. Because subsistence is con
sidered both an economic activity and a cultural practice, changes in subsis
tence patterns will provoke discussion.

3. Tourism resulted in shifted patterns of local recreation use. Residents fre
quently reported that they had curbed their use of some high-volume areas
and shifted to less desirable sites to escape tourists. Those who continued to
use these high-volume areas reported a diminished experience. In some cases,
the development of tourism facilities in remote areas resulted in the perceived
loss of natural spaces and the encroachment of civilization into the natural
realm.
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ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES
CHARGE STATEMENT FOR

TASK FORCE ON POSSESSION LIMITS FOR SOUTHEAST ALASKA

At the 2006 Board of Fish Southeast Finfish meeting in Ketchikan, a task force was to be
developed to discuss a proposal that had been submitted regarding changes to the
possession limits. The task force group was never developed and no work was done on
the issue. Members of the pUblic during the committee process have asked again for
the development of a task force to discuss the issues raised at the Southeast finfish
meeting on possession limits and other related issues.

Purpose: The objective of the SE Possession Limit Task Force is to evaluate, research
and develop a comprehensive possession law for Southeast Alaska. Issues the
committee can consider are the definition of "possession limit"; preserved vs
unpreserved product; possible changes to the daily and possession limit for individual
species if changes to the possession limit definition is adopted by the task force; labeling
of sport fish, transfer of possession and access to the sport fishermen's catch at all times
to enforcement and creel census samplers at all times until arriving at their residence or
leaving the state.

Membership: The SE Possession Limit Task Force will consist of two Board of Fish
members; 5 charter representatives consisting of 1 (a) single boat charter operator (no
lodging); 1 lodge operator; 1 multi-day charter operator; 1 assisted-unguided lodge
operator, and 1 charter at large; 1 processor of sport caught fish; 2 resident sport
fishermen, 2 subsistence users and 2 commercial representatives.

Task force members will attend meetings at their own expense, The Department of Fish
and Game will assist the group by providing a meeting space or teleconference
capabilities and any requested information about the fisheries or effects of proposed
regulations.

The task force recommendations will be presented to the Board of Fisheries at the
Statewide meeting in March 2010.



Blackcod Bag Limit Effects for NSI Curry, PVOA 2/26/09

\ )

2008 Northern SE Inside TAe = 1,508,000
2008 Permit Holders = 96
2008 Pounds per permit = 15,708

SE Total anglers 2008 = 133,560
10% of 2008 anglers = 13,356
5% of 2008 anglers = 6,678
1% of 2008 anglers = 1,336

Average poundage approximate = 7.8

Effects of 12 fish annual limit: Ibs NSf permits equivalent
10% of 2008 anglers = 1,250,122 80
5% of 2008 anglers = 625,061 40
1% of 2008 anglers = 125,012 8

Effects of 10 fish annual limit: Ibs NSf permits equivalent
10% of 2008 anglers = 1,041,768 66
5% of 2008 anglers = 520,884 33
1% of 2008 anglers = 104,177 7

Effects of 8 fish annual limit: Ibs NSI permits equivalent
10% of 2008 anglers = 833,414 53
5% of 2008 anglers = 416,707 27
1% of 2008 anglers = 83,341 5

Effects of 6 fish annual limit: Ibs NSI permits equivalent
10% of 2008 anglers = 625,061 40
5% of 2008 anglers = 312,530 20
1% of 2008 anglers = 62,506 4



RC 299
Miscellaneous Business
Alaska Board of Fisheries

Feb. 17-26,2009
Southeast Finfish - Sitka

Petition from Susitna Valley AC (RC 300, RC 301)

Petition from Walter Johnson (Misc. Tab, and RC 287)

Potential working group on possession/annual limits in sport fishery (RC 297)

LAMP requests
Yakutat area LAMP (RC 259)
Hoonah area LAMP (RC 155)

Adjourn



ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
Boards SuppOli Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

KC ~OO

Subject: Emergency Petition
Chairman Morris,

We are filing an Emergency Petition to list Alexander Creek King Salmon stocks
as a Stock of Concern and correct actions taken that are hindering the reestablishment of
the Alexander Creek King salmon. The Alexander Creek king salmon stocks have
missed their escapement SEG (2100-6000) five out of seven years. The 2009 forecast is
for less than 500 returning this year, The aerial survives are conducted by department
stafffiom the Palmer Office. During the last Board of Fisheries hearing for Cook Inlet,
action was taken to close Alexander Creek to sports fishing due to poor returns over the
last seven year that averaged just over 64% of the SEG. During the same meeting the
Board approved additional fishing periods in May for Northern District commercial
fishing which may be detrimental to these stocks. The lack of genetics data prevents the
depmiment from determining Alexander Creek king stocks from other king salmon
stocks.

During the last Board of Fisheries hem'ings the action by the Bom'd closed
Alexander Creek to sports fishing, but extended the commercial fishing periods for the
Northern District Set Netters from thTee openings to five openings for '08. Two full
periods were added to the '08 season, and 1 opening in '09 and 2010. This was a
scheduled 66% increase for '08, and a 33% increase for '09 and' 10. This clearly
conflicts with the requirement to share the burden of conservation contained in the
Sustainable Salmon Management Policyc

The Board did not declare a Stock of Concern status to the Alexander Creek king
salmon as required by the Sustainable Salmon Management Policy. See 5 AAC 39.222.
Policy lor the management o[sustainahle salmon fisheries. This would have required
an Action Plan from the depmiment to the board.

Due to the critical state of Chinook stocks in Alexander Creek, the fact that all
retention of kings while spOli fishing has been ended, and the severe degredation of
habitat due to illegally introduced pike, we request that the Board ofFish waste no time
in considering this petition, and that the ADF&G submit an action plan to rebuild
Alexander Creek Chinook stocks.

Sincerely,
Steve Runyan
Chair

Susitna Valley Fish and Game Advisory Committee
POBOX 1223
Willow, Alaska 99688
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DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

DIVISION OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES
DIVISION OF SPORT FISH

Memorandum

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

333 RASPBERRY ROAD
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99518-1599
PHONE: (907) 267-2105 (CF)

(907) 267-2218 (SF)

TO: John Jensen, Chair
Alaska Board of Fisheries

1HROUGH:~~ger,Director
~sion of Commercial Fisheries

Charlie Swanton, Director. \1
Division of Sport Fish~

FROM: JeffRegnart, Region II Regional Supervisor
Division of Commercial Fisheries

James Hasbrouck, Region II Regional Supervisor
Division of Sport Fish

Action Reqnested

DATE: February 25, 2009

PHONE: 267-2324

PHONE: 465-6184

SUBJECT: Susitna Valley F&G
Advisory Committee petition to
declare Alexander Creek king
salmon a stock of concern.

The petitioner requests that the Alaska Board of Fisheries (board) declare the Alexander Creek
king salmon stock a stock of concern. The stated intent of the petition is to require the
department to develop an Action Plan as required by 5 AAC 39.222., Policy for the Management
of Sustainable Salmon Fisheries. The proponents argue that during the February 2008 Upper
Cook Inlet Board of Fisheries meeting, actions taken by the board conflicted with the
requirement to share the burden of conservation contained in the Policy for the Management of
Sustainable Salmon Fisheries.

Background

The Policy for the Management of Sustainable Salmon Fisheries directs the department to
provide the board, at regular meetings, with reports on the status of salmon stocks to identify any
salmon stocks that present a concern related to yield, management, or conservation. For example,
a "yield concern" means a concern arising from a chronic inability, despite the use of specific



management measures, to maintain expected yields, or harvestable surpluses, above a stock's
escapement needs. The policy defines "chronic inability" as "the continuing or anticipated
inability to meet escapement thresholds over a four to five year period, which is approximately
the generation time for most salmon species" (5 AAC 39.222 (f)(5)). At the October 2007 board
worksession, Alexander Creek king salmon was not identified as a stock of concern.
Escapements of king salmon in Alexander Creek were within the sustainable escapement goal
(SEG) in 2004 and 2005, and below the SEG in 2006, 2007, and 2008.

Discussion

To grant the petition as requested, the board must make a finding of emergency under the criteria
listed in 5 AAC 96.625. In subsection (t), an emergency is described as an unforeseen,
unexpected event that either threatens a fish or game resource, or an unforeseen, unexpected
resource situation where a biologically allowable resource harvest would be precluded by
delayed regulatory action and such delay would be significantly burdensome to the petitioners
because the resource would be unavailable in the future.

Findings ofEmergeuey

It is ADF&G's conclusion that the criteria of an emergency under 5 AAC 96.625 (t) has not been
satisfied. The low escapement of Alexander Creek king salmon in 2008 was not unexpected.
ADF&G is continuing to gather information to better understand factors that affect the run
strength variability of this stock and other northern bound Cook Inlet king salmon stocks.

2
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